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12 April 1995

WE, THE FOUNDERS of the International Space University, do hereby set forth this Credo as the basis for fulfilling 
ISU’s goals and full potential.

The INTERNATIONAL SPACE UNIVERSITY is an institution founded on the vision of a peaceful, prosperous and 
boundless future through the study, exploration and development of Space for the benefit of all humanity.

ISU is an institution dedicated to international affiliations, collaboration, and open scholarly pursuits related to 
outer space exploration and development. It is a place where students and faculty from all backgrounds are 
welcomed; where diversity of culture, philosophy, lifestyle, training and opinion are honored and nurtured.

ISU is an institution that recognizes the importance of interdisciplinary studies for the successful exploration and 
development of space. ISU strives to promote an understanding and appreciation of the Cosmos through the 
constant evolution of new programs and curricula in relevant areas of study. To this end, ISU will be augmented 
by an expanding base of campus facilities, networks and affiliations both on and off the Earth.

ISU is an institution dedicated to the development of the human species, the preservation of its home planet, the 
increase of knowledge, the rational utilization of the vast resources of the Cosmos, and the sanctity of Life in all 
terrestrial and extraterrestrial manifestations. ISU is a place where students and scholars seek to understand the 
mysteries of the Cosmos and apply their knowledge to the betterment of the human condition. It is the objective 
of ISU to be an integral part of Humanity’s movement into the Cosmos, and to carry forth all the principles and 
philosophies embodied in this Credo.

THIS, THEN, IS THE CREDO OF ISU. For all who join ISU, we welcome you to a new and growing family. It is 
hoped that each of you, as leaders of industry, academia and government will work together to fulfill the goals 
set forth herein. Together, we shall aspire to the Stars with wisdom, vision and effort.

Peter H. Diamandis

Todd B. Hawley

Robert D. Richards

ISU
CREDO
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Dear friend, 

Welcome to the International Space University and to the Space Studies Program of 2019, 
where you will feel the strength of international collaboration, multicultural understanding 
and the enthusiasm for Space exploration and development, and how these topics help 
tackle the challenges on Planet Earth. When I meet with ISU students or alumni, I see people 
committed to a career in Space, and how the multidisciplinary skills and the international 
network they acquire make them successful professionals. ISU students and alumni are not 
only embedded in a network of more than 4600 Space professionals, but they also become 
network-builders themselves.

This is an essential skill today, because the Space sector is dynamic and growing and Space 
projects involve many stakeholders including government agencies, research organizations, 
industry, academia, and the financial community worldwide.

I also see that ISU has become a recognized neutral forum and platform for the free 
exchange of ideas and for interdisciplinary learning that is open to interested participants 
from around the globe and from any discipline: scientific, technical, legal, economic or any 
social science.

This year, the ISU is offering new courses and services in Space entrepreneurship, as we see 
more and more alumni embarking in start-ups and commercial Space activities.

I would like to thank all staff, faculty, alumni, program sponsors and partners for their 
generous contributions of time, resources and brain power to the SSP19 program.

As SSP19 marks 30 years of the first SSP held in Strasbourg in 1989, I want to thank in 
particular the co-hosts Strasbourg Eurometropole, Grand Est Region and the University of 
Strasbourg for their generous support.
 
I am proud of being part of the ISU community and hope that you will also decide to become 
an active member if you are not one already. In the meantime, I wish you a very rich learning 
experience during SSP19.

Prof. Pascale Ehrenfreund
Chair of the Executive Board, German Aerospace Center – DLR
ISU Chancellor

WELCOME TO ISU
SPACE STUDIES PROGRAM 2019
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The International Space University is pleased to bring back the Space Studies Program 
for 2019 to Strasbourg France this summer. Hundreds of world leading experts in the 
space field along with astronauts, heads of space agencies, and local politicians will visit 
Strasbourg to share their knowledge with participants from all around the world and engage 
in International and Interdisciplinary professional development.
 
Our staff and faculty have prepared a world class program that will include lectures, panels, 
and dozens of workshops, distinguished panels, and public events. The intensive nine-week 
program will provide a well-rounded overview of the principles and concepts involved in 
the space industry, including disciplines like engineering, space applications, management 
and business, policy, economics, space law, science, humanities, and human performance 
in space.
 
The Space Studies Program will benefit the participants by leveraging on the experience 
and different perspectives that our international experts will bring to the program. The Space 
Studies Program in Strasbourg this summer will also provide a platform that will increase 
awareness of education in the local community and inspire the future generations to take 
interest in space exploration. 
 
I am looking forward to welcoming each and every one to our exciting program this summer 
and hope it will be memorable experience.

Dr. Omar Hatamleh
SSP Executive Director, ISU/NASA 

ISU IS PLEASED TO INTRODUCE THE 
SPACE STUDIES PROGRAM
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The Eurometropolis of Strasbourg is a local government of intercommunity cooperation comprising
33 municipalities and 500,000 inhabitants within the greater Strasbourg area. It offers the financial
solidarity that helps maintain the independence of the municipalities.

The Eurometropolis sets out to drive its international reach and its economic development and to 
help provide its municipalities with their living environment and local public services. Intercommunity 
cooperation applies to specific fields of competence such as mobility and urban transport (including 
the tram system), economic development and international reach; roads and traffic signs, urban 
planning, sanitation and water resource management…

Since 1995, the Eurometropolis of Strasbourg has hosted ISU’s central campus. It has always been an 
evidence for us that the future goes by the use of space data and technologies especially nowadays
with the major issues currently facing our society, such as education and research, industrial 
modernisation, solidarity, the change in energy sources and eco-responsibility.

With its blend of cultures, innate tolerance, ecological awareness and embodiment of the European
spirit, Strasbourg is a highly attractive, yet contemporary city. A multifaceted image, which is the basis 
of its originality.

Strasbourg is a unique place where humanism, sustainable development, culture and business 
combine to form fertile ground unlocking new opportunities for the future development. 

Hosting SSP19 and ISU values make sense to us!

EUROMETROPOLIS OF STRASBOURG
SSP19 HOST INSTITUTION
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It is a great pleasure for me to welcome you to the Eurometropolis of Strasbourg for this very special 
Space Studies Program 2019: thirty years ago, Strasbourg hosted its first SSP which was the beginning 
of a very special relationship between ISU and our city. It makes me really proud to say that our 
histories are linked.

It is always a privilege for us to host people from all around the world, working and interested in the 
so specific and important space sector. For many of you, it will be the first time to experience our city.

Behind the obvious things, such as its architecture, the scents of its food artisans when you walk in 
the cobblestoned streets, its outstanding sights at each corner of the historic centre of Strasbourg 
listed at UNESCO World Heritage, Strasbourg is a city with fundamental values such as humanism, 
optimism experimenting, respect for the environment as well as those forming the cornerstone of 
modern Europe – respect, liberty, peace and equality.

The city is home to some 70 European and international institutions and its humanist visions are 
underpinned by the large number of major issues debated here such as human rights, gender 
equality and bioethics subjects which are enthusiastically embraced by its citizens.

With four competitiveness clusters, an Innovation Park, four Nobel prize winners working in 
the city, a European campus of medical technologies, 60,000 students, 14 “grandes écoles” and 
15,000 researchers, Strasbourg is a major hub for business, entrepreneurship, higher education and 
innovation.

Our researchers, students, entrepreneurs, businesses, artists, artisans, and workers all contribute to 
the unique personality of the Eurometropolis of Strasbourg.

For all those reasons, I really wish that you will appreciate your stay here during SSP19 and that you 
will feel this engaging atmosphere. Hoping that it will be a source of opportunity and inspiration for 
your heavy working program that will reinforce your choice to be involved in the space field.

Again, welcome and enjoy!

WELCOME FROM THE SSP19 
HOST INSTITUTION

Robert Herrmann
President of the Eurometropolis of Strasbourg
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After months of preparation and work of the Local Organizing Committee (LOC) in collaboration with 
ISU staff members and local partners, it is a great pleasure for us to welcome you and to give you 
the best arrangements to live an incredible experience during your rich and intensive program here 
in Strasbourg.

You will spend a lot of time in the ISU Central Campus. This building is located in Strasbourg at the 
Innovation Park, a business environment of 170ha where research meets innovation around University 
facilities, laboratories and high-tech companies.

The Innovation Park provides all facilities and amenities that you may require for your daily needs. 
You will have easy access to the city centre from there. Soft mobilities are at the forefront of the 
city’s efforts, especially with its extensive cycle tracks and tram system: Strasbourg is recognized 
as the French capital of mobility and the 4th most bicycle-friendly city in the world according to the 
Copenhagenize Index.

The city offers a welcoming environment for a comfortable break, or a cultural escapade but also for 
business in digital economy, healthcare, medicine and biotechnologies and even in the social and 
solidarity-based economy.

The space sector is one of our major economic development axes with, among others, actions and 
partners, a local consortium of six stakeholders named Rhinespace. Its mission is to develop the 
digital economy from space-based data and technologies and with an incubator, scheduled to open
in September 2019, related to space business.

All of us on the LOC are looking forward to knowing you. We wish you the very best in your SSP19 
and hope that you will have a wonderful time and feel like a Strasbourg citizen within your nine weeks 
here.

WELCOME FROM THE SSP19 
LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Catherine Trautmann
Chair LOC SSP19
Vice-president of the Eurometropolis of Strasbourg.
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This poster designed by a team member of the SSP19 Local Organizing Committee shows the bridges 
which have been existing now for many years, between the Eurometropolis of Strasbourg, the space 
sector and the International Space University. 

A story that started over 30 years ago - in 1989 with the space studies program taking place for the 
first time in Strasbourg, France. Six posters have been designed so far – perfectly reflecting each SSP 
hosted on ISU’s central campus or the facilities of the University of Strasbourg – in 1989, 2003, 2006, 
2010, 2013 and 2019.

The frieze of pictograms depicts very nicely some of the landmarks of the beautiful city of Strasbourg 
from left to right:

The bridge in the Jardin des Deux Rives: symbolically linking France to Germany
The tram: an initiative of Mme Trautmann, long time supporter of ISU
Les Ponts Couverts – former prison
The cathedral: one tower is still in space, since SSP89! :-)
The European Parliament: representing in this case all the European Institutions based in Strasbourg 
including the European Commission, the Council of Europe, the Court of Human Rights amongst 
others.

The Moon featured is a subtle allusion to the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 and landing on the Moon 
on 21st July 1969. The little rocket is there to remind us the Grand Est Region is home to companies like 
Clemessy in Mulhouse, a city which is part of the Communaute des Villes Ariane.

The colour used in the design of this poster – orange and black - have been chosen with a lot care 
and reflect the colours of Strasbourg The Europtimist.

THE SSP19
POSTER

1989 2003 2006 2010 2013
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The SSP is an intensive professional development 
course for postgraduate participants, as well as for 
young and seasoned professionals of all disciplines. It 
is a unique educational experience with a curriculum 
that covers the principal space-related fields, both 
technical and non-technical. The topics range from 
engineering, space sciences, and space applications, 
to life sciences, law, policy, management, business, 
and humanities.

The shared experience of an international, intercultural, 
and interdisciplinary working environment is an 
ideal networking forum. The ISU alumni, numbering 
over 4600 from 105 countries to date, along with 
the faculty members and visiting lecturers, have 
created an extensive, international, multidisciplinary 
professional network. Through the exchange of ideas 
and information, this network has been successful 
in advancing a range of projects – including disaster 
warning and mitigation systems, human health 
enhancement using space technologies, and solar 
system exploration - and has contributed significantly 
to the creation of one national space agency.

The interdisciplinary curriculum offered in the SSP, 
with its emphasis on international cooperation, 
exposes participants to broad new perspectives 
on world space activities that might otherwise 
be reserved for those with many years of diverse 
professional experience. The program is packed 
with a wide variety of activities including lectures by 
renowned experts, hands-on activities and projects, 
team work assignments, and professional visits. Each 
year the program evolves to better meet the needs of 
the participants and their employers.

All ISU programs are conducted in English. 
Participants are strongly encouraged to contribute 
their own knowledge, experience, ideas, culture, 
and opinions, as well as their energy and enthusiasm. 
It is expected that participants reflect the ISU 
pedagogical approach and vision, promoting interest 
in and respect for different cultures and backgrounds.
The SSP is organized into three interrelated phases;

Phase I – Core Lecture Series

Phase II – Departmental Focus

Phase III – Team Project

The three phases are divided into academic 
elements on which each participant’s performance 
is assessed. The main academic elements for which 
assessment marks are assigned include the Core 
Lecture Examination & Workshops, Departmental 
performance, and the Team Project (TP) performance. 
Each academic element includes a number of sub-
elements, which will be described in subsequent 
sections of this Handbook. 

OVERVIEW

SSP Participants at
NASA Ames Research Center

SSP Participants at
ISU central campus

SSP Academic Program Overview

Morning
Core Lectures

Afternoons
Department
Introduction
Workshops
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Department 
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CORE LECTURES

The core curriculum of the SSP consists of the core 
lectures and fundamental workshops. The Core 
Lecture Series and associated workshops ensure that 
participants have a basic grounding and common 
knowledge in the fundamentals of all the disciplines 
that are relevant to space programs. It also serves to 
ensure that participants understand the relationships 
among the various disciplines in any space-related 
activity. All participants attend the core lectures 
and fundamental workshops, which create the 
basic framework of knowledge to prepare them for 
informed and balanced judgment and subsequent 
teamwork.

Each major aspect of space activity is presented in an 
interdisciplinary series of lectures designed primarily 
for non-experts. The lectures do not go into depth 
or enter into significant detail in any subject, except, 
perhaps, to illustrate a point. Thus, medical specialists 
will be able to understand the lectures on propulsion, 
and engineers and lawyers will be able to understand 
the lectures on the effects of weightlessness on the 
human body. The great breadth and diversity of the 
subjects means, however, that a large quantity of 
material is covered. Many core lectures are grouped 
around clusters or themes to highlight the interrelation 
among disciplines. At the end of the Core Lecture 
Series, when the whole picture can be put together, 
participants will have gained a valuable, new, and 
exciting perspective on space activities. 

Three or four core lectures are presented each day 
for a period of four weeks. Lectures are 60 minutes in 
duration, including 10 minutes reserved for questions. 
Lecturers are aware that their presentations 
are aimed at non-specialists and that, for many 
participants, English is not their first language. They 
are informed to speak slowly and clearly, to avoid 
colloquialisms, and to explain specialized language 
or jargon. The lecturers greatly appreciate signals 
from the participants, if they begin to speak too 
quickly or if difficult language is introduced without 
explanation. Questions or requests for clarification 
during the lectures are welcome and participants are 
encouraged to ask questions and to engage in group 
discussions with the lecturers while they are on-site. 

PHASE 1
CORE LECTURE SERIES

Microgravity Droptower 
Workshop

SSP17
Core Lecture Series

Cubesat Design
Workshop
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Participants are expected to attend all lectures, 
including the lectures in their own area of 
specialization. The reasons for this are twofold. 
First, the Core Lecture Series provides common 
knowledge on fundamental concepts relevant to 
space programs before project teamwork activities 
begin, so that everyone has access to the same 
information on various interdisciplinary subjects. 
Second, participants who are more knowledgeable in 
a particular subject are better placed to offer informal 
help to fellow participants, who may be experiencing 
difficulty with learning the subject for the first time. 

As a study aid, Core Lecture Study Notes (CLSNs) 
and PDF files of the core lecture presentations are 
provided to all participants in electronic format 
upon their arrival at registration. These notes contain 
a summary of key concepts and phrases of each 
lecture, which especially help participants who are 
not familiar with the topic to grasp the basics of each 
lecture. References for further readings are included 
in the study notes. 

Fundamental and elective workshops are offered 
during Phases I and II. All participants take part in the 
fundamental workshops during the first two weeks of 
the program. The elective workshops are then offered 
in parallel. SSP workshops are designed to enhance 
and complement the knowledge acquired during the 
core lectures through more active learning in smaller 
groups. The workshops allow greater interaction and 
individual learning, and often include a hands-on 
component. 

There are four fundamental workshops that all 
participants will attend: Team Building, Design 
Thinking, Intercultural Skills, and Report Writing and 
Presentation Skills. Participants will rotate through 
these workshops within their Team Project (TP) 
groups. 

Elective workshops are selected based on personal 
interests and topics complementary to the Core 
Lecture Series, which provide opportunities to 
deepen and broaden interdisciplinary knowledge 
and skills. Participants must sign up for their selected 
workshops in advance, using an online selection 
tool distributed during the program. Participants 
who do not complete the sign-up process will be 
automatically assigned to an elective workshop by 
the SSP Academic Team.

Artificial Gravity
 Workshop

SSP18
 Rover Mission Workshop

First ISU Space Selfie
SSP16 Participants Captured by Eros-B 

Satellite at 520 km Altitude

WORKSHOPS
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The departmental activities provide deeper 
examination of some of the topics covered in the 
core. They are run in small groups, thus allowing for 
exchange of knowledge, ideas, and opinions, as well 
as hands-on activities. The department activity slots 
provide an important opportunity for participants 
to interact with faculty members, visiting lecturers, 
and Teaching Associates to build their professional 
network. These activities provide a means for 
participants to become more aware of the cultural 
differences that govern personal interactions in a 
group setting, and to adapt and develop presentation 
and negotiation skills in light of this cultural diversity.

The Department Chair will assign a short exercise, 
experiment, or project to meet the requirements for 
the department evaluation (see the Evaluation and 
Conduct sections). This assignment may be fully 
explained to, and developed with, each participant 
during a personal interview with the Department Chair. 
The topic of the individual or small team assignments 
will be coordinated between the participant(s) and 
the Department Chair. Assignments may be done 
individually or in small groups. Assignments may take 
the form of an oral presentation; a professional paper 
and/or poster; constructing an experiment, gathering 
data and interpreting the results; or answering a 
request for proposal. The nature of the assignment 
will be commensurate with the overall learning 
objectives and department academic plan set out by 
the Department Chair.

During some department slots, participants make 
professional visits to space-related institutes and 
organizations. The specific activities vary based on 
the available local resources and the overall program 
plan developed by the Department Chair.

The SSP Departments are:

 Space Applications (APP)

 Space Engineering (ENG)

 Human Performance in Space (HPS)

 Space Humanities (HUM)

 Space Management and Business (MGB)

 Space Policy, Economics, and Law (PEL)

 Space Sciences (SCI)

Participants are encouraged to select a department 
in which they may not have significant background 
or expertise. At SSP, it is important to try new things 
to broaden your background.

Specific departmental sub-elements include 
department activity participation, individual or small 
team assignments, and professional visits.

SSP Professional Visit to
NRC Aerospace

Remote Sensing
Workshop

DEPARTMENTAL
ACTIVITIES 

PROFESSIONAL
VISITS (PV)

INDIVIDUAL OR
SMALL TEAM ASSIGNMENTS

The SSP is structured around seven academic 
departments. This organization provides an anchor 
that allows smaller groups of participants to focus on 
a particular discipline of interest as they learn. Each 
participant is appointed to a department among 
their three preferences during the first weeks of the 
program.

PHASE 2
DEPARTMENT FOCUS
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The Team Project (TP) phase is when the participants 
work in interdisciplinary and intercultural groups to 
produce comprehensive analyses and proposals 
regarding an international space project or a topic of 
relevance in the space sector.

Each participant is assigned to a TP among their 
three preferences during the first week of the 
program and will work on that topic for the duration 
of the SSP session. When the TP work requires 
specific information, participants can turn to their 
departmental experts.

The TP element of the SSP has three main 
objectives as described below:

1. To encourage participants to put into practice what 
they have brought from their own educational or 
professional background, plus the knowledge and 
skills they learn from lectures, workshops, and other 
presentations during the SSP session.

2. To experience decision-making, organizing, and 
working in sub-teams, as well as to learn how to come 
to solutions and recommendations while working 
in interdisciplinary and intercultural teams, in which 
conflicting requirements emerge and compromises 
must be negotiated.

3. To produce a comprehensive report of professional 
quality and deliver the results in a formal public 

presentation. The TP report covers all aspects of the 
topic including, but not limited to: technical, financial, 
organizational, political, social, and business. Many 
ISU reports have served as resources for the world 
space community.

The structure of a TP depends to some extent on 
its subject matter, but certain aspects are common 
to all TPs, including:

 An early phase of exploratory research or 
brainstorming discussions about the project
 
 A series of factual lectures specific to the TP topics
 
 An intensive research and fact-finding period
 
 A challenging period of assessing the different 
ways to organize the study effort

 Extensive opportunities for engaging departmental 
faculty members and lecturers in discussions 
associated with TP issues

 An interim presentation where expert advice and 
comments are provided by reviewers

 A period of very intense work to complete the 
Team Project Literature Review, Team Project Plan, 
Final Report, Executive Summary, and the Final 
Presentation

Each TP team must analyze and respond to at least 
the tasks outlined in the TP descriptions in this 
Handbook. Innovative solutions and creativity are 

SSP Professional Visit to 
Neptec Design Group

Team Project
Meetings

TP
STRUCTURE

PHASE 3
TEAM PROJECT
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encouraged, but team members must ensure that all 
of the topics detailed in the guidelines in the following 
section have been addressed.

The most important section of the literature review 
is the list of references; all the listed references must 
be credible and reliable academic/scientific sources. 
ISU requires use of the Anglia-Ruskin citation style; 
a link to Anglia-Ruskin is included in the ISU Team 
Project Requirements and Guidelines document, 
as well as in the ISU Writing Style and English 
Grammer Guide. and ISU Library Website. The Team 
Project Literature Review is submitted to the TP Chair 
and the SSP Director in accordance with the deadline 
stated in the SSP schedule. The team will be provided 
with constructive feedback and comments on the 
Literature Review.

Team Project Plan

The Team Project Plan is a useful tool that defines the 
direction of the team. It allows the team members to 
come together and organize for the execution of the 
project. The team will develop a mission statement, 
an outline of the project, create a work breakdown 
structure that will detail how the work is distributed 
among the team members, and complete a detailed 
schedule. The Team Project Plan is submitted to the 
TP Chair and the SSP Director in accordance with the 
deadline indicated in the SSP schedule. The team 
will be provided with constructive feedback and 
comments on the proposed direction of the project. 
The Team Project Plan is limited to 15 pages.

Executive Summary

The Executive Summary is a document that is up to 16 
pages in length and is produced both in printed color 
copies and in electronic format. It provides a succinct 
high-level summary of all aspects of the TP with 
emphasis on the outcomes and their applicability. 
The Executive Summary must be submitted to the 
TP Chair and the SSP Director in accordance with the 
deadline indicated in the SSP schedule.

Team Project
Discussions

Just as in any international space project, and to 
ensure quality control and accuracy, there will be a 
set of required (marked) deliverables. These include 
a Literature Review, Team Project Plan, Executive 
Summary, Final Report, and Final Presentation. These 
deliverables, along with the participant’s individual TP 
performance mark, comprise the sub-elements of 
the TP.

An internal review of the project in the form of a 
presentation convenes at Week 7. The internal review 
presentation is not marked because the intent is for 
the faculty and visiting experts to provide any final 
guidance needed before the project approaches 
completion.

When developing the deliverables, the ISU Team 
Project Requirements and Guidelines document, 
which is a separate document provided as part of the 
SSP academic materials, shall be followed. Failure 
to do so shall result in an automatic deduction from 
the Final Report mark. Each TP may involve the 
development of other deliverables specific to that TP. 
These additional deliverables are not marked and are 
specified in the TP descriptions. 

Team Project Literature Review

The Team Project Literature Review aims to help 
the team to gain insight into the project before 
interviewing experts, organizing surveys, and 
brainstorming for the final report and presentation. 

DELIVERABLES

Team Project
Report Writing
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Final Report

The Final Report is the written end product of the 
team’s effort. It must adhere to the ISU Team Project 
Requirements and Guidelines document, which is 
separate from this Handbook. The Final Report is a 
professional quality document limited to 126 pages, 
including references, that clearly and concisely 
describes the team’s effort and the outcome of the 
project. It is produced only in electronic format, a 
copy of which is provided to all participants at the end 
of the program. The Final Report is submitted to the 
TP Chair and the SSP Director in accordance with the 
deadline stated in the SSP schedule.

Internal Review Presentation

The team will develop and deliver a formal 60-minute 
presentation on the current status of the Final Report 
to the faculty, chairs, fellow SSP participants, staff, 
and invited experts. The internal review should focus 
on the justification and exploration of the substantive 
ideas covered in the project. The presentation should 
discuss methods, progress, and challenges. Theatrics 
and cosmetic polish should not be included in 
this presentation; those should be left for the Final 
Presentation.

Once all four of the TP internal review presentations 
are completed, there will be a TP Internal Review 
Feedback session where each team will receive 
feedback from the faculty, chairs, fellow SSP 
participants, staff, and invited experts. Attendance 
at the Internal Review Presentations and Feedback 
Sessions is mandatory for all teams and participants.

Final Presentation

The team will develop and deliver a formal 60-minute 
presentation of the Final Report to the faculty, chairs, 
fellow SSP participants, staff, and invited experts. After 
each presentation, there will be a 30-minute Q&A 
session where each team will receive questions from 

the faculty, chairs, and invited experts. Attendance at 
the Final Presentations is mandatory for all teams and 
participants.

Teams are encouraged to make full use of available 
technology to provide an informative and engaging 
detailed presentation of the work they have 
accomplished during the summer. Non-traditional, 
creative presentations are highly encouraged.

Topic Selection Criteria

In selecting specific topics and tasks in the TP work 
breakdown structure, the team is expected to apply 
the following criteria.

 Workable: Generating a complete, integrated 
product with clear conclusions

 Realistic: Technically, economically, and politically 
feasible

 Innovative: Likely to stimulate unprecedented 
ideas

 Focused: Having clearly defined and stable 
objectives

 Enabling: Advancing plans and capabilities for 
novel technical solutions

 Fostering teamwork: Stimulating argument and 
drive toward consensus

 Interdisciplinary: Engaging the talent and energy of 
participants in all ISU disciplines

 International: Inherently requiring a cooperative 
multinational approach

 Beneficial to team: Useful to participants as alumni 
in their later careers

SSP16
Final Presentations
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Post-SSP Team Project Activities

ISU alumni regularly present the results of SSP TPs at international conferences and meetings, such as the 
International Astronautical Congress (IAC) and conferences at the United Nations. Groups of participants and 
faculty have also worked to turn TP reports into real-world studies for space agencies and research institutes.

Each year SSP TP Chairs and the Teaching Associates prepare abstracts that are submitted to the IAC, where the 
TP Chairs and TAs are identified as the primary authors of the papers. This is because the submission dates are 
significantly earlier than the start of the SSP session. All TP team members are identified and acknowledged in 
the final submitted published paper.

ISU provides a small budget of 500€ to each TP group to defray the cost of participant travel to a conference 
or symposium for the purpose of delivering a TP-related presentation. The funds may be provided to one 
participant or split among several at the discretion of the TP Chair.

ISU Alumni at
69th International Astronautical Congress

Bremen 2018



The Moon, Donato Creti (Italy - 1711)

This astronomical painting is part of series intented as a gift for
Pope Clement XI to promote astronomical research
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The SSP evaluation has four elements:

1. Core lecture midterm quiz and final examination

2. Departmental performance, including individual or 
small team assignment

3. Team Project performance

4. Workshops performance & attendance

Participants must achieve at least an Acceptable (50%)  
evaluation in each of the first three elements to earn a 
Certificate of Completion for the SSP, as explained in 
this section and in the Academic Guidelines and Code 
of Conduct chapter. Participants should familiarize 
themselves with these guidelines. At the beginning 
of the Space Studies Program, each participant 
will be asked to sign an agreement confirming full 
understanding of the terms and conditions contained 
in the guidelines.

Midterm Quiz

A short quiz will be administered around halfway 
through the Core Lecture Series. Specifically, the 
quiz is scheduled on 8 July 2019, Monday at 09:00. 
The quiz will cover all material presented during 
Weeks 1 and 2 of the Core Lecture Series (it will not 
include lecture material presented in Weeks 3 and 4). 
The quiz format will consist of one multiple choice 
question per lecture. The quiz will be disciplinary 
in nature, meaning that questions will assess your 
understanding of key concepts from each core 
lecture, rather than synthesizing information across 
lectures.

EVALUATION

Academic Elements
Core Examination
Department Grade
Team Project Grade
Workshops & Attendance Grade

30%
30%
30%
10%

Final Grade Weighing

CORE
CURRICULUM EXAMINATION

Final Exam

The Final Exam is administered at the end of the Core 
Lecture Series on 18 July 2019, Thursday at 09:00. 
It will consist of two parts, (A) disciplinary quiz, and 
(B) interdisciplinary essay exam. Both parts will be 
administered in sequence and timed during one 
examination sitting.

The disciplinary quiz (A) will be conducted similar 
to the Midterm Quiz, consisting of disciplinary quiz 
questions in multiple choice format.  The quiz will 
cover material presented during Weeks 3 and 4 of the 
Core Lecture Series only.

The interdisciplinary essay exam (B) will be 
administered directly after the disciplinary quiz. The 
essay exam will cover all lecture material in the Core 
Lecture Series (Weeks 1 to 4 inclusive). It will consist 
of three (3) interdisciplinary questions of which one 
(1) must be answered. It is the participant’s choice 
as to which question is addressed. The questions 
are designed to assess the participant’s ability to 
synthesize the information presented in the core 
lectures to address a multifaceted interdisciplinary 
topic reflecting both technical and non‐technical 
content.

The exam will be derived from the material in the core 
lectures only. To be fully prepared, participants should 
study the presentation materials, Core Lecture Study 
Notes (CLSNs), and notes taken during the lectures.

Core
Lecture Exam
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Departmental Activities
During SSP18

Departmental Activities
During SSP18

Quiz and Exam Assessment

The Midterm Quiz and Final Exam results together 
comprise the core curriculum performance 
assessment (i.e., the Core Grade). The Midterm Quiz 
will be worth 30% of the Core Grade. Each question 
is worth one point and the Midterm Quiz grade is 
recorded as a percentage score. If a participant 
misses the Midterm Quiz, there will be no opportunity 
to take the quiz and a score of zero (0) will be given for 
the missed quiz. The Final Exam will be worth 70% of 
the Core Grade.  Specifically, the disciplinary quiz will 
be worth 30% of the Core Grade.  The interdisciplinary 
essay exam will be worth 40% of the Core Grade.

A total examination score of at least 50% is required 
to achieve an Acceptable performance level. Failure 
to pass the core exam will lead to failure of the SSP 
overall. Students failing the core exam will be offered 

Department Chair, which is to be submitted no later 
than 2 August 2019, Friday at 18:00. At the beginning 
of Phase II, a topic for the individual/small group 
assignment will be discussed and agreed upon by 
the individual/group and the Department Chair. The 
Department Chair will evaluate the assignment and 
specify the deliverables associated with it. They may 
designate other individuals to mark the assignment, 
including Department Faculty, Visiting Lecturers, and 
the Teaching Associate. Particular attention will be 
given to the amount, quality, and content of work; 
grasp of the subject; bibliography; and the overall 
organization, clarity, coherency, consistency, style, 

a single opportunity to re-sit the exam. Passing of this 
re-sit will lead to the award of a minimum passing 
grade. No re-sit examination will be arranged in the 
case where all participants achieve an Acceptable 
performance level on the Core element. Participants 
will only receive a final mark of either Acceptable or 
Fail. 

A detailed assessment briefing will be presented on 
the first day of the Core Lecture Series. This briefing 
will be available on the participants’ shared drive for 
reference.

Exam grades will be available no later than 23 July 
2019, Tuesday. Participants may review their graded 
exam by making a written request to the Academic 
Coordinator. Grades may not be appealed after 29 
July 2019, Monday.

The department performance assessment is based 
on three sub-elements, which include the following:

Abstract
An assessment of the individual or small group 
assignment topic, proposal, or abstract, which is to 
be submitted in writing no later than 24 July 2019, 
Wednesday at 09:00. (10%)

Assignment
An assessment of the participant’s individual or 
small group assignment final paper, presentation, or 
whatever form of deliverable as agreed upon with the 

Core Curriculum
Evaluation Complements Date & Time

Final Exam

Total

Disciplinary Midterm Quiz

Disciplinary Quiz
Interdisciplinary Essays

18 July 2019, Thursday at 09:00

8 July 2019, Monday at 09:00

30
40

30

100

Percentage

DEPARTMENT
EVALUATION

Departmental Evaluation
Components

Submission
Due

Assignment Abstract
Assignment Submission
Contribution
Total

24 July 2019, Wednesday at 09:00
2 August 2019, Friday at 18:00

-
-

10
40
50

100

Percentage

Departmental marks will be issued no later than 6 August 2019, Tuesday and may not be appealed after 9 August 2019, Friday.
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SSP16 Participants
Practicing Telesurgery

Communications
Workshop

TEAM
PROJECT EVALUATION

In assessing each participant’s performance in the 
TP activities, the TP Chairs and Faculty will take 
into consideration the following factors:

 The ability of the participants - both individually 
and collectively – to: work within, and lead teams; 
communicate one-on-one and in group meetings; 
define project objectives and ensure their fulfillment; 
perform successfully the project parts assigned to 
them; gather, utilize, and integrate knowledge gained 
in all aspects of the SSP; provide innovative ideas 
in order to achieve the objectives of the TP; deliver 
effective reports and presentations

 The importance, relevance, and completeness of 
the bibliographic search and literature survey

 The timely development and submission of the 
Team Project Plan

 The quality of the Literature Review, Final Report, 
Executive Summary, and Final Presentation; innovative 
ideas, completeness of the contents, overall 

organization, clarity, critical analysis, coherence, and 
consistency

Each participant’s contribution and individual overall 
mark for the TP will be based on the following six sub-
elements, five of which are the major TP deliverables.

1. The Team Project Literature Review (the team 
should receive a “pass” grade to proceed)

2. The Team Project Plan (team mark - the same mark 
for each participant)

3. The Final Report (team mark - the same mark for 
each participant)

4. The Executive Summary (team mark - the same 
mark for each participant)

5. The Final Presentation (team mark - the same mark 
for each participant)

6. The individual contribution of each participant (a 
separate evaluation will be made for each participant)
The assessed TP sub-element point weighting are 
summarized in the table below.

TP Evaluation Components Submission Due
TP Literature Review (team)
TP Plan (team)
Executive Summary (team)
Final Report (team)
Final Presentation (team)
Individual Contribution
Total

22 July 2019, Monday at 18:00
28 July 2019, Sunday at 22:00

19 August 2019, Monday at 09:00
20 August 2019, Tuesday at 18:00

22 August 2019, Thursday 
-
-

Pass/Fail
10
10
25
15
40

100

Percentage

The assessed TP sub-element point weighting is summarized in the table below.” 

originality of methods, initiative, imagination, and 
critical analysis. (40%)

Contribution
An assessment of the participant’s involvement in 
and contribution to department activities, which may 
take into account feedback from other SSP faculty 
members and the Teaching Associate; other products 

of the assignment or departmental work; and follow-
up discussions with the participant, when appropriate. 
Participants are expected to attend all departmental 
activities and, at the discretion of the Department 
Chair, may be marked down five (5) points or more per 
absence. At the discretion of the Department Chair, a 
peer review process may be used as an element of 
the evaluation. (50%)
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TRANSCRIPT, CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION
AND LETTER OF PARTICIPATION

Upon successful completion of the SSP, participants receive a transcript of their results and a Certificate of 
Completion. Transcripts will reflect all four elements of the SSP performance assessment. The SSP Certificate 
of Completion will be awarded only to those participants who achieve a pass (a mark of 50% or above) in each 
of the first three assessed elements. That is, passing marks of 50% in the Core, 50% in the Department, and 50% 
in the TP to obtain an SSP Certificate of Completion. A Letter of Participation will be issued to those participants 
who complete the program but do not obtain an overall passing mark.

Additional official copies of the SSP transcript may be requested via an online service on the ISU website at www.
isunet.edu.  Transcripts will not be provided to third parties without the written authorization of the individual 
participant. At the end of the program, participants will be given an unofficial copy of their transcript as a record 
of their performance.

An assessment of the participant’s involvement in and contribution to workshops, which may take into account 
feedback from workshop instructors, other SSP faculty members, and the Teaching Associates; and follow-up 
discussions with the participant, when appropriate. 

Participants are required to attend all workshops and all mandatory public events (panels, distinguished lectures, 
etc.) Absence from workshops and/or mandatory public events will be reflected on the attendance grade for the 
participants by up to 10% of the overall final grade.

Mr. Thomas Wijnen Receiving 
Best Academic Achievement Award for SSP18

WORKSHOP EVALUATION
ATTENDANCE

Specific evaluation criteria for each of the deliverables will be provided during the SSP session.

Points are deducted from the Final Report mark for either or both of these factors:

 The report is submitted late (10 points deduction)

 The report does not comply with the ISU Team Project Requirements and Guidelines document (10 points 
deduction)

A participant’s individual contribution mark will be based on a combined evaluation of oral interviews and general 
observations. At the discretion of the TP Chair, a peer review process may be used as an element of the evaluation.



Jupiter, Donato Creti (Italy - 1711)

This astronomical painting is part of series intented as a gift for Pope Clement XI to 
promote astronomical research
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The International Space University experience is 
a composite of knowledge gained through formal 
methods such as lectures, as well as through more 
informal channels of discussion and participation 
in activities inside and outside of the classroom. In 
addition, ISU seeks to develop each participant’s 
capabilities, network of associates, and interpersonal 
skills in small and large group settings.

Attendance and active participation are expected 
at all official SSP academic activities and functions. 
Any absence from the SSP session requires the prior 
approval of the SSP Director, with the concurrence 
of the participant’s Department or TP Chair and the 
Academic Coordinator. Extended absences include: 
absence that prevents a participant from attending 
lectures, workshops, departmental activities, 
professional visits, TP activities, or other official SSP 
academic activities. Absence requests may be 
submitted via the process detailed in the SSP 
Absence Policy and Procedure document, which is 
located on the SSP website.

the participant’s Department or TP Chair.

If the petition for withdrawal is approved by ISU, the 
participant may then request to be readmitted to the 
following session of the Space Studies Program.

Participants whose academic performance is 
unsatisfactory will be subject to one or more of the 
following procedures:

Core Examination

When a participant fails the core examination, the 
following procedure will be instituted:

1. The Academic Coordinator provides the participant 
with written notice of the failure.

2. The Academic Coordinator then consults with the 
participant’s Core Chair and the SSP Director.

3. If it is determined by the Core Chair that the 
participant failed the examination due to extraneous 
circumstances, such as: poor language skills, 
personal difficulties, illness, or other extenuating 
circumstances, then a re-sit examination will be 
administered. If the participant passes the re-sit 
examination, then a Pass grade will be given. Marks 
on re-sit examinations will be limited to the maximum 
possible score of 50%. No re-sit examination will be 
arranged in case all participants pass the original 
exam. If the participant fails the re-sit examination, a 
grade of Unsatisfactory will be given for this evaluation 
element of the program.

4. If no extraneous circumstances for the failure are 
found, the participant will be informed by the Core 
Chair and in writing by the Academic Coordinator, 
that a grade of Unsatisfactory will be given for this 
evaluation element of the program.

Department

If a participant’s academic performance is 
unsatisfactory in this program element as assessed 
by the Department Chair, then the participant will 
be placed on academic probation and will receive a 
written warning from the SSP Director detailing why 
the performance was considered unsatisfactory. 
The participant will have one week to improve 
performance. If the participant’s performance does 
not improve to the satisfaction of the SSP Director, 
Academic Coordinator, and the participant’s 
Department Chair, the participant will be notified of a 
grade of Unsatisfactory for this evaluation element of 
the program.

Participants who miss a total of five (5) days or 
more of the course will not receive a Certificate of 
Completion unless exceptional circumstances apply, 
and will instead be issued a Letter of Participation. If 
exceptional circumstances apply, a determination 
will be made by the SSP Director in consultation 
with the Academic Coordinator and the participant’s 
Department and TP Chairs.

Participants who leave the program before its 
completion and who have maintained good academic 
standing will be issued a letter from the SSP Director 
describing the extent of their participation.

Any participant who is not undergoing disciplinary 
proceedings may petition for early withdrawal 
from the program. Petition for withdrawal must be 
submitted in writing to the SSP Director.

Upon receipt of the written request, the petition for 
withdrawal will be decided upon by the SSP Director, 
in consultation with the Academic Coordinator and 

ACADEMIC
GUIDELINES

PARTICIPANT
RESPONSIBILITIES

ACADEMIC
WARNING

ATTENDANCE

WITHDRAWAL
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Team Project

If a participant’s academic performance is 
unsatisfactory in this program element as assessed 
by the TP Chair, then the participant will be placed 
on academic probation and will receive a written 
warning from the SSP Director explaining the 
unsatisfactory performance. The participant will have 
one week to improve performance. If the participant’s 
performance does not improve to the satisfaction 
of the SSP Director and the TP Chair, the participant 
will be notified of a grade of Unsatisfactory for this 
evaluation element of the program.

All members of the ISU community shall conduct 
themselves in accordance with accepted principles 
of academic honesty as described in this Program 
Handbook. Cheating, plagiarism, copyright violations, 
or other forms of dishonesty are prohibited and 
shall not be tolerated. Violation of the ISU academic 
honesty policy will result in penalties commensurate 
with the offense.

ISU considers the following behavior, or attempts 
thereof, by any participant, staff, or faculty member, 
whether acting alone or with any other persons, to 
violate the ISU Code of Conduct and Ethics, including, 
but not limited to:

(a) Physical harm or threat of physical harm to any 
person or persons, including, but not limited to 
assault, sexual abuse, or other forms of physical 
abuse.

(b) Harassment, whether physical or verbal, oral or 
written, which is beyond the bounds of protected free 
speech, directed at a specific individual(s) and likely 
to cause an immediate breach of the peace.

(c) Conduct which threatens the mental health, 
physical health, or safety of any person or persons 
including, but not limited to drug or alcohol abuse, 
and other forms of destructive behavior.

(d) Academic dishonesty, including, but not limited to 
plagiarism and cheating, and other forms of academic 
misconduct, for example, misuse of academic 
resources or facilities, or misuse of computer software, 
data, equipment, or networks.

SSP participant records are confidential. All 
participant evaluations, examination scores, and 
other evaluations of a participant’s performance 
are confidential and cannot be released to anyone 
without the express written consent of the participant. 
Participants may request to see their record by 
submitting a form provided for this purpose. It is the 
participant’s responsibility to make an appointment 
with the Academic Coordinator to inspect the record.

ISU’s Code of Conduct and Ethics (COCE) commits 
everyone in the ISU community to the highest ethical 
standards in furtherance of ISU’s mission of teaching, 
research, and service. The foundations of ethical 
behavior at ISU are a commitment to respecting the 
rights and dignity of all persons and a commitment to 
discharging our obligations to others in a fair and honest 
manner. Every member of ISU plays an important role 
in keeping these commitments by demonstrating 

All ISU participants, staff, and faculty shall conduct 
themselves in a manner that is honorable and 
respectful of other people and of ISU. hey shall abstain 
from any public action, statement, or publication that 
would be incompatible with their duties or obligations 
as a participant, ISU staff member or faculty member.
This Code shall pertain to activities within classes, 
during examinations, while participating in ISU-
sponsored events, and within the host communities.

PRIVACY OF
PARTICIPANT RECORDS

Workshops And Public Events

ACADEMIC
HONESTY

OFFENSES

CODE OF
HONORABLE CONDUCT

ISU CODE OF CONDUCT
AND ETHICS (COCE)

If a participant’s involvement in workshops and 
attendance to public events is unsatisfactory, the 
participant will be placed on academic probation and 
will receive a written warning from the SSP Director. 
The participant will have one week to improve his/
her involvement and attendance. If the participant’s 
attendance and involvement does not improve to 
the satisfaction of the SSP Director, the participant 
will be notified that he/she will receive a grade of 
Unsatisfactory for this evaluation element of the 
program. 

integrity and respect in their daily activities and in 
the performance of their responsibilities. This Code 
of Conduct and Ethics establishes a statement of 
principles to guide the activities of all ISU faculty, staff, 
and participants.
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(e) Intentional disruption or obstruction of any activity 
organized by ISU or by an institution hosting an ISU 
program or activity, such as the SSP, or the right of 
its members to carry on their legitimate activities, 
to speak or to associate with others (including their 
exercise of the right to assemble and to peaceful 
protest).

(f) Theft of or damage to personal or ISU property, 
effects, information, intellectual property, or services, 
or illegal possession or use of the same.

(g) Forgery, alteration, fabrication, or misuse of 
identification cards, records, grades, documents, 
or misrepresentation of any kind to an ISU office or 
member.

(h) Unauthorized entry, use, or occupation of ISU 
facilities or SSP host facilities that are locked, closed, 
or otherwise restricted as to use.

(i) Disorderly conduct including, but not limited 
to public intoxication, lewd, indecent or obscene 
behavior, libel, slander, and illegal gambling.

(j) Unauthorized possession or use of any weapon 
including firearms, BB-guns, air rifles, explosive 
devices, fireworks, or any other dangerous, illegal, or 
hazardous object or material, and improper use as a 
weapon of any otherwise permitted object or material.

(k) Counselling, procuring, conspiring, or aiding a 
person with commission of an offense, or knowingly 
or maliciously bringing a false charge against any 
member of ISU under this code.

(l) Refusal to comply with a sanction or sanctions 
imposed under the procedures of this code.

Participants, staff, and faculty who witness violations of 
the ISU Code of Conduct and Ethics are encouraged 
to approach the offender in a manner that can lead 
to informal mitigation of the offense. Every attempt 
should be made to resolve the situation in a manner 
that assists the offender to correct the behavior while 
maintaining the integrity of ISU and other individuals 
who may be involved. In instances where the offense 
is considered to merit additional action, the matter 
is to be referred to the appropriate person: Where a 
participant is involved in such offense, the appropriate 
person is the Director of the relevant ISU Program; 
where it is a member of the ISU Faculty, it is the ISU 
President acting as the Dean; in other cases, it is the 
ISU President.

During a session of the SSP, the SSP Committee on 
Academic Conduct and Ethics addresses all issues 
regarding the disciplinary aspects of the academic 
life, academic freedom, academic duties, and 
responsibilities, as well as breaches to the ISU Code 
of Conduct and Ethics. In all matters brought before 
the SSP CACE, all parties will be given fair and equal 
opportunity to present their views to the Committee.

Membership

During a session of the SSP, the SSP CACE is 
composed of:

 Three Chairs elected from the Chairs present on 
site by the Chairs and the members of the faculty of 
ISU present on site; and

 The SSP Director.

This Committee elects its Chair from among the Chair 
members of the Committee.

Procedures

The SSP CACE will consider all allegations of ISU Code 
of Conduct and Ethics violations brought forth by a 
participant, staff member, or a member of the faculty. 
All such complaints must be made in writing. The SSP 
CACE, will provide a copy of the written complaint to 
the individual against whom the complaint has been 
made as soon as feasible. The individual against 
whom a complaint is lodged shall have the right to 
file a written response to the allegations or appear in 
person before the committee. The complainant must 
be willing to appear before the SSP CACE, should the 
Committee consider such an appearance necessary 
to determine the truth or substance of the allegations 
in the complaint.

ISU shall establish a centrally appointed Committee 
on Academic Conduct and Ethics (CACE) as specified 
in the procedures below. For the purposes of 
confidential and central record keeping, a one-page 
summary of the outcome of all investigations shall 
be copied to the ISU Academic Unit to be kept on 
file. Whenever possible and appropriate, informal 
resolution and mediation shall be used to resolve 
issues of individual behavior before resort is made to 
formal disciplinary procedures.

COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC
CONDUCT AND ETHICS (CACE)

DUTY TO ASSIST
IN IMPLEMENTING
THE ISU CODE OF CONDUCT
AND ETHICS

ACTION IN CASE OF
MISCONDUCT OR VIOLATION
OF  THE CODE OF CONDUCT
AND ETHICS
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The Committee shall investigate the complaints and 
determine if the allegations are valid and if they violate 
the ISU Code of Conduct and Ethics. If it is determined 
that a violation of the ISU Code of Conducts and 
Ethics has taken place, the SSP CACE will take one 
of the following disciplinary measures for violation of 
the Code of Conduct and Ethics: warning, probation, 
or dismissal.

The following measures or combinations of them 
may be imposed upon individuals found to have 
committed an offense under the ISU Code of Conduct 
and Ethics.

Warning and Probation

A written warning or notice of probation explicitly 
states that further disciplinary action will ensue if 
the individual fails to achieve a satisfactory level of 
behavior within the prescribed probation period. 
During the time of this warning or probation period 
the individual’s behavior shall be closely monitored 
in an effort to affect improvement or change. If new 
significant problems of behavior arise during the 
probationary period, immediate dismissal may occur.

Dismissal for Cause

Suspension from registration in an ISU program for 
a specified period recommendation for expulsion 
from ISU. A letter of suspension or termination will be 
issued to be effective on the date of the decision.

If a participant, member of the Faculty of ISU, Lecturer 
on site, or staff member has committed an offense 
under the ISU Code of Conduct and Ethics, and 1) 
does not achieve the required behavior standards 
by the review date provided in a written warning, or 
2) if this individual is found to have engaged in willful 
misconduct, disobedience, or willful neglect of duty, 
a sanction of suspension from an ISU program for 
a specified period of time OR recommendation for 
expulsion can be imposed. A letter of suspension or 
a letter of termination will be issued to be effective on 
the date of the decision.

In the case of a participant, this sanction would directly 
affect a participant’s registration in a program and may 
be imposed only where it has been determined that 
the offense committed is of such a serious nature that 
the participant’s continued registration threatens the 
academic function of the ISU program or the ability 
of other participants to continue their program(s) of 
study.

In all cases of disciplinary action recommended by 
the SSP CACE, the individual involved has the right of 
an appeal to the ISU President.

Interim Conditions and Measures

Ongoing Personal Safety: In cases where the 
allegations of behavior are serious and constitute 
a significant personal safety threat to members of 
the ISU community, the SSP Director is authorized 
to impose interim conditions that balance the need 
of complainants for safety with the requirement of 
fairness to the respondent. The interim conditions are 
in no way to be construed as indicative of guilt, and 
shall remain in place until the charges are disposed of 
under the SSP CACE’s procedures.

Urgent Situations: In some circumstances, such as 
those involving serious threats or violent behavior, 
it may be necessary to remove the individual from 
ISU. The SSP Director may suspend the individual 
temporarily for up to three working days if there is 
reasonable apprehension that the safety of others is 
endangered, damage to property is likely to occur, 
or the continued presence of the individual would 
be disruptive to the legitimate operations of the 
ISU program. The individual(s) shall be informed 
immediately in writing of the reasons for the 
suspension and shall be afforded the opportunity 
to respond. The SSP CACE must review the 
temporary suspension period, following a preliminary 
investigation, and either revoke or continue the 
suspension. The individual has the right of appeal to 
the President.

Appeal Procedure: All members of the ISU 
community have the right of appeal against a 
decision regarding them. Appeals shall be submitted 
in writing to the President of ISU with the appropriate 
justifications. The President will evaluate the position 
of the complainant and the Chair of the CACE. 
The President has discretion to request additional 
information and consult with others. The President’s 
decision is final.



The Astronomer, 
Johannes Vermeer of Delft (The Netherlands - 1668)

Portrayals of scientist were popular during
the Dutch Golden Age in the 17th century.

The Astronomer is believed to portray Antonie van Leeuwenhoek,
commonly know as “the father of Microbiology”
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NOTE: ARTICLE 14 – Sexual Harassment and 
ARTICLE 15 – Intimidation and Harassment, of the ISU 
Internal Rules, are incorporated by reference into this 
document.

1. The International Space University (ISU) is committed 
to providing a workplace and academic environment 
free from harassment and discrimination. 

In keeping with this commitment, ISU strictly prohibits 
all forms of harassment, including behavior by words 
or conduct of bias or prejudice based upon a person’s 
protected characteristic(s) as defined in Section _7_.

2. Harassment of employees by supervisors, 
subordinate employees, and coworkers is strictly 
prohibited. ISU also prohibits harassment of 
employees by non-employees, as well as harassment 
by or of program participants, students, ISU faculty 
(including adjunct, associate, and emeritus), teaching 
assistants, visiting lecturers, agency personnel, 
sponsors, or other visitors involved in ISU program 
activities or events.

3. This policy applies to any location where ISU 
employees are assigned to perform work, including 
during business-related travel, or at work-related 
functions. This policy also applies to any location 
where ISU programs are conducted, including off-
site travel and other functions sponsored by ISU or 
the program’s Host University/Organization.

4. Any person affiliated with ISU -as detailed in 
Section 2, above – who is found to have violated this 
policy shall be subject to disciplinary action up to and 
including immediate termination of employment, 
removal from an ISU program, or prosecution in the 
appropriate court of law.

5. No individual in or applicant for the protected 
positions listed in Section 2 of this policy may be 
disciplined, dismissed, or face retaliatory measures –
whether direct or indirect – for having filed a complaint 
or report under this policy.

6. Questions about this policy should be directed as 
follows:

7.  Harassment is generally defined as any unwanted, 
unwelcomed, or uninvited physical or verbal behavior 
that annoys, threatens, intimidates, demeans, 
humiliates, alarms, or puts a person in fear of their 
safety. Harassing behavior may include, but is not 
limited to, epithets, derogatory comments or slurs 
and lewd propositions, assault, impeding or blocking 
movement, offensive touching or any physical 
interference with normal work or movement, and 
visual insults, such as derogatory posters or cartoons. 
Although harassment is often a behavior that persists 
over time, serious one-time incidents can also be 
considered harassment.

7.1 Psychological harassment is defined by actions 
that aim at or have the effect of worsening someone’s 
working conditions likely to infringe his rights or dignity, 
alter his physical or mental health, or compromise his 
promotion.

7.2 Sexual harassment is defined as any unwelcome 
verbal or physical behavior of a sexual nature that 
either infringes someone’s dignity because of its 
degrading or humiliating nature, or creates an 
intimidating, hostile or offensive situation. Any serious 
pressure, even non-repetitive, with the virtual or real 
aim to obtain an act of sexual nature, whether the 
sexual act is sought for themselves or for a third party, 
is treated as sexual harassment.

7.3 ISU also prohibits any unwelcome behavior 
by words or conduct that is severe or pervasive 
and that is directed at an individual because of 
their race, sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, 
and related medical conditions), ancestry, national 
origin, disability, age, sexual orientation/preference, 
ethnicity, marital status, family responsibility, political 
affiliation, language, creed, religious belief, religious 
association or activities, physical handicap, color, 
socioeconomic status, gender, gender identity, and 
gender expression – actual or perceived.

7.4 ISU prohibits all unwelcome conduct directed at 
any individual with a protected characteristic(s) as 
described in Section 2, above, regardless of whether 
that conduct rises to the level of severity required for 
a violation of applicable law in the jurisdiction where 
the conduct has occurred.

7.5 This prohibition applies to conduct that occurs 
on the ISU Central Campus, as well as on the sites 
hosting the Space Studies Program and the Southern 
Hemisphere Space Studies Program. It also applies 
to off-site conduct, including on-line or electronic 
conduct, if the conduct: 1) occurred in the context 

a. Master’s Program:  The ISU Designated 
Contact for harassment reports, and ISU Human 
Resources Office

b. SSP and SHSSP – The ISU Designated 
Contact for harassment reports, and the Host 
Site Designated Contact for harassment reports 

EVALUATION

DEFINITIONS
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of an employment or education program or activity 
of ISU, or 2) has continuing adverse effects on the 
program. During the SSP or SHSSP, the relevant 
policies of the partnering institution/host site will be 
incorporated into this policy by reference.

7.6 For the purposes of this policy, applicable law 
means the laws of the state or country in which the 
ISU program is located, as well as the laws, policies, 
rules, or regulations of the host site(s) for ISU’s SSP 
and SHSSP programs.

7.7 For purposes of this policy, medical condition 
means a condition relating to cancer or genetic 
characteristics including, but not limited to: epilepsy, 
diabetes, allergies, or vision and speech impairments. 
The terms physical disability and mental disability 
are broader defined under applicable laws as stated 
in Section 7.2, above.

7.8 Harassment directed at an individual with 
protected characteristics (Section 2) may take many 
forms. Examples include, but are not limited to: verbal 
conduct, such as epithets, derogatory comments, 
or slurs; visual conduct, such as derogatory posters, 
cartoons, drawings, or gestures; or physical conduct, 
such as assault, impeding or blocking movement, or 
physical interference with normal work or movement. 
Such conduct may constitute harassment if witnessed 
or overhead by another individual, even if the conduct 
is not directed at that individual, and even if that 
individual is not a member of the protected group at 
which the conduct is directed.

8. Examples of sexual harassment include, but are not 
limited to: unwelcome sexual flirtations, advances, 
propositions; verbal abuse of a sexual nature’ subtle 
pressure or requests for sexual favors’ threats or 
demands to submit to sexual requests in order to keep 
one’s job or avoid some other loss or detriment; offers 
of job or program benefits in return for sexual favors; 
unnecessary touching of an individual; a workplace 
display of sexually suggestive objects or pictures; 
sexually explicit or offensive jokes, stories, cartoons, 
or nicknames; lewd gestures or leering; impeding 
or blocking movement or physical interference with 
normal movement; or physical assault.

8.1 Such conduct may constitute harassment if 
witnessed or overheard by another individual, whether 
or not the conduct is directed at that individual. Sexual 
harassment can occur between two individuals of the 
same sex or opposite sex.

8.2 There is no requirement that a witness or 
witnesses must be named before an incident of 
sexual harassment can be reported.

8.3 To maintain privacy, anyone who wishes to report 
an incident of sexual harassment may choose to file 
their complaint through an ISU Designated Reporter, 

whose report will be accepted as documentation 
of the incident. The Designated Reporter(s), for ISU 
will be appointed for each ISU program by the ISU 
Administration, in accordance with the restrictions on 
conflicts of interest set forth in Section 9.

NOTE: Nothing in this policy or process precludes 
an individual from accessing assistance and/or 
protection from an appropriate law enforcement 
agency.

9. Any employee or other person involved in an 
ISU program (Section 2) who believes they have 
been harassed or who has witnessed harassment 
of another, must immediately report the facts of 
the incident or incidents and the names of the 
individuals involved to the ISU Designated Contact 
for harassment reports, or to the Host site Designated 
Contact if the ISU contact is not available. If neither 
contact person is available, and if there is no conflict 
of interest involved, the report may be made to a 
direct supervisor, a Program Director, or to the ISU 
Human Resources Office.

9.1 For the purposes of this policy, conflict of interest 
means that a report of harassment should not be 
taken by someone whose position of professional 
responsibility 1) gives them direct power or influence 
over the person who has been subjected to or who 
has witnessed an incident of harassment; or 2) may 
give them either a personal or professional interest 
in the outcome of the decision-making process in a 
harassment investigation.

10. ISU will promptly and thoroughly investigate 
every complaint of harassment and will take 
appropriate preventive and/or corrective action when 
it is warranted. In addition, ISU will conduct each 
investigation and handling of harassment complaints 
with discretion, preserving confidentiality during the 
conduct of the investigation and following resolution 
of the complaint.

11. There will be no retaliation against any employee 
or other affected individual for: 1) making a good faith 
complaint of harassment or who brings inappropriate 
conduct to the attention of ISU; 2) preventing unlawful 
practices; or 3) participation in an investigation.

11.1 Any employee or affected individual who 
believes that they have been or are being retaliated 
against should immediately report such conduct 
to the Designated Contact (for ISU or the Host site, 
as appropriate). If there is no conflict of interest, the 
affected person can report the offensive conduct to 

PROCESS
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their direct supervisor, the Human Resources Office, 
or the Office of the ISU President, so that a prompt 
investigation can be conducted.

11.2 Any employee or other individual involved with 
an ISU program, who is found to have engaged in 
retaliation related to a report of harassment will be 
subject to disciplinary action up to and including 
immediate termination of that employee’s or 
individual’s contract.

12. Reports, complaints, or other information must be 
provided in good faith. It is a violation of this policy 
when a person knowingly or recklessly alleges a 
false complaint of discrimination, harassment, and/
or related retaliation, or provides false information 
during the course of an investigation, and violators may 
be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
expulsion from the ISU program or termination of 
employment, as applicable. 

PROCESS

COUNSELORS
CONTACT PERSONS FOR CODE OF CONDUCT ENQUIRIES

Kathryn Martin Kristell Bars

12.1 This provision does not apply to reports made 
or information provided in good faith, even if, at a 
later date, the facts alleged in the report prove to be 
unsubstantiated.

13. ISU supports the use of confidential resources 
so that victims of discrimination, harassment, and/
or related retaliation can provide information about 
such misconduct confidentially and receive support 
and accommodations as necessary through the 
person(s) that will be assigned per ISU program. 
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CORE
LECTURE SERIES

Su-Yin Tan
Core Co-Chair

François Spiero
Core Co-Chair

SSP19 CORE 
LECTURE LIST

Week 1

June 25, 2019

June 26, 2019

June 27, 2019

June 28, 2019

CLS-01 Kerrie Dougherty
CLS-02 Tanja Masson-Zwaan
CLS-03 Christopher Welch
CLS-04 Tanja Masson-Zwaan
CLS-05 Kerrie Dougherty
CLS-06 Taiwo Tejumola
CLS-07 Christian Sallaberger
CLS-08 Hugh Hill
CLS-09 Su-Yin Tan
CLS-10 Christian Sallaberger
CLS-11 John Logsdon
CLS-12 Christopher Welch
CLS-13 Paul Wohrer
CLS-14 Kerrie Dougherty
CLS-15 Juan de Dalmau

HUM

PEL

ENG

PEL

HUM

APP

MGP

SCI

APP

PEL

MGB

INTER

PEL

HUM

HUM

Origins of the Space Age

Legal Underpinnings of Space Activities

Orbital Mechanics

Space Law and the New Space Economy

Cultural Rationales for Space Activities

Introduction to Space Applications

Management of Space Projects

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Introduction to Remote Sensing

Business Structures and Planning

Policy Rationales for Space Activities

Orbits and Applications

Major Space Nations

Space and the Arts

Communicating Space

The Core Lecture Series is designed to be an 
interdisciplinary set of lectures.  Many core lectures 
are grouped around clusters or themes to highlight 
the interrelation among disciplines. Disciplinary or 
departmental labels presented below are primarily 
for study and organizational purposes only. It is 
recognized that many lectures may address concepts 
from more than one discipline and almost all lectures 
have interdisciplinary relevance. Participants are 
encouraged to make links between disciplines and 
to learn how concepts from one discipline may be 
applied to another.

At the end of the Core Lecture Series, participants 
should be able to: 

 demonstrate a critical understanding of various 
disciplines relevant to space programs, 
 explain the interdisciplinary aspects and 
relationships of various space-related activities, 
 develop a basic framework of knowledge in 
preparation for subsequent individual (department) 
and group (team project) work. 
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Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

July 01, 2019

July 03, 2019

July 02, 2019

July 04, 2019

July 05, 2019

July 08, 2019

July 09, 2019

July 15, 2019

July 10, 2019

July 16, 2019

July 17, 2019

July 18, 2019

July 12, 2019

July 11, 2019

CLS-16

CLS-24

James Green

Su-Yin Tan

CLS-17

CLS-25

Volker Damann

Ruediger Jehn

CLS-18

CLS-26

Walter Peeters

Christopher Welch

CLS-19 Jean-François Clervoy
CLS-20

CLS-27

CLS-30

CLS-33

CLS-36

CLS-48

CLS-39

CLS-51

CLS-54

CLS-45

CLS-43

CLS-42

James Green

Walter Peeters

François Spiero

Volker Damann

Gilles Clément

John Connolly

Gilles Clément

Ofer Lapid

John Connolly

Joseph Pelton

Angie Bukley

Benoit Famaey

CLS-21

CLS-28

CLS-31

CLS-34

CLS-35

CLS-37

CLS-49

CLS-40

CLS-52

CLS-55

CLS-46

CLS-44

Volker Damann

Silvio Sandrone

Jerome Maxant

Pascale Ehrenfreund

Angie Bukley

Kazuya Yoshida

Christopher Johnson

Angie Bukley

James Mason

William Kramer

Su-Yin Tan

Gilles Clément

CLS-22

CLS-23

CLS-29

CLS-32

CLS-38

CLS-50

CLS-41

CLS-53

CLS-56

CLS-47

Barbara Imhof

James Green

Omar Hatamleh

Gary Martin

Daniel Glover

Kathryn Denning

Daniel Glover

Ginger Kerrick

Mikhail Marov

Gilles Clément

SCI

APP

HPS

APP

PEL

ENG

INTER

SCI

MGB

PELL

HPS

MGB

APP

SCI

SCI

MGB

MGB

ENG

ENG

ENG

PEL

ENG

HUM

HUM

PEL

SCI

HPS

HPS

HPS

APP

ENG

SCI

SCI

ENG

ENG

ENG

APP

HPS

APP

APP

HPS

The Solar System

Current and Future Space Remote Sensing

Human Performance in Space

Space Sustainability and Orbital Debris

Economic Rationales and Costing of Space Programs

Spacecraft Configuration and Testing

Being an Astronaut

The Space Environment

Financial Issues and Techniques of Space Projects

International Dimensions of Space Exploration

Human Adaptation and Countermeasures

Commercial Space Launch Business

Satellite Image Processing and Data Integration

Space Habitats (LEO, Moon, and Mars)

Microgravity

A Future with Innovation

NewSpace: The Emerging Commercial Space Industry

Space Systems Engineering

Military Space

Space Mission Design

Emerging Space Players

Cubesats and Nanosats

Space Futures

Anthropology and Space

Space Operations

Cosmology: Origin and Fate of the Universe

Space Psychology

The Cardio-Vascular System in Space

Neuroscience in Space

Commercial Satellite Communications Industry

Rocket Science, Thrusters and Launchers

Stars and Galaxies

Astrobiology

Spacecraft Subsystems: G&C, Thermal Control, TCC&DH

Space Robotics

Spacecraft Subsystems: Structures, Propulsion, and Power

Current and Future Trends in Global Navigation Satellite Systems

Life Support Systems

Satellite Telecommunications

Navigation, Positioning and Timing

Space Medicine

Core Lecture Exam
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L-01

L-03

L-04

L-02

Origins of the Space Age

Orbital Mechanics

Space Law and the New Space Economy

 Legal Underpinnings of Space Activities

SSP19 CORE 
LECTURE CONTENT

This lecture explores the history of spaceflight from the origins of rocketry to the beginning of the Space 
Age. Cultures around the world have contributed both to the visions and to the technological developments 
necessary to make spaceflight a reality. In the 20th Century, geopolitical agendas – with both hot and cold 
wars - sparked a rapid development in rocket technology, which could be seen as a “technological mutation”. 
This explosive technological development made spaceflight a reality, perhaps before the world was properly 
ready to fully exploit it.

Orbital mechanics (also called astrodynamics) is the application of the laws of physics to describing the motion 
of spacecraft. It is one of the fundamental topics in astronautics and is essential to the design, implementation, 
and operation of a space mission. As well as defining the sorts of orbits that are possible, orbital mechanics 
is needed to determine spacecraft trajectories and maneuvers. In this lecture, the basic principles of orbital 
mechanics will be explained, together with the classical orbital elements used to describe orbits.

This lecture describes the issues surrounding the regulation of ‘NewSpace’ activities. Today’s space field is 
characterized by new activities, new actors and new concerns. New activities in space such as space mining 
or large constellations of small satellites raise issues that are not clearly addressed in the UN space treaties. 
Steps undertaken by the international community and individual States to address these gaps, e.g., through 
international guidelines or national law, will be explained. New actors include startups and universities that 
are not always aware of legal implications and requirements. States enact national law to comply with their 
treaty obligations, and the importance of building capacity and raising awareness among new actors will be 
highlighted. Some examples of how States regulate the activities of private entities will be provided, as well 
as an overview of the work of the United Nations in this field. The emergence of new activities and new actors 
also raises new concerns, such as a ‘gold rush’ for space resources or congestion and collisions in low Earth 
orbit. Efforts to address these concerns will be outlined.

Space law emerged soon after Sputnik 1 was launched into outer space in 1957. Several legally binding 
international instruments (treaties) governing the use of outer space for peaceful purposes have been 
adopted within the framework of the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space 
(UNCOPUOS), with the 1967 Outer Space Treaty (OST) at its core. The OST contains the basic rules that define 
the behavior of States in conducting activities in outer space, and has resulted in more than sixty years of 
peaceful cooperation in space that benefits humankind as a whole. Four subsequent treaties elaborate on 
the basic principles of the OST, i.e., the Rescue and Return Agreement of 1968, the Liability Convention of 
1972, the Registration Convention of 1975 and the Moon Agreement of 1979. The framework is complemented 
by a number of UN resolutions containing sets of principles. They address, for example, remote sensing, the 
use of nuclear power sources, or the particular needs of developing countries. 
 
The increased use of outer space by public and private entities and the growing dependence of States 
on critical space infrastructure has made outer space contested, congested, and competitive. Exciting new 
opportunities loom on the horizon, but challenges also become apparent. The continued sustainable and 
peaceful use of outer space is at stake, and the international legal community needs to address these issues. 
As a consequence, the legal framework is constantly evolving, e.g., through the adoption of multilateral 
cooperation agreements, international guidelines in the form of ‘soft law’ and national legislation. 
 
The goal of this lecture is to outline the field of international space law and explain its main principles, focusing 
on the five UN space treaties. It will present the international law‐making process and examine the ability of 
existing international legal instruments to address current and future space activities and challenges.
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L-05

L-06

L-07

L-08

L-09

L-10

Cultural Rationales for Space Activities

 Introduction to Space Applications

Management of Space Projects

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Introduction to Remote Sensing

Business Structures and Planning

Why do we want to explore space? Today, space activities are frequently justified on the basis of economic 
or policy rationales or the benefits deriving from space spinoffs. Yet the dream of spaceflight is as old as 
Humanity and found in cultures around the world. So what drives us to explore the cosmos? Are we genetically 
programmed for exploration, or is it the product of social/cultural factors? This lecture will explore the cultural, 
spiritual, social, and philosophical motivations that underpin humanity’s interest in moving beyond its home 
planet and reaching for the stars.

The lecture introduces the applications of space technology as the backbone of modern digital life. We aim 
to comprehend the benefits of space applications from a user perspective, focusing on the creation of value 
in the space information value chain. We examine space applications with a primary focus on Earth‐orbiting 
satellite systems and other complementary technologies. The three areas of focus are: satellite remote 
sensing, satellite navigation and positioning, and satellite communications. Humankind benefits directly from 
products and services provided by these different application areas either as a standalone or integrated 
for keeping in touch, find our way, stay safe, and monitor the Earth for changes that could help or harm the 
environment and society. The historical background, basic principles of operation, practical benefits, current 
developments, and future outlook shall also be explored.

This lecture will present the role of the space project manager, as well as the various tools used today for 
space project management. Gantt charts, PERT charts, critical path analysis, work breakdown structures, 
and earned value methods will be among those covered. The lecture also discusses management of space 
technology development and intellectual property.

The family of electromagnetic (EM) waves, the electromagnetic spectrum, permeates the cosmos. Much 
of the EM spectrum is invisible to our eyes but all parts – from radio waves to gamma rays - have been 
characterized, mostly in the 20th Century. This lecture introduces the concept of waves as well as the 
nature of electric and magnetic fields, based on the observations of Oersted and Faraday. Likewise, the 
intimate relationship between variable electric and magnetic fields as revealed by Clerk Maxwell and Hertz is 
examined. In addition, the wave-particle ‘duality’ of EM radiation, including the ideas of Einstein and Planck, 
is considered. Throughout the lecture, special attention is given to space-related aspects of the EM radiation 
such as multi wavelength astronomy, which involves looking at the universe in different parts of the spectrum.

The goal of this lecture is to provide an introduction to the basics of satellite remote sensing with a special 
focus on the principles, characteristics, analysis, and applications of remote sensing data acquired in 
different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. Topics include the principles and characteristics of remotely 
sensed imagery, various remote sensing systems, and the methods used to collect remote sensing data. 
The history of applications and development of remote sensing are discussed, as well as the fundamentals 
of electromagnetic radiation and its interactions with the Earth’s surface and atmosphere. The lecture will 
discuss sensor characteristics, satellite orbits, and various current and future missions involving a range of 
sensors across the visible, infrared, and microwave components of the spectrum. A variety of examples of 
remote sensing applications for examining and monitoring environmental questions are described.

This lecture examines the context of Commercial Space including the segments of the space economy and 
the role of governments. Current commercial space trends are introduced. As all commercial space activities 
are conducted by corporations, this lecture will also cover the nature and structure of a corporation. The 
formal roles of the board of directors, the shareholders, and the executive will be presented. The roles of 
equity and debt will also be explained. Finally, the preparation of a business plan will be introduced.
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L-11

L-12

L-13

L-14

L-15

L-16

Policy Rationales for Space Activities

Orbits and Applications

Major Space Nations

Space and the Arts

Communicating Space

The Solar System

This lecture will address the issue: Doing things in space remains expensive, risky, and technologically and 
managerially difficult. For the private sector, the primary reason for undertaking space activity is to create a 
profit-making business, although some wealthy private individuals have additional motivations. Governments 
are created to serve the interests of their citizens. Space activities can serve many different public interests. 
Different governments at different times will assign different priorities to their space efforts. What are the 
various rationales for government support of space activities? This lecture will address that question.

The majority of space missions are in orbits around the Earth. Most orbits can be placed in one of a few 
classes. Each Earth- orbiting spacecraft has a ground track over the surface of the planet, and it is important 
that we be able to interpret these. Although the major force acting on such spacecraft is the Earth’s gravity, 
there are other forces - known as perturbations - that can also act on them. Perturbations have a number of 
effects, some which have to be compensated for and some of which are useful.

The early history of space has shown that only a few countries possessing a high level of technological 
development, large economic resources, and enough political weight and normative power on the 
international scene were in a position to develop major space programs as a national attribute. In addition, 
space activities have been closely related to needs structured by the U.S.-Soviet confrontation involving 
the possible use of ballistic missiles equipped with nuclear warheads. These specificities have helped the 
two superpowers gain a central role in the way large space programs have evolved over the second half of 
the 20th century. The imprint of this particular history in the organizations, the roles of the actors, and the 
objectives set by the highest political authorities - both in the civilian and the military domain - have obviously 
set the stage for more recent efforts in Europe or in China. However, these other major actors have also 
developed their own approaches. A good understanding of these mechanisms is necessary to compare the 
respective evolutions of national space policy-making processes.

The relationship between humanity and the Cosmos is ancient and deep. For thousands of years we have 
attempted to express our quest for understanding our place in the universe and the dream of spaceflight 
through art in all its forms. Art is a fundamental component of human culture that allows us to use our creativity 
to express our reactions to experiences and deep feelings. This lecture explores the connections between 
space, art and culture from ancient times to today and highlights how the relationship between space and art 
can benefit society and humanity’s expansion into space.

Space communications is aimed at promoting public awareness and understanding of space science, 
technology, and applications, and at making contributions to informal space education. This lecture gives 
an introduction to the objectives pursued by the organizations involved in space outreach, their target 
audiences, messages, and media, as well as techniques used. A general overview of the different forms of 
communication will also be discussed.

Our solar system contains the sun, major planets with their satellites, numerous small bodies (asteroids, 
comets, meteoroids, Kuiper belt objects) and dust. The solar system has three major zones: the inner solid 
planets and asteroids, the large gaseous planets, and the ice-dominated small bodies that make up the 
Kuiper belt and Oort Cloud. The Sun is the star at the center of our solar system that is the source of light and 
heat for life on Earth. Observations of the Sun across the whole electromagnetic spectrum have revealed that 
it is highly variable at some wavelengths but not at others. The age of the solar system is ~4.6 billion years. 
Solar systems around other stars are now thought to be quite common. It is now believed that there are more 
planets then there are stars in the Milky Way galaxy.
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L-17

L-19

L-18

L-20

L-21

Human Performance in Space

Being an Astronaut 

Economic Rationales and Costing of Space Programs

The Space Environment

Human Adaptation and Countermeasures

This lecture will describe the hazards of the space environment to humans (radiation, vacuum, extreme 
temperatures, microgravity) and how spaceflight affects the human body. We will then review the historical 
context of human spaceflight, and the challenges facing humans during long-duration missions in space. The 
lecture will end with a brief overview of the organization of biological tissues and an introduction to medical 
terms that will be helpful to know throughout the entire Human Performance in Space Department

This lecture will address all key aspects of astronaut training and preparation for human space flight.  Astronaut 
training describes the complex process of preparing astronauts for their space missions before, during, and 
after the flight.  Basic training includes both technical and soft skills to prepare astronauts to confront special 
conditions and environments, specifically for a mission.  Being an astronaut is both exciting and incredibly 
demanding.  It involves aiming to achieve new and tough goals during a mission, accepting associated 
risks, and working in a complex spaceship in an extreme environment.  Training involves robotic operations, 
spacewalking, survival training, and failure management, as well as adapting to changing conditions and 
technologies.  Soft skills include communication, teamwork, and psychological training.  Personal experiences 
will be shared of astronaut life on-board, its related medical issues, and the exhilarating sensations of lift-
off, weightlessness, the black sky in day light, and the beauty of Earth that makes all astronauts aware of 
the spaceship status of our own planet. Space is an unforgiving field, which continuously forces humans to 
innovate and push boundaries of current knowledge.  Its exploration requires an interdisciplinary approach 
engaging not only astronauts, engineers, and scientists, but also managers and policy-makers.

This lecture will first describe the economic reasons why different nations invest in space programs. An 
overview will be given on the Global Space Economy and the shifts that have taken place over time, leading 
to increased space commercialization. Key figures will be presented on the different components of the 
space market.
 
The lecture will place special emphasis on the cost of space projects and the reason why these costs are 
considered high by the general public. Moreover, cost overruns have given the space sector a reputation that 
no sound economic principles are used; therefore, the lecture will emphasize how such cost overruns can be 
avoided to a maximum extent.

About 99% of all the known matter in the universe is in the plasma state. Space plasmas are gases that can 
be either partially or fully ionized. The Earth’s magnetospheric and the solar wind plasmas provide harsh 
environments for spacecraft. The most severe environments occur during periods of solar and geomagnetic 
storms and from Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs) during sunspot minimum. This lecture provides an overview of 
various aspects of space plasmas and orbital debris and their effect on spacecraft systems and components.

This lecture will begin with an introduction to muscle and bone structure and function and then focus on why 
humans experience a reduction in muscle and bone mass, volume, strength, and endurance in microgravity. 
It is necessary for countermeasures to be used during flight to reduce these negative effects. Overcoming 
these consequences of space travel is crucial for long duration human missions and planetary exploration.
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L-24

L-25

L-26

L-23

L-22

Current and Future Space Remote Sensing

Space Sustainability and Orbital Debris

Spacecraft Configuration and Testing

Microgravity

Space Habitats (LEO, Moon, and Mars)

Previous lectures have presented information on the electromagnetic spectrum, space applications, and 
remote sensing fundamentals. This lecture will expand upon these themes and discuss current and future 
applications of space remote sensing data and which sensors are suitable for specific purposes. We will 
explore how satellite data can be transformed into information that can be used for decision-making and 
solving various Earth-based problems. How can remote sensing observations be used to benefit humanity? 
For example, how can remote sensing assist with disaster management? We will review a variety of remote 
sensing research related to weather and climate change analysis, coastal zone mapping, urban and street 
planning, marketing and business, archaeological investigations, and environmental monitoring applications. 
Applications of remote sensing described in this lecture are representative yet not exhaustive. Interpretation 
and classification of remote sensing imagery and the fundamentals of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
will also be introduced.

There are two important low probability/high consequence phenomena that threaten the long-term utilization 
of space. These are: 1) the increasing build-up of human-produced space debris, especially in two important 
Earth orbiting regions – Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) (less than 1000 km in altitude above the Earth’s surface) and in 
Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO); and 2) the threat of a severe solar geomagnetic storm directly hitting the Earth’s 
environment, referred to as severe Space Weather. These two phenomena are often referred to under the 
concern for long term Space Sustainability. Coupled with another low probability/high consequence threat 
to the Earth from space - namely, Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) – better temporal and spatial knowledge of 
these phenomena are collectively included as part of the effort to achieve Space Safety. This lecture will 
briefly describe these three phenomena in terms of the threat as well as legal and policy considerations, and 
will then consider current activity in terms of research, mitigation, and potential minimization of the threats.

A spacecraft is made up of a number of subsystems, which must be designed and assembled in a configuration 
that enables the spacecraft to perform its mission. Each subsystem of the spacecraft is designed to perform 
the functions necessary to ensure that the payload performs its functions to achieve the mission objectives. 
The elements that provide the overall shape and support the configuration of the spacecraft are the physical 
structures. This lecture first provides an overview of aspects of spacecraft configuration and presents 
examples of spacecraft designs. Before a spacecraft is launched, it must be assembled and undergo a series 
of rigorous functional and environmental tests to ensure that the design is sound and that the mission goals 
are accomplished. The goal of this lecture is to provide an overview of various spacecraft configurations, 
explain the spacecraft integration process, and describe the various tests that spacecraft and subsystems 
must undergo before they are launched.

One of the exciting research objectives for human tended low altitude Earth orbiting space stations has 
been to investigate the fundamental states of matter (solids, liquids, gases) and the forces that affect them 
in an environment where the normal effects of gravity are almost completely removed. We call that research 
microgravity. Microgravity studies are also crucial to many aspects of space life sciences (e.g., physiology). 
This lecture will introduce microgravity in the context of classical physics and space studies. It will consider 
the different types of microgravity environments (on Earth and in space) and their relative “quality.” The 
lecture will also introduce different types of microgravity research activities involving such subjects as fluids, 
combustion, and living organisms.

The goal of the lecture is to discuss examples of space architecture projects that have been developed and 
implemented in the last 10 years. This lecture is closely connected to “Space Habitability Design” and extends 
and contextualizes topics such as habitability, human systems, technology and engineering and simulation 
facilities.
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L-27 Financial Issues and Techniques of Space Projects

This lecture will look at financial issues and techniques used in the space world. Distinction will be made 
between budget financing and commercial space activity financing. The lecture will introduce discounting 
techniques so that participants will know how to use concepts such as net present value (NPV), internal 
rate of return (IRR), payback period, and inflation. A discussion of sources of capital, obtaining financing, and 
currency risk will also be included. The lecture places special emphasis upon the various stages followed in 
the New Space global economy, based upon the distinction between equity and debt financing. The lecture 
will be illustrated with case studies.

L-28

L-29

L-30

L-31

Commercial Space Launch Business

A Future with Innovation

International Dimensions of Space Exploration

Satellite Image Processing and Data Integration

Launching spacecraft into space started as a purely governmental activity, intimately linked with defence 
activities and requiring immense financial and human resources. Over the years the role of the private sector 
has grown steadily. Private launch service providers are today a significant source of innovation. This lecture 
will summarize this evolution and highlight the specificity of a few space-faring nations. The process between 
specification and delivery of a commercial launch service will also be introduced.

In common with many areas of human endeavor, space activities rely on a base of existing, well-established 
technologies. These existing technologies are the subject of ongoing research and development which, 
through incremental evolution, gradually improve over time. Parallel to this, radical innovations can arise that 
may lead to significant improvements in capability or cost, but without affecting the existing situation/market 
in any major way. Disruptive technologies, however, are those innovations which transform the situation/
market, replacing earlier technologies completely. This lecture provides an overview of the different forms 
of innovation in general, explains the particular nature of disruptive innovation, cross industry innovation, and 
open innovation. It examines the differences between various forms of innovation in general and reviews case 
studies and potential applications in the space sector.

The International Space Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG) was created a dozen years ago and is 
composed of most space agencies worldwide. ISECG’s goal is to encourage a coordinated international 
effort to prepare for collaborative space exploration missions beginning with the ISS and continuing to the 
Moon and Mars. The group has developed several iterations of the ‘Global Exploration Roadmap’ (GER) – 
the latest one was published in early 2018. The GER proposes a stepped approach towards a sustainable 
human exploration of the Moon and Mars. It notably describes a Mission Scenario as well as the necessary 
preparatory activities ultimately leading to the goal of humans on the Martian surface.

The objective of this lecture is to introduce the fundamentals of satellite imagery processing and to present 
services integrating the derived geodata. Emphasis is on the processing workflow and analysis of remote 
sensing data involving: (a) satellite imagery acquisition, (b) preprocessing (e.g., radiometric and geometric 
correction), (c) display (e.g., image enhancement), and (d) interpretation (e.g., image classification). This lecture 
will briefly present an overview of satellite data characteristics available through different Earth Observation 
constellations. Special emphasis will be placed on integration of geoinformation derived from EO data in 
disaster management and in climate change contexts.
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L-32

L-35

NewSpace: The Emerging Commercial Space Industry

Spacecraft Subsystems: G&C, Thermal Control, TCC&DH

This lecture provides an introduction to the recent growth of private industry moving into the space sector, 
opening up the space frontier to innovative new ideas and markets. NewSpace is a term commonly used to 
describe entrepreneurial companies that are breaking into many areas of space exploration and development. 
These areas that had once been reserved only for national space agencies and the military are now being 
entered by large established aeronautics and space companies. These private companies have business 
plans that are not dependent on government resources for their long-term success. We are at a turning point 
in the history of space exploration and development – the revolution is underway, and new industries are 
being born that use space in many non-traditional ways. Through innovation and ingenuity, they are creating 
cheaper access to space and exploring potential profit areas in sub-orbital, orbital, and deep space regimes. 
Many small space companies have already tried and failed, but a few are starting to separate from the pack 
and the possibility of private industry creating sustainable new markets or transforming old markets is no 
longer just a dream. This lecture highlights a few success stories and provides examples of how government 
programs and private investors are contributing to the growth of this new industry.

L-34 Astrobiology

Twenty years ago we knew of exactly one planetary system: our own. Today we know of more than 1000 
confirmed planets around other stars, with a few thousand more candidate systems awaiting confirmation. 
This lecture will give the participant an overview of Astrobiology from the perspective of an observational 
astronomer. It will begin with a review of the basic requirements for life and introduce the concept of habitability 
in an astrophysical context. From there, we will look at where in the universe we might expect to find life, 
starting within our solar system, and proceeding out among the newly discovered exoplanetary systems. This 
lecture will describe the search for exoEarths, analogs to our own home world, and how we might detect the 
presence of life at a distance on such worlds. Finally, we will expand on the concept of habitability to include 
extreme forms of life adapted to extreme environments traditionally considered uninhabitable, and discuss 
future directions in the field.

L-33 Space Psychology

This lecture will emphasize the importance of mental and social well-being in the success of (long duration) 
space missions. A successful mission may require measures to prevent mental illness through proper crew 
selection, training and monitoring. An overview on the major topics in the field of space psychology will 
be provided. We will reflect relevant stressors and stresses encountered during human space missions, 
individual adaptation and performance, and human interactions. However, the main focus of this lecture will 
be selection and training, as well as monitoring and support.

The guidance, navigation and control (GNC) system ensures that the spacecraft maintains the desired orbital 
trajectory (orbital control) and physical orientation in inertial space (attitude control). Orbital control includes 
the process of determining where the spacecraft is currently located in inertial space and taking whatever 
action is necessary to keep it in the desired inertial position, usually in an orbit, or on a specified trajectory. 
Attitude control is the process of pointing the spacecraft in the desired direction and maintaining that 
orientation to a specified level of accuracy. Spacecraft maneuvers resulting from GNC system commands 
are accomplished using actuators like spinning masses to manage angular momentum, on board propulsion 
systems (thrusters), passive actuators, or a combination thereof. The thermal control subsystem (TCS) is 
responsible for maintaining all of the other subsystems and the payload at the appropriate temperatures 
throughout all phases of the mission. For the TCS, the basic principles governing the thermal behavior of a 
spacecraft are presented, with particular reference to radiation and surface finish, followed by an introduction 
to thermal control methods and technologies. The telemetry, tracking, communications, command, and data 
handling (TTCC&DH) subsystem provides the capability to monitor spacecraft health, generate commands 
to other subsystems, gather and process housekeeping data, store and transmit data and provide other 
computing services to other systems and payloads. The spacecraft subsystem responsible for providing 
these functions will be described and explained.
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L-36

L-37

L-38

L-39

L-40

L-41

The Cardio-Vascular System in Space

 Space Robotics

Satellite Telecommunications

Neuroscience in Space

 Spacecraft Subsystems: Structures, Propulsion, and Power

Navigation, Positioning and Timing

One of the major concerns for both short- and long-term space flight is the phenomenon of cardiovascular 
deconditioning. This deconditioning is characterized by an intolerance to maintain an upright posture during 
standing and a decrease in exercise capacity just after landing. An increase in fluid pressure in the head 
may also be responsible for alteration in visual acuity in orbit. This lecture will introduce the principles of 
cardiovascular fluid and blood pressure regulation to better understand the symptoms typically reported by 
space travelers. Data from flight experiments are discussed as well as the value of ground-based models, 
such as bed rest. The role of exercise, inflatable suits, and saline loading as countermeasures is also discussed.

The goal of this lecture is to explain the key concepts of space robotics including the design of robots, the 
characteristics of robotic motion, the means by which robots are controlled, and the space applications for 
which robots are employed. Starting with the basic question of “What is a Robot?”, the lecture introduces 
the history and the current state-of-the-art for space robotics. Technical considerations with respect to 
mechanical design, kinematics, dynamics, and the control of space robots are described for missions both in 
Earth orbit and in lunar and planetary exploration.

This lecture describes the basic technical concepts of satellite telecommunications system design with a 
focus on commercial communications. Several factors that affect the performance of satellite communication 
systems are identified. These factors are used to develop the concept of a link budget that allows sufficient 
signal strength to achieve communications between a satellite and an Earth station and an Earth station and 
a satellite, including a discussion of link margin, which is additional power beyond the minimum required with 
standard assumptions, to overcome sporadic interference or noise that might interrupt a successful satellite 
communications link.

This lecture will review the effects of microgravity on the functioning of the sensory organs primarily used 
for balance and spatial orientation. Disorientation and malaise are frequently encountered during early 
exposure to microgravity and on return to Earth because the central nervous system misinterprets and does 
not adequately respond to the signals coming from the sensory receptors. These processes and effects will 
be described. Theories and actual data regarding the role of the central nervous system in the adaptation of 
sensory-motor functions (including the control of posture, eye movements, and self-orientation) to changing 
environmental gravity level will be explored.

The elements that provide the overall shape and support the configuration of the spacecraft are the physical 
structures. This lecture first provides an overview of aspects of spacecraft configuration and presents examples 
of spacecraft designs. An overview of the role and nature of structures, the processes and techniques involved 
in the design and verification of spacecraft structures, and the manner in which spacecraft structures interact 
is then presented. Spacecraft maneuvers may be carried out by onboard propulsion systems used for orbital 
maintenance or changes, for de-orbiting, or for attitude control. The various types of in-space propulsion 
systems will be described, including chemical, solar, electric, and nuclear systems. Finally, the requirements 
for and functions of the electric power subsystem (EPS) will be described along with factors affecting its 
design and the various technologies existing for the power-generation and energy storage.

This lecture provides a description of the basics of ground terminal position determination using distance 
measurements from satellites. The main technique used to estimate distance between a satellite and a 
receiver using a (so-called) pseudo-random code is explained. Positioning service performance in terms 
of accuracy, integrity and availability are discussed. The characteristics of existing and planned navigation 
systems (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo) are given with their typical performance and examples of services provided.
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L-42

L-43

L-44

L-45

Stars and Galaxies

Rocket Science, Thrusters and Launchers

Life Support Systems

Commercial Satellite Communications Industry

In this lecture, we will discuss the dynamics of galaxies, including our own, the Milky Way. This will lead us to 
discuss the dark matter problem, which is probably the deepest mystery, not only of modern astrophysics, 
but of modern physics as a whole. The motions of stars and gas observed exceed what can be explained 
by the mass visible in those same stars and gas. Either (i) there is a vast amount of unseen mass in some 
novel form – dark matter – or (ii) the data indicate a breakdown of our understanding of dynamics on the 
relevant scales, or (iii) both. We shall review the observational evidence for an intimate connection between 
the baryonic surface density and the total gravitational field in galaxies. This observational fact is at the core 
of the dark matter problem in galaxies, and could shed light on its very nature.

Launch systems, comprising the launch vehicle itself along with the accompanying ground infrastructure, 
are used to propel spacecraft into the desired orbit. Enormous amounts of energy are required to accelerate 
the vehicle to the speed required to insert a spacecraft into orbit. Propulsion is achieved by expelling mass 
(propellant) from the launch vehicle which, through conservation of linear momentum, produces a reactive 
force in the opposite direction. In this lecture, the basic principles of rocketry, propulsion systems, and rocket-
based launch vehicles will be explained, together with parameters such as mass flow rate, thrust, exhaust 
velocity, specific impulse, and ΔV (Delta-V). Different classes of launch vehicle propulsion systems (e.g., 
liquid, solid, and hybrid) will be described. The lecture will also explain the various types of thrusters used on 
spacecraft for maneuvering, station-keeping, and attitude control.

The functions collectively called the Environmental Control and Life Support (ECLS) include providing air, 
food and water; managing waste; and protecting against biological contamination, fire and harmful radiation. 
Systems that provide these functions may use physical/chemical (e.g., pumps, reactions, etc.) or biological 
(e.g., microbes, plants, etc.) processes. Non-regenerative and regenerative life support functions, the 
technologies to provide them, criteria used for making design decisions, and the engineering challenges in 
designing life support systems including portable ones (spacesuits) will be reviewed. 
 
This integrated Engineering/Life Science lecture will help participants understand how the human 
requirements for ECLS are derived from health science experiments and converted into engineering 
specifications. The resultant engineering solution must eventually be represented as mass, power, and 
volume impacts on the mission design.

This lecture covers the general history of satellite communications, identifies the major markets and companies 
of the commercial satellite industry, and describes the place of the space industry in relation to the overall 
global telecommunications industry, including fiber services. It analyzes how the industry is changing due 
to high throughput satellites, large scale constellations, new ground antenna technology, and New Space 
innovations that permeate the space applications industries worldwide. This lecture described the shift from 
public international organizations providing satcom services to today’s world where commercial companies 
predominate. It describes the regulation of satellite communications and identifies important regulatory 
agencies and documents. It explains how changing technology, system design and economic and regulatory 
policy is highly disruptive and how new players are making a major impact.
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L-46

L-47

L-48

L-49

Current and Future Trends in Global Navigation Satellite Systems

Space Medicine

Space Systems Engineering

Emerging Space Players

In previous core lectures, the basic concepts of GNSS positioning were introduced. In this lecture, more 
advanced GNSS concepts are discussed, as well as various GNSS applications and equipment. Methods 
by which GNSS receivers improve performance are introduced, such as differential GNSS, Satellite-Based 
Augmentation Systems (SBAS), and real-time kinematic techniques. The accuracy and error of position and 
time calculations are explained, including the concept of Dilution of Precision (DOP). Finally, we will discuss 
how applications of GNSS are revolutionizing the way government, commercial, and public sectors operate. 
We will focus primarily on commercial applications in various industries, including transportation, surveying, 
port automation, timing, marine, and defense.
 
Satellite navigation systems have arguably found their greatest utility in the field of Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS), which allows other data to be linked to GNSS positioning information. This is potentially useful 
for insurance companies, municipal planning, utility companies, and others. We will also discuss future 
developments in equipment and positioning techniques, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), as a 
growing GNSS-based application.

Despite careful screening, extensive training, and effective countermeasures against the physiological 
challenges encountered during spaceflight, incidents of ill and injured crewmembers and even medical 
emergencies are commonly encountered during space missions. In this lecture, we will discuss the likelihood 
of illness or injury in space and the means to mitigate it, including the employment of preventive medicine 
strategies. The maintenance of health is essential to mission success and this can be achieved by rigorous 
pre-mission selection standards and effective treatment during the mission. The space medicine community 
must balance the volume, mass, and power consumed for medical capabilities and the crew training required 
for delivering effective medical care, with other operational mission drivers. The current and future role of 
telemedicine will also be discussed as it relates to the support of long-duration missions.

Systems engineering is the disciplined understanding of “how all the pieces fit together,” and embodies a 
great deal of the spirit of the International Space University.
 
With the growth of large international space projects, the systems engineering process and, in particular, 
requirements development, have become ever more important in the process of achieving a desirable end 
product. Systems Engineering, as both an art and a science, exists at all levels of the space sector, and is 
practiced by individuals with such varied positions as spacecraft systems engineer, mission designer, and 
Minister of Space. The initialization of space projects first requires that the problem be documented – most 
often in the form of requirements. This lecture discusses the identification of mission needs and objectives, 
and a process for the development of requirements. It also discusses the difference between functional and 
performance parameters of the problem, and the importance of avoiding specifying actual implementations. 
An approach to writing requirements, with examples of good and bad requirements and their effects will also 
be presented.

Space is busier and more complex than ever before. More States are conducting space activities, and more 
companies are joining them – especially newer, smaller companies, as well as academia, civil society, and 
international organizations. With smaller, more advanced, and cheaper hardware, with lowering launch costs 
and more launch options, it is quicker, easier, and cheaper to get to space than ever before. The range and 
the diversity of activities in outer space is also expanding. These trends are exciting, but a busier and complex 
space domain also presents a number of challenges. These challenges are international and national, 
economic, bureaucratic, commercial, and strategic. Building off of Lectures 11, 13, and 32, as well as Lecture 
25, this lecture continues the consideration of geopolitical issues which result from a rapidly expanding field 
of space players. While it is impossible to give a comprehensive overview, it is useful to consider a sample of 
global space programs and plans. Through these samples, participants will be give the information and tools 
to understand and anticipate the likely near-term policy and law issues of the global space endeavor.
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L-50

L-51

L-52

L-53

Anthropology and Space

Military Space

Cubesats and Nanosats

Space Operations

This lecture briefly introduces anthropology and its relevance to space science and exploration. Anthropology 
is a holistic discipline devoted to understanding human beings throughout time and around the world. 
Anthropology studies human culture, biology, and technology and focuses upon human diversity, multiple 
perspectives, and subjectivities. Anthropological methods include participant observation, archaeological/
material culture studies, and other qualitative methods. Anthropological perspectives include close attention 
to how people understand their own social worlds. 
 
The relevance and approach of anthropology for space will be demonstrated through examples. 
Anthropologists have studied the scientific teams who research Mars and extrasolar planets, to see how 
human issues affect the science and popular representations of other planets. Archaeologists have studied 
“spacescapes” to learn what space means to people around the world today. Anthropological perspectives 
can help us understand challenging and contentious situations involving the search for life elsewhere in the 
universe: specific examples from astrobiology and planetary protection will be discussed. 
 
In short, an anthropological approach can help us better understand the human side of space, and cope with 
the complex space-related social issues which are emerging.

Space has always represented the dichotomy of dual-use technologies. From its earliest beginning, space 
development has been a military operation, right at the end of WW2 both the US and the USSR grabbed as 
much manpower and know-how from the ashes of Nazi Germany’s war machine and in particular the first 
ballistic missile, the formidable V2. Through the cold war and up until today military space budgets are always 
on the rise superseding civil space budgets globally, eclipsed only by commercial satellite communications 
budgets though themselves driven by military customers. While ISU’s focus is rightly on the civil and 
commercial elements of space, to ignore the impact of military driven space activities would be mistaken. 
Let’s try to cover this huge domain, define some terms, meet the users and uses and demystify military space 
once and for all.

A nanosatellite is defined as any satellite with a mass between 1kg and 10kg and Cubesats are the most 
common form factor in this satellite mass class. This lecture provides a brief overview of the history of 
Cubesats and Nanosats before discussing some of the technology and industry trends that have placed 
these small satellites at the forefront of a space renaissance dramatically changing how we finance, design, 
build, and operate space missions. The versatility and sophistication of smaller platforms will be illustrated 
through specific mission examples, and Planet Labs will be investigated in a case study on modern “Agile” 
spacecraft development.

This lecture will provide the student with an introduction to space operations. The focus will be on the key 
elements in the planning of, training for, and execution of a human spaceflight mission, using the International 
Space Station (ISS) as an example. Details will include explaining how mission requirements or objectives 
are translated into an executable plan; the integration required between various NASA organizations 
(ex. Operations, Safety, Engineering, Research, Program) and between our international partners to get 
the appropriate level of buy-in on that plan; the personnel, systems, and processes required to support 
operations; and the real-time decision making forums and processes that emphasizes the safety of the crew 
and the vehicle while maximizing mission success. After establishing this baseline of knowledge, the lecture 
will also address the primary differences between human space operations and robotics space operations.
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L-54

L-55

L-56

Space Mission Design

Space Futures

Cosmology: Origin and fate of the Universe

Successful space mission design transfers mission requirements into the descriptions of spacecraft, payload, 
launch vehicle, orbital dynamics, communications infrastructure, operations, and other segments necessary 
to implement these requirements. This lecture will present a methodology for performing both human and 
robotic space mission designs. This lecture builds upon the initial core lectures for requirements, spacecraft 
subsystems, launch vehicles, astrodynamics, space transportation systems, and space communication, to 
show the students examples of the interaction among the segments of mission design, including actual 
examples of how both successful and unsuccessful mission concepts have emerged from the design process.

Futures Studies provides a set of practices that allow us to more accurately forecast trends and envision 
future possibilities; define emerging problems and determine their potential impacts; and guide us in making 
wiser decisions. When applied to our futures in outer space, its techniques are essential. This lecture provides 
a brief history of Futures Studies, describes the tools it offers, and gives examples of how a futures “way of 
thinking” can assist us in reaching more preferable outcomes in space. What might our futures in engineering, 
science, economics, governance, community, human potential and every other aspect of life in space be 
like? Will future generations look back on our actions with pride or regret?

Cosmology deals with understanding of the universe. Our knowledge of its structure stretching from Earth 
through our Galaxy and to the edge of the known universe is reviewed. The view of the universe reveals 
a hierarchical system of structures. Stars are grouped in giant star clusters called galaxies ‐ massive, 
gravitationally bound systems consisting of stars, stellar remnants, an interstellar medium of gas and dust, 
and dark matter. Galaxies form clusters of progressively growing size, while galactic clusters form much 
larger super clusters of galaxies which are not uniformly distributed in the universe. This large‐scale structure 
is called the Cosmic Web and it is regarded as remnants of fluctuations in the matter of the expanding 
universe after its origin. We address the current model of the origin of the universe focusing on the Big Bang 
theory and evidence in support of the model. Space explorations provided the new powerful basis for gaining 
more knowledge about the boundless world around us and opened the great frontiers in modern cosmology. 
The scenario of the ultimate fate of the universe based on its total mass estimate with the involvement of 
dark matter and dark energy are discussed, the latter being relevant to the Einstein gravity constant and 
is associated with the antigravity force. The physical theories ‐ including Standard model and Superstring 
(M) theory providing a synergy between macro‐ and microphysics ‐ are incorporated in support of the basic 
cosmological concepts while many questions are posed to be answered. Finally, the modern views on the 
universe involving Multiverse and Worm holes are addressed.
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The Chinese Astronomer, 
Utagawa Kuniyoshi (Japan - 1828)

Portrait of a 17th century Chinese Astronomer Chicasei Goyô by a
Japanese wood-engraving master. Note the elaborate armillary celestial sphere.
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FUNDAMENTAL 
WORKSHOPS

All SSP participants will take part in the following four Fundamental 
Workshops according to their team project groups. These workshops will 
be conducted on 26 June, 27 June, 28 June, and 29 June 2019.

Team Building 

The workshop will provide an understanding of communication among 
people with different backgrounds and of an effective team leadership/
followership. Through various games and hands-on team project, 
participants can experience and contemplate the role of leaders and team 
members in a multidisciplinary group for the big project. This workshop will 
include the Rube-Goldberg machine building projects - Participants can 
experience real problems and dilemmas not only through competing with 
other small groups but also collaborating with other small groups to make 
the whole Rube-Goldberg machine work well.

Design Thinking (Omar Hatamleh)

Design thinking is a human-centered approach to identifying and solving 
problems. Design Thinking draws upon logic, imagination, intuition, and 
systematic reasoning, to explore possibilities and to create desired outcomes 
that benefit the end user. In this workshop, a fast-paced simulation of a wallet 
design will engage participants though a full cycle of the design thinking 
process. Participants will be divided into groups, show and discuss several 
topics related to their design, ideate, and come up with a new solution that 
is much more in line with their customer expectations.

Writing and Presentation Workshop (Carol Carnett, Anderson Liew)

This is the first of four TP workshops focused on preparing participants for 
designing, writing, and presenting their reports.

This workshop introduces the strategies and resources participants need 
to write interdisciplinary essays, meet the requirements for department 
projects, and complete their Team Project deliverables. Workshop 
facilitators provide writing and presentation activities to each group based 
upon the challenges presented by their TP topic, and each participant 
receives individual written feedback after completing the workshop.

WORKSHOPS
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Advanced Communication Skills (Imre Végh)

A well-known challenge to high performing teams is to create an 
environment that invites continuous learning and development. For this 
effective communication is key. During the workshop you will actively 
engage with two central components of effective communication: critical 
thinking and sensitivity to group dynamics.

Critical thinking is needed if you want to improve ideas. You will practice with 
exploring arguments, testing assumptions and recognizing cognitive bias. 
We will look at the question of what constitutes a good argument and learn 
to recognize fallacies. You will put your skills to the test during a challenging 
debate.

In the second part we ask the question: How can you use disagreement in 
a fruitful way without it leading to conflict? We will dive into the psychology 
of group dynamics and negotiation theory to understand how one can be 
critical and persuasive while at the same time maintain an atmosphere of 
cooperation, respect and win-win.

The workshop will be intensive, interactive and playful and offer a nice 
opportunity to get to know each other better! 
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ELECTIVE  
WORKSHOPS

[EWS-1-A] The Space Shuttle’s last mission: Lessons 
learned in critical situation management

[EWS-1-B] Space Debris

[EWS-1-C] Spacecraft Sensing and Instrumentation

Paul Wohrer

Ruediger Jehn, Jeffrey Apeldoorn

Justin Karl

A Space Shuttle mission is in trouble. A potentially hazardous event seems to have occurred during launch and could 
threaten the mission itself. Available background information will be used by participants to take part in key meetings 
leading up to the mission’s conclusion. Participants are invited to role-play the decision-making process of the people 
involved at NASA’s Mission Management Team prior to the end of mission. The events will be explored by participants 
taking the point of view of six key managers and engineers teams from NASA’s Space Shuttle Program. During the first part 
of the workshop, participants must be divided into teams to gather information about their role and the mission. During the 
second part of the workshop they will take part in a key meeting to decide the next steps. The last part of the workshop 
will consist in a short video depicting the real-life event which inspired this workshop and selected conclusions from the 
official report.

This workshop focuses on the space debris problem. In the introduction it is described how polluted the low-Earth orbit 
environment is and what collision risk debris poses to operational satellites. Methods how to protect a spacecraft against 
space debris and design measures to control the growth of debris are presented. International activities to mitigate the 
space debris problem are analyzed and finally active techniques to reduce the number of space debris (removal of debris 
with laser, tether, air-drag devices, garbage collectors) are proposed.
 
After the theoretical introduction the participants will use the MASTER-model to calculate the average number of debris 
impacting on the ISS and other spacecraft. At the end of the workshop a competition will take place where the teams have 
to find the “”safest”” orbit for a space telescope. And there is chocolate for the winning teams!

All space missions depend on avionics that communicate with a suite of sensors and instruments to orient and maneuver 
the spacecraft, take scientific measurements, or self-monitor system health. Because of the proliferation of off-the-shelf 
microcontrollers and electronics, design and operation can be learned by construction and testing of a representative 
system in a classroom or lab setting. This workshop will teach participants the basics of sensor, controller, and digital 
communication theories before challenging them to construct a real environmental sensing package from wires, electronic 
components, and a computer. Space professionals at all levels will learn soldering and electronics assembly, spacecraft 
sensor bus design, and microcontroller programming.

Elective Workshops #1 (5 July 2019 14:00 - 18:00)

ENG

APP

MGB

During SSP19, 50 Elective Workshops will be offered in eight different time slots as indicated below. On 3 July 
2019, Wednesday, the participants will be provided an online form to submit their three workshop preferences 
for each elective workshop slot and the motivation for their preferences. The form will be closed at 13:00 on 
Thursday, 4 July, 2019.

The preference list and associated motivations of each participant will be evaluated carefully by the SSP 
Academic Team and each participant will be appointed to a workshop among their three preferences. The 
Academic Team’s decision is final. Participants who do not submit their preferences by the deadline will be 
assigned to an elective workshop by the SSP Academic Team.

In the tables below, the first column shows the disciplines associated with the context of the workshop. It is 
highly encouraged that participants prefer to take part in the workshops with a different discipline than their 
backgrounds. At SSP, it is important to try new things to broaden your background.  
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[EWS-1-E] Media training and Crisis Communication

[EWS-1-D] Space, a new frontier for ethical interrogation

Juan de Dalmau

Jacques Arnould

The objective of this workshop is to give participants a first hands-on experience with media relations, interview techniques, 
as well as practice communication in case of a crisis in the space transportation field. After an introduction with examples of 
lessons learned by space agencies in crisis communication, the workshop is broken down in three parts:

- Preparing for the worse-case scenarios, and delivering a public statement shortly after a major accident.
- Preparing and conducting a press conference following a simulated major accident.
- Preparing and giving an interview in a normal professional situation (not in crisis).

Why? How? Which consequences? These three interrogations are the basis of an ethical attitude, for every domain of 
human social relation, human activity, even space exploration and utilization. With the beginning of the 21st century then 
necessity of introducing ethics in space activities is greater than never: in 2009 Augustine Report defended the idea that 
“We explore to reach goals, not destinations.” During this workshop, we will discuss the ethical purpose, apply this concept 
to space domain, by reference to the past, to the present situation (space debris, planetary protection), but also the future 
(space tourism, asteroid mining, NewSpace).

(A similar workshop will also be performed separately as a HUM Department activity; therefore, the participants of 
the HUM department are kindly advised to not sign-up for this workshop.)

HUM

HUM

SSP18
Participants during a Lecture
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[EWS-2-D] Artificial Gravity Gilles Clément

The principle of artificial gravity is to create Earth’s gravity on board the spacecraft by spinning the vehicle. This workshop 
will begin with an overview of the human factors issues of artificial gravity for space travelers. We will then discuss the 
possible design options for artificial gravity on board spacecraft. After watching excerpts of movies and comic books, we 
will calculate the artificial gravity parameters that were used (gravity level values, rotation rates, and gravity gradients), and 
discuss what is right and wrong with the designs in the movies and cartoons.

HPS

[EWS-2-A] Satellite-Based Weather Forecasting

[EWS-2-B] Robotics I

[EWS-2-C] Smarter Program & Project Management

Rajasekhar Meka

Kazuya Yoshida

Angie Bukley,Martha Hess, 
Stratis Catacalos, Justin Hornback

Reliable weather prediction holds the key for socio economic development and is essential for food security of the 
human society. Satellites observe the Earth weather from space — observations that are the backbone of Nowcasting and 
forecasting weather, monitoring and analyzing climate, and monitoring natural hazards worldwide.
 
Real-time satellite observations are either used directly for nowcasting high impact weather or assimilated in numerical 
prediction models supporting forecasts for ranges from days to seasons by National Meteorological and Hydrological 
Services (NMHS). At present 20 geostationary and 19 polar orbiting Environmental (Meteorological, Oceanography) 
satellites are operational in the globe.
 
The workshop will focus on global Satellite weather observations and its applications for operational weather nowcasting 
&amp; forecasting. The workshop will introduce participants to case studies using real time satellite weather observations.

In a series of Robotics Workshops 1 and 2, participants will design, program, and operate a real robot for planetary 
exploration, using LEGO Mindstorms as a tool kit for rapid prototyping. The participants are divided into multiple teams to 
develop an autonomous robot to accomplish the given tasks of navigation, sample collection and return to a home position 
in a simulated planetary field. Through this activity, the participants will learn the process for making their innovative ideas 
work in a real environment and how to improve their designs through prototyping, testing, debugging, and rebuilding. 
At the end of the workshop, Robotics Competition will be held in which the teams will compete for the highest score of 
exploration performance.
 
The Robotics Workshop and Competition is a long-established and much loved part of ISU’s Masters (MSS) and summer 
(SSP) programs. Great fun if you enter into the spirit of the exercise. Try to be a good robot designer and a team player!

(If you Sign up for this workshop, you should also sign up for Robotics-II)

In March 2019, NASA announced that it would land the first woman and 13 th man on the moon by 2024. To accomplish 
this NASA will have to rely more on private industry to provide technical solutions and streamline their funding processes 
opening a new and critical window for external partners to participate in the growing space economy.
 
In this workshop, three key elements of the business of space are covered: How to enter the space economy; How to 
manage your space program/project; and How advocacy and public awareness are critical to your space program’s 
success. During the first part of the workshop, participants will learn general principles of entering the growing space 
economy from business development to funding to

Understanding the differences between contracting mechanisms. The second element covered will be understanding the 
components to managing a space program/project. The final section will be a primer on how to keep a program sold. In 
an environment of competing resources, it is vital that the importance of advocacy and communication is understood. All 
three elements will be demonstrated through case studies and hands-on product development experiences.

Elective Workshops #2 (11 July 2019 14:00 - 18:00)

APP

ENG

ENG

MGB
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[EWS-2-E] Astronomy and Civilization: 
A Look Through Time and Space Miles Bengtson

In modern society, we take for granted our knowledge of the seasons, the calendar, and systems that provide precise time 
and position information. For ancient civilizations, life was not so easy! Ancient astronomers used simple tools to take diligent 
observations for centuries, establishing calendars for agricultural and religious purposes, which enabled their societies to 
function. Further, the practice of astronomy has provided peoples from all eras with profound insight into the nature of the 
universe and their place within it. This workshop will introduce students to basic astronomy techniques and examples of 
the practice of astronomy in all centuries. Students will use simple methods to accomplish gain significant insight into the 
Solar System. For example, students may measure the circumference of the Earth, measure the orbital period of the Moon 
around the Earth, or explain the apparent motion of the sun over the course of a year. This will provide an appreciation 
for the inseparable link between astronomy and civilization throughout history, as well as a better understanding of time, 
space, and life on Earth.

HUM

SCI

SSP18
Participants during a Workshop
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[EWS-3-C] Visit to l’Observatoire de Strasbourg and 
l’École et observatoire des sciences de la terre (EOST)

[EWS-3-D] Business Model Canvas

Hugh Hill, Benoit Famaey, Margot Loubiere

Krzysztof Kanawka

Thanks to Strasbourg Observatory colleagues, most notably Drs. Pierre-Alain Duc and Benoit Famaey, our 
visit should be memorable ! The historic Observatory was established in 1881 by the Germans following 
the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871. It is home to the famous 50 cm Repsold refracting telescope, “La 
lunette de l’observatoire de Strasbourg.” Today, the Observatory is also home to some of the world’s most 
important astrophysical databases and services (e.g. SIMBAD and VizieR), which are accessed on a daily 
basis by thousands of Astrophysicists internationally. In addition to the Observatory, we will visit another 
famous Strasbourg research institute, L’École et observatoire des sciences de la terre/EOST (The School and 
Observatory of Earth Sciences. See: https://eost.unistra.fr/en/). Our EOST visit will focus on their Seismology 
Museum and their Mineralogy Museum. Our Guide will likely be an EOST Ph.D. Candidate/s. Note that we 
will take the tram to the Observatory from ISU Central Campus at 14:00. Specifically, we will walk to the 
nearby “Campus d’Illkirch” Tram Stop and take Tram E (Direction: “Robertsau Boecklin”). We should arrive at 
“Observatoire” Tram Stop at approximately 14:30. 
 
This workshop is intended for participants in the SCI department, and therefore you are strongly encouraged 
to sign up for it well in advance of the day.

A general introduction to Business Model Canvas and each part of it. 

(This workshop is intended for participants in the SCI department, the participants of the SCI department are strongly 
encouraged to sign-up for this workshop.)

SCI

[EWS-3-A] Weather Factors Affecting Space Launch Operations

[EWS-3-B] Robotics II

Rajasekhar Meka

Kazuya Yoshida

Space launch programs are very sensitive to weather and has very stringent weather requirements that range from 
conditions at the launch pad to the near-earth space environment.
 
Weather elements influence all phases of space operations, from mission planning through actual launch, booster rocket 
recovery, and landing. Weather information is needed on time scales ranging from seasonal averages to seconds and 
spatial scales ranging from global size to meters. Each phase of the space program has weather sensitivities.
 
This workshop address the weather criticalities at different launch sites around the globe where weather plays a major role 
in the pre-launch ground operations, launch operations and launch commit weather criteria (LCC).

In a series of Robotics Workshops 1 and 2, participants will design, program, and operate a real robot for planetary 
exploration, using LEGO Mindstorms as a tool kit for rapid prototyping. The participants are divided into multiple teams to 
develop an autonomous robot to accomplish the given tasks of navigation, sample collection and return to a home position 
in a simulated planetary field. Through this activity, the participants will learn the process for making their innovative ideas 
work in a real environment and how to improve their designs through prototyping, testing, debugging, and rebuilding. 
At the end of the workshop, Robotics Competition will be held in which the teams will compete for the highest score of 
exploration performance.
 
The Robotics Workshop and Competition is a long-established and much loved part of ISU’s Masters (MSS) and summer 
(SSP) programs. Great fun if you enter into the spirit of the exercise. Try to be a good robot designer and a team player!

(If you Sign up for this workshop, you should also sign up for Robotics-I)

Elective Workshop #3 (12 July 14:00 - 18:00)

APP

ENG

MGB
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[EWS-4-B] Regulations for Space Activities: 
Satellite Launch Considerations

[EWS-4-C] Radar Image Processing Workshop

[EWS-4-A] Human Performance in Space Research

Lulekwa Makapela-Bontsi

Su-Yin Tan

Andrée-Anne Parent

Elective Workshop #4 (18 July 2019 14:00 - 18:00)

ENG

MGB

PEL

PEL

HPS

SCI

Research can be defined as systematic and creative actions taken to increase knowledge about humans, culture, and 
society and to apply it in new areas of interest. Scientific research is the research performed by applying systematic and 
constructed scientific methods to obtain, analyze, and interpret data. Scientific research is the neutral, systematic, planned, 
and multiple-step process. All scientific investigations start with a specific research question and the formulation of a 
hypothesis to answer this question. A strong and testable hypothesis is the fundamental part of the scientific research. 
The next step is testing the hypothesis using a scientific method to approve or disapprove it. The scientific method should 
be neutral, objective, rational, and as a result, should be able to approve or disapprove the hypothesis. The research plan 
should include the procedure to obtain data and evaluate the variables. It should ensure that analyzable data are obtained. 
It should also include plans on the statistical analysis to be performed. The number of subjects and controls needed to 
get valid statistical results should be calculated, and data should be obtained in appropriate numbers and methods. The 
researcher should be continuously observing and recording all the data obtained. Data should be analyzed with the most 
appropriate methods. It should also be kept in mind that research should be in line with ethical rules all through its stages. 
Ethics are standards used to differentiate between acceptable and unacceptable behaviour. Adhering to ethical standards 
in scientific research is noteworthy because of many different reasons. First, these standards promote the aims of the 
research, such as knowledge, truth, and avoidance of error. In addition, ethical standards promote values that are essential 
to collaborative work, such as trust, accountability, mutual respect, and fairness. Many ethical standards in research, such 
as guidelines for authorship, copyright and patenting policies, data-sharing policies, and confidentiality rules in peer review, 
are designed to protect intellectual property interests while encouraging collaboration.

A number of legal rules and regulations governing space activities in particular International and National laws exists with 
the aim of ensuring the safety and sustainability of space activities and the environment.  Space activities are characterised 
with high-risk and high levels of investment. In addition, all satellites no matter the size and scope must go through a 
licensing process for inter alia the manufacturing, launching, re-entry and transmission of radio signals. Getting a license 
can be a lengthy and time consuming process, thus necessitates proper planning and full understanding of the regulatory 
constraints and licensing requirements.

This hands-on computing workshop will discuss image signal processing and applications of an active remote sensor, 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). SAR is a multipurpose sensor that can be operated in all-weather and day-night time, 
especially for tropical area monitoring. It is an active remote sensing system operating at the microwave wavelength, 
which can easily identify physical features and changes, track surface deformation, and map large areas regularly and 
over long time scales. It is a powerful instrument providing highly important data in the geosciences for studying land 
cover changes, disaster management, earthquakes, volcanoes, and glaciers. Participants will gain experience with digital 
image processing of satellite data using local datasets and open source software. The workshop will introduce participants 
to theory and applications of microwave remote sensing and we will learn popular image processing techniques. We will 
explore the fusion and enhancement of optical and radar imagery collected from space.

APP
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[EWS-4-D] AI for Satellite Imagery Liad Yousef

Machine learning algorithms and artificial intelligence usage are changing every industry on the globe today. This is the era 
of AI, and its benefits span from analyzing medical images, through anomaly detections in data, up to recommendation 
engines and decision making. Using deep learning and neural networks, computer vision had become more powerful than 
ever, with algorithms and model matching and even exceeding human perception. Computer vision systems are used for 
analyzing medical scans, video feeds, object segmentations, agriculture, identifying patterns and much more.

Satellite imagery and earth observation data satellites, all over the spectra, is becoming more and more abundant. 
Companies like Planet are lowering the barrier and making this data accessible to all. the possibilities and usages for this 
EO data are endless, and the problem that is starting to rise is actually handling those huge amounts of this data. The 
opportunities lie in processing it quickly and efficiently, and extracting meaningful insights and patterns from terabytes of 
images. Combining these two exciting fields - AI for image processing and earth observation - has a great potential in it. 
Computer vision is becoming better and more accurate, and we can use it to analyze and produce meaningful information 
from millions of images - a job that would manually be long, tedious and error prone.

The goal of the workshop is to have the participants learn about the capabilities (and limitations) of AI and computer vision, 
get them acquainted with the field and its basic principles, and discuss and implement its use in satellite imagery. The use 
case will be identifying temporal changes in a certain area, and extracting insights about those changes (in a hands-on 
coding session). After an introduction, which will include also some notes regarding machine learning methods, the second 
part of the workshop will include the hands-on demonstration. The participants will be presented with data and images and 
will have to use their newly learnt skills in order to detect various features in them (i.e. change detection). The participants 
will practice recognizing patterns using some pre-prepared code, and integrating machine learning capabilities to improve 
the quality and accuracy of satellite image analysis.

The main purposes of this workshop are to teach basic computer vision fundamentals, bridge the gap between using this 
technology in other industries to the space industry, practice some AI code and tools, and discuss the importance and 
place of AI and its potential benefits for different aspects of space.

APP

ENG

SSP18
Participants during a Workshop
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[EWS-5-A] Updating space international cooperation tools 
in the context of NEW SPACE

[EWS-5-B] Management, Leadership, and the Future of Governance

Philippe Clerc

Adil Jafry

In a time where ambitions of the New Space players challenge the traditional programmatic model of States Space 
Policies, this workshop focuses on rationales, framework and practices in building international cooperation, included 
public-private partnership, on benefit of Space exploration and its applications for humans. This exercise considers the 
rationales, benefits, risks, obstacles, requirements and common building blocks to international cooperation in Space. 

Based on the speaker’s professional experience on various agreement making in particular on Ariane, Galileo (ESA and 
EU and their members states), Soyuz in Guyana (bilateral cooperation with Russia), Pleiades (dual cooperation) and 
considering also the intergovernmental governance model of the International Space Station, this workshop addresses 
through a pragmatic approach, the different institutional, legal and contractual instruments available facilitating international 
cooperation among public and private Space community.

A modern space organization has multiple stakeholders including customers, employees, shareholders, supply chain 
partners, and government/regulatory stakeholders. The role of the company’s leadership (both senior management 
and the company’s Board of Directors) is to build a visionary, enduring organization that can bring new and high value 
space products and services (such as launch, hardware, software, and data/analytics) to the market and fulfill the current 
and future needs of its customers. Each organization must do this sustainably amidst competitive pressures, regulatory 
changes, and technological disruptions. Additionally, the varying intents, approaches, and preferences among the various 
stakeholders (some of which may be influenced by the organization’s own unique culture) may present situations requiring 
more than just superior technical and/or commercial skills. This workshop will present participants with case studies, each 
of which will require the teams to work together to connect the dots across multiple disciplines, use role-playing, game 
theory, modern management/finance theory, and bring to life best-in-class governance and negotiations frameworks for 
achieving an optimal outcome.

Elective Workshop #5 (24 July 09:00 - 12:30)

ENG

HPS

PEL

PEL

MGB

[EWS-5-C] CubeSat Workshop #1 Masahiko Yamazaki, Taiga Zengo

HETPA-Sat is a training tool developed by Prof. Yamazaki from Nihon University in Japan for hands-on study of satellite-
engineering. By taking a course with this kit, students can learn the basic subsystems of satellite including structure, 
electrical power supply, command and data handling, communication, ground station, and sensors as well as learn how to 
integrate those subsystems to create a working satellite as a whole. 

HEPTA-Sat hands-on training course puts it focus on establishing the knowledge of system engineering by going through 
the whole process of system integration. During this course, students will learn how a system is designed to satisfy a 
mission, how system’s function is broken down into different subsystems, how to integrate those different subsystems into 
a fully functioning system, and how to test/debug it once it has been integrated. 

This workshop is in two parts, if you sign up for this you also sign up for CubeSat workshop #2.

ENG

[EWS-5-D] Future of Healthcare in Space I Anna Wojdecka, Max Fagin

This workshop introduces brainstorming principles and design tools to apply within the healthcare area. It focuses at design 
innovation and using exponential technologies and human centred design principles. It includes a short intro about the 
future of healthcare, from telemedicine and quantified self to gene editing and 3-d printing organs. Participants will be 
developing ideas for future of healthcare in Space. - design thinking & brainsorming skills - exponential technology overview 
- idea gereration supported by Design Methods Cards (including Singularity Univerity Cards, & Heatlthcare+Design cards).
 
This workshop is in two parts, if you sign up for this you must also sign up for Future of Healthcare in Space II. 

HUM
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[EWS-5-G] Military Space Applications

[EWS-5-H] Ground Truth Field Trip-I

Ofer Lapid

Jérôme Maxant, Taiwo Tejumola

The workshop will be divided into three parts. In the first part participants will be provided with an in depth exploration of 
the various man-made intentional hazards to space systems in the military context. In particular, a typology of the various 
kinds of hazards will be discussed. Special attention will be given to the attractiveness of space systems to cyber threats.
 
In the second part of the workshop, participants will participate in a simulation game in which they will experience a 
geopolitical crisis involving space and cyber space incidents which they will be asked to address.
 
In the third and final part, the outcome of the simulations will be discussed in order to encourage the students to think of 
ways to increase security and sustainability of the space environment and space systems.

A full day field activity comparing different types of satellite remote sensing imagery and investigating how remote sensing 
technologies can be connected with ground truth findings in Strasbourg city. The participants will mainly work on the 
reflectance of the landscape elements and to reconstitute spectral profiles.

(If you sign up for this workshop, you should also sign up for Ground Truth Field Trip-II)

PEL

HUM

[EWS-5-E] Ethics for a Sustainable Space

[EWS-5-F] Getting Around on Another World - An 
Introduction to Rover Systems Design

Roberta Gregori

Ewan Reid

After reviewing the ethical issues that came up during the core lectures and of the most notable theories of space ethics, 
this class (workshop or departmental activity) will urge participants to reflect on the relevance of ethics for a sustainable 
space. 

In particular, the session is aimed to improve the process and outcome of the Team Project by:
Introducing ethical considerations in the decision-making process by taking into account the diverse composition of team 
members in terms of culture and background, and by favouring the ability to actively listen to each other and questioning 
their own convictions; 

Integrating an ethical perspective in the Team Project’s solution and final recommendations.

The purpose of this activity is to teach participants the importance of rover design in the success of surface exploration 
missions. A lecture will introduce participants to the relationship between mission concepts and rover performance 
requirements. An overview of rover subsystems critical to meeting these requirements will be provided, including a 
summary of the state-of-the-art in power, communicating, control, navigating and localization, environmental protection, 
and locomotion system designs. Examples of existing flight and terrestrial analog rovers will be used to illustrate the 
relationship between rover functionality and design. A discussion on the future requirements for planetary surface 
exploration will be provided, with a special emphasis on pre-cursor in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) missions. Finally, 
design methodologies and analysis tools useful for developing conceptual rover designs will be introduced. In the second 
half of the activity, participants will be divided into teams where they will conduct a conceptual design of a rover to 
accomplish a specific mission. The participants will be provided with a mission concept, and they will have to work towards 
defining the performance requirements of the rover, develop multiple rover concepts, and conduct a trade-off analysis to 
select the optimal rover configuration. Analysis tools will be provided to the teams to refine the conceptual design.

PEL

HUM

APP

APP

ENG
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Elective Workshop #6 (24 July 14:00 - 18:00)

[EWS-6-A] Saving the World 101: A Planetary Defense Simulation Alissa Haddaji

You will be tasked to represent your home country, build a strategy and make decisions with others (or alone) on ways 
to protect the world from an imminent asteroid threat. This simulation will be twofold: first, students will be given a short 
introductionary talk on the key concepts of Planetary Defense (definitions, mitigation methods, roles of international 
structures dealing with Planetary Defense). Secondly, students will embody “world leaders” and be tasked to develop an 
international strategy to mitigate the threat. Every 30min, new information will come in and will test the group’s adaptive 
skills. It pertains to questions of communication (where will the asteroid hit? When to warn the public? At which level – 
national ? international ? Should only partial information be communicated? And if so, which one and when? etc.). Other 
issues, such as possible leakage of information to the press, mass panics, economic crises and population displacement 
will be explored. The goal of this simulation will ultimately be to reflect on the role and impact of natural space risk 
perception in an international setting.

(This workshop will also be performed separately as a PEL Department Activity; therefore, the participants of the PEL 
department are kindly advised to not sign-up for this workshop.)

PEL

[EWS-6-B] On-Orbit Services : Challenges on 
International and National Space Law Philippe Clerc

Following the worldwide movement of privatization in the telecommunications and space operations sectors from the 
90’s, space faring nations enacted specific domestic legislations to license and monitor such businesses in accordance 
with United Nation Space Treaties ‘provisions on responsibility, liability and registration. 

All these national space law have established similar criteria governing license application based on safety technical 
requirement for a given system or procedure and legal restrictions based on foreign policy and international treaties.

These laws taken together succeeded to support a sustainable development of market in launcher services, satellite 
manufacturing and operations for telecommunication, Earth observation, navigation and associated value-added 
applications.

However, this framework based on several national laws appears unsuited to promote the setting up of On-Orbit Services 
providers. Indeed, current legislations basically consider space launch services and after the operations made with the 
satellite itself up to its end of life manoeuvers, but not physical interaction between several space objects affecting their 
respective features or function such as refueling, replenishment, maintenance, repairing, manufacturing, re-orbitation, 
transport of goods and humans, disposal in graveyard orbit.
 
In this context, we will consider in this workshop the main shortcomings of current national legislation regarding 
development of On-orbit service market.

Secondly, we will discuss some positive legal solutions allowing in both ways reversible transfers of command of the 
involved Space object between operators of different nationalities irrespective of the object registration. 

Thirdly, we will design patterns of international or multilateral organizations solutions for on-orbit services’ venture based 
on two-tier agreements and/or companies combining the interested governments and national private stakeholders. 
The first ones as States regulating standard license conditions, R&D support, procurement technology exchanges rules, 
launching state liability apportionment, or acting as anchor customer; the latter ones investing in the design, development, 
manufacturing of space systems for on-orbit services.

PEL
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[EWS-6-C] NASA Deep Space Gateway - Pathway to the Lunar Surface Kim Ellis, Tracy Gill, Michael Johansen

NASA plans to deploy its first piece of the cis-lunar Gateway, the power and propulsion element, to lunar orbit in 2022 with 
the aim to become complete in 2027. Six commercial providers are currently completing cis-lunar habitation studies for 
the Gateway architecture under the NASA NextSTEP program, Boeing of Pasadena, Texas, Lockheed Martin of Denver, 
Colorado, Northrop Grumman of Falls Church, Virginia, Sierra Nevada Corporation’s Space Systems of Louisville, Colorado, 
Bigelow Aerospace of Las Vegas, Nevada, and Nanoracks LLC of Webster, Texas. Combined with the Commercial Lander 
Payload Services effort at NASA to contract for lunar cargo delivery to the moon, the two efforts establish a market foothold 
for a sustainable lunar economy. 

Given that commercial providers will provide contracted services for payload uplift/transfer to the moon from the Gateway, 
it’s likely that the first presence on the moon will be a commercial lander that hosts a government and/or private payload. 
The Gateway will be a combination of NASA, international, and commercial contributions that satisfy both exploration and 
commercial goals.

ENG

[EWS-6-E] LeadAship - Launch your team to success!

[EWS-6-D] CubeSat Workshop #2

Rhonda O’Sullivan

Masahiko Yamazaki, Taiga Zengo

Teams are formed when the breadth of knowledge and/or volume of work exceeds the ability of one individual in a given 
timeframe. A team comprises of four main elements: 

1. A leader (the person who drives the mission, coaches and motivates individuals and umpires the play), 

2. A mission (the objective that brings the team together),

3. The team (the culture that develops when a group of people spend time together working collaboratively), and

4. Individual team members (the personalities, behaviours and skill sets that contribute to the mission).
 Balancing these four elements is vital to the happiness of a team, thus the success of any business.

HETPA-Sat is a training tool developed by Prof. Yamazaki from Nihon University in Japan for hands-on study of satellite-
engineering. By taking a course with this kit, students can learn the basic subsystems of satellite including structure, 
electrical power supply, command and data handling, communication, ground station, and sensors as well as learn how to 
integrate those subsystems to create a working satellite as a whole. 

HEPTA-Sat hands-on training course puts it focus on establishing the knowledge of system engineering by going through 
the whole process of system integration. During this course, students will learn how a system is designed to satisfy a 
mission, how system’s function is broken down into different subsystems, how to integrate those different subsystems into 
a fully functioning system, and how to test/debug it once it has been integrated. 

This workshop is in two parts, if you sign up for this you must also sign up for CubeSat Workshop #1

HUM
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[EWS-6-G] The Politics of Space Mining – Futuristic Simulation Game Deganit Paikowsky, Danna Linn Barnett

Celestial bodies like the Moon and asteroids contain materials and precious metals such as Platinum, Gold, Iron, and 
Helium-3, which are valuable for human activity on Earth and beyond. Space mining has so far been mainly relegated 
to science fiction books and movies, and was not treated seriously by the international community. Although this dream 
has not yet been realized, many experts in space exploration agree that it is only a matter of time until a breakthrough is 
achieved. As evidence, in 2013 two companies were created in order to pursue this goal, and were able to raise significant 
funds to realize their ambitions.
 
Once space mining has become technologically and economically feasible, it will have a dramatic and disruptive effect 
on the global economy and world politics. This development will have significant consequences for security and global 
stability, affecting a large number of countries regardless of their space capabilities. Nevertheless, the social and political 
aspects of space mining were not yet addressed by international relations and political economy experts and scholars. It 
is vital to develop novel political, economic and legal frameworks of thought on such issues in advance. To that purpose, 
and as a preliminary exercise, the workshop will challenge students to deal with the future political, economic and legal 
aspects of space mining. The workshop will include a presentation of the main issues at-stake raising the central questions 
to be asked and offer directions for answering them; and a diplomatic simulation-game.

PEL
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[EWS-6-F] Space and the Arts: 
Take Your Creativity to New Heights!

[EWS-6-H] Ground Truth Field Trip-II

Steve Brody

 Jérôme Maxant, Taiwo Tejumola

This workshop will allow participants to create works of space “”artistry”” individual multi-media creations coupling 
“”personal favorite”” space images with other art forms (music, literature, etc.) based on the participants’ personal interests. 
The output will be new “”expressions”” of Space and the Arts for participants to personally enjoy and “”take away”” from the 
workshop, and perhaps to share with others of your choosing e.g., fellow SSP participants, friends, family, your personal or 
professional community, schools, etc.
 
The lecturer will first introduce the subject, presenting a sampling of personally-chosen “”awesome images”” from the 
Hubble Space Telescope and other observatories and cameras, accompanied by music, that he has used in various 
public settings, including as part of his opening keynote address at Ascension 2017, the SEDS-Canada Conference at 
the University of Toronto in March 2017. He will also offer examples of how other “”couplings”” of space images with music 
and literature, including poetry from sacred texts of different faith traditions, have been produced and presented, at times 
inspiring in audiences an enhanced feeling of “”spirituality”” or “”connection””. This has yielded fertile opportunities to initiate 
or enhance intercultural and interfaith dialogue -- to bring diverse groups of people together in a new and creative way.
 
Based upon the number and interests of workshop participants, individuals or groups of individuals will then spend the 
majority of this workshop period working independently to create their own new “”coupling”” of selected space imagery 
with music, literature/poetry, and/or alternative artistic expressions. Some of these newly created multi-media “”works of 
space art”” will be shown for all workshop participants to enjoy, as time allows and as each participant may decide, and a 
discussion will ensue of both the experience of this workshop and potential future “”creations”” participants may envision, 
as well as how they may want to use or share -- or simply enjoy -- such creations.

A full day field activity comparing different types of satellite remote sensing imagery and investigating how remote sensing 
technologies can be connected with ground truth findings in Strasbourg city. The participants will mainly work on the 
reflectance of the landscape elements and to reconstitute spectral profiles.

(If you sign up for this workshop, you should also sign up for Ground Truth Field Trip-I)

HUM
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Elective Workshop #7 (30th July 09:00 - 12:30)

[EWS-7-A] Small group dynamics and interactions in 
intercultural environment

[EWS-7-C] Small Business Partnership Opportunities: Launch Your 
Innovation – Collaborating with NASA’s SBIR/STTR Programs

[EWS-7-B] Space Business Coo-petition 
(Cooperation + Competition)

Pierre Evellin, Bernd Weiss

Carlos Torrez 

Hugo Costa, Tahir Merali, 
Halit Mirahmetoglu

The activity consists in presenting to the participants tools for enhancing their cultural differences awareness when working 
on project and how to involve everyone. A presentation about group dynamics, communication theory, cultural stereotypes 
and cultural basic behaviors based on the participants origins. The presentations will be strengthened by mini activities 
demonstrating what is said. A specific emphasis will be put on the acceptance of others, acceptance of different characters, 
different moods, different cultural behaviors.

Have you dreamed of an idea that would make space travel easier, faster, safer, or more efficient? Seamlessly melding 
this type of technological innovation with a business mindset can be a difficult journey for entrepreneurs and researchers 
alike. The NASA Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Programs 
invests in small businesses and collaborates with partners to launch your idea while meeting NASA R&D priorities. In this 
lecture-based and interactive session, participants develop an understanding of how the NASA SBIR/STTR program helps 
entrepreneurs, small businesses, and researchers get started in their technology maturation journey and collaborate with 
some of the leading minds and organizations in the space industry. Come build familiarity with partnership opportunities 
and gain practical knowledge and tips on how to navigate NASA seed funding to propel your innovative idea through to 
commercialization!

Space business is changing and there is a shifting from Government base activities to private activities. Nevertheless 
public money is still one of the main sources of revenue for companies to keep the business thriving and to develop new 
technologies. For this reason industry must apply for public funds, governmental aids, bid in consortiums to tenders from 
Space Agencies and most of the times they need to do it in cooperation with other competitors. During this workshop 
we will introduce the different players that participate in the industry space business and what drives each one of them. - 
Governments / Space Agencies - Industry - Academia - Average Tax Payer A simulation scenario will be set up reflecting a 
real life case study. The participants will be divided in small groups, each group playing a role. The groups will have access 
to a case study with common information for all groups and then specific information depending on whom they specifically 
represent (Governments / Space Agencies, Industry and Academia). They will have to adopt a specific position of their 
stakeholder. They will need to get familiarized with the situation, potentially form a consortium, negotiate their position, 
and at the end of the workshop, the groups will present their results and how they believe they would manage to achieve 
it. The case study will be created in a way that will force them to increase their negotiation skills. This workshop will bring 
together technical and non-technical personalities (engineers, managers, scientists, lawyers, artists, economists etc) and 
endeavours to introspectively lead participants to understanding the different issues that each stakeholder of the space 
industry faces.

HUM
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[EWS-7-E] Career Management Strategies

[EWS-7-F] Build your own Satellite Structure

[EWS-7-G] Holistic Work Systems Thinking

[EWS-7-H] KOSMICA After Federov: 
New Narratives for Space Exploration

[EWS-7-D] Stars Navigation ISU Style

Neta Vizel

Alev Sonmez

Egemen Ozalp

Nahum Romero Zamora

Oshri Rozenheck, Carlos Manuel Entrena Utrilla

This workshop is open only for those who joined the Career Management Lecture during the Alumni Weekend because 
this session will be all about practicing and simulations of aspects introduced on the lecture.

Many satellites have been sent to space, moon, outer planes and deep space. Payloads, mission specific requirements, 
physical environment, distance from earth, orbit and other factors play an important role in shaping the structure of a 
satellite. Therefore the size, shape and the type of the satellite structure gives us many clues about the type of the mission, 
size of the payload and the orbit of the satellite. FEM Anlysis is a key development process of a satellite structure. The idea 
of this workshop is to introduce the participants to the variuos types of : 1- Space structures (CubeSat, GEOstationary , LEO, 
Deep Space Missions, Space Telescopes and Asteroid Missions) 2- Basics of FEM (Finite Element Method ) used during 
satellite structural design 3- How a basic FEM Analysis is being performed 4- Building your own personal satellite (paper).

In this activity Holistic Work System Framork (HWSF) will be presented, which is based on Soft Systems Thinking and Work 
Systems Theory. The contemporary problem domains in space market will be interactively anayzled by the participants 
of different nations, cultures and disciplines, with holistic approaches from various disciplines and develop a harmonized 
solution with the aid of HWSF.
 
This workshop is intended to be followed by “”International Cooperation foundations in Global Space Market””, and a result 
participants are highly encouraged to sign up for both workshops.

The Russian cosmism justified space exploration under the goal of achieving resurrection for all human beings that have 
ever lived on Earth. These ideas had a deep impact in the development of the science that made spaceflight possible. In 
the same way, other cultures around the world have had different rationales to explore the cosmos. 
 
During this workshop, the participants will learn about these historical ideas while triggering a creative process to elaborate 
new imaginaries for space exploration. The results will be presented in theatrical presentations to re-enact an impossible 
space mission.

Celestial objects have been used for navigation since times immemorial. Though better known for their use by sailors of 
all kinds, the same techniques are used to help spacecraft navigate since the Apollo era. In this workshop participants 
will learn important aspects of navigation. How are stars used to determine position? How do current methods employed 
by spacecraft differ from those used by old pirates? We will dive into the key concepts in celestial navigation used to 
determine direction, longitude and latitude, the disadvantage of using a compass to determine direction, and how do 
modern spacecraft find their location and heading. We will build DIY sextant to measure latitude and longitude with the 
available celestial bodies. They will have to use the techniques learned in class while sharing ideas with the other team 
members. The same techniques will finally be applied using real data from a current spacecraft to determine its position 
and trajectory. Finally, an adaptation of the technique to use the buildings of the campus as reference (i.e. measuring angles 
of celestial bodies relative to buildings) will be used to create a competition between teams in which they have to find 
different locations around the campus to discover a final treasure. The winner team will be awarded the Navigation 2018™ 
prize (including certificates), together with a few space-related gifts. Bring your browsers, a bottle of water and a good 
mood. Ahoy Space Sailors! optional: this workshop can also be conducted outside during day or night.
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[EWS-8-A] Multi-Robot Systems for exploration: the Buzz 
programming language

[EWS-8-C] Introduction to Valispace Software and Demo Run

[EWS-8-D] International Cooperation foundations in Global Space Market

Giovanni Beltrame, Jacopo Panerati, 
Aidan Cowley

Stefan Siarov, Paolo Guardabasso

Egemen Ozalp

Robot swarms are envisioned for challenging scenarios characterized by large and hazardous environments that require 
adaptiveness, resilience, and efficiency. We present Buzz, a novel programming language for the development of complex 
swarm behaviours, and its associated runtime system.

General explanation and demo on Valispace in the form of a group. After a short introduction presentation and demo by 
a Valispace representative, participants will go through two tutorials and build a simple system (fan) and a space system 
(Saturn V rocket).

Space Market of today underlines the concept of international cooperation much more concretely than before. The 
fundamental base of cooperations are international treaties and regulations. Upon this foundation, these global cooperations 
are initiated via bilateral and multilateral agreements. Today, the number of intergovernmental organizations are increasing 
in different forms in order to enable international cooperation in space market aligned with the regulatory items mentioned 
above. This activity work aims to enable participants to analyse all these mentioned items based on their relations items 
with a holistic work system methodology in every direction with respect to the aspects of various disciplines.
 
This workshop is intended to be a follow on course from “Hollistic Work Systems Thinking” and as a result participants 
are highly encouraged to sign up for both workshops.

ENG

Elective Workshop #8 (30th July 14:00 - 18:00)
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[EWS-8-B] Hurt on Mars? Doctor afar? Worry not! Treat on the spot! Linda Dao

Remotely Monitor Astronaut Health in Full-Time and Real-Time

Human safety in space is becoming a larger concern as spaceflight missions are planned for longer durations and farther distances. 
Communications between the astronauts in space and the ground control team will be extremely limited with time delays during emergency 
health scenarios, and access to definitive care will be impossible. To exacerbate the problem, as deep space missions are the next endeavour, 
unexpected health events may occur emphasizing the need for trusted clinical decisions to be made on-site.

The workshop will first identify medical risks astronauts face in long duration missions and present the concept of telemedicine as the 
current method for medical diagnosis and treatment in space. An online call with a flight surgeon (SSP’2000 alumni) in Canada may be 
possible to arrange. The workshop will then dive into a simulation activity where participants will represent a crew on Mars. Participants will 
have the opportunity to wear a biomonitoring vest and/or patch (provided by us) to record and collect their physiological vital information (i.e. 
Heart Rate, Respiratory Rate and Volume, Blood Pressure, Blood Oxygen Saturation, Skin Temperature, and Activity).

In the activity, participants will form groups of 3-5 where 1 participant in the group will act as the astronaut and don the biomonitoring vest 
and/or patch. These participants will be isolated in a different room (habitat on Mars) and perform exercise activities and mock experiments. 
The other group participants will act as the biomedical engineers (BMEs) and flight surgeon in the next room (ground control on Earth), 
unable to see nor communicate in real-time with the â€˜astronautsâ€™. The BMEs will read the real time data and export it to a graphical 
format for analysis. They will then deliver this result to the flight surgeon, who will analyze the situation and make a decision if actions are 
necessary to ensure astronaut well-being. With expected medical emergencies and communication time delays in the minutes range 
between Earth and Mars, participants will soon realize the challenges of consulting with the ground control. They will need to then resort to 
the onboard decision support system (DSS) mock-up.

The simulated activity will progress in three transitioning phases:

Phase 1: Exercise â€“ Nominal Data
- Astronauts perform high activity (i.e. running, pushups, jumping jacks) while their real-time vitals are monitored and recorded by the 
BMEs. This data gets imported to an online dashboard where the flight surgeon analyzes the graphical results and deems the astronaut 
healthy.

Phase 2: Hyperventilation â€“ Solved by a Decision Support System
- Right after the exercise regimen in Phase 1, the astronauts take a quick break. From reading a provided mock real-time vital recording, 
the BMEs report that some of the astronautsâ€™ respiration rate (RR) does not decrease even after a few minutes into the break. Some of 
the astronauts undergo a simulated hyperventilation situation (simulated only in the mock data; not acted), which results in the temporary 
loss of consciousness and a fall due to late intervention. The other astronauts must resolve the issue by consulting a simplified DSS mock-
up. The DSS recommends and leads the affected astronauts through pre-programmed breathing exercises. Ground control adjusts the 
schedule and documents the situation. It is later identified that pockets of high carbon dioxide levels in certain areas of the Mars habitat 
are the reason for the hyperventilation episode.

Phase 3: Laceration and Infection with No Supply of Prescribed Medication
- When the astronauts fell, the remaining helper astronauts injured themselves with a laceration on the arm while quickly trying to help 
their crew mates. They self-manage the wound with the DSS mock-up, and for a period of time their vitals appear nominal. In a provided 
mock real-time vital recording, the skin temperature begins to rise to a level resembling that for a fever. A second DSS consult alerts of an 
infection from the wound and prescribes a specific antibiotic that is no longer in supply in the Mars habitat. The flight surgeon becomes 
aware of the situation after a few minutesâ€™ delay and soon prescribes an alternative medication with appropriate care measures.

At the end of the workshop, teams will submit a debrief report describing the situations they encountered during the mission with graphical 
results of their physiological data. Through this simulated experience, participants will be able to acknowledge the main challenges of 
healthcare on deep space missions.

HPS
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[EWS-8-E] Future of Healthcare in Space II

[EWS-8-F] AI in the Service of Space

Anna Wojdecka, Max Fagin

Shirrel Assis, Liad Yosef

This workshop introduces brainstorming principles and design tools to apply within the healthcare area. It focuses at 
design innovation and using exponential technologies and human centred design principles. It includes a short intro about 
the future of healthcare, from telemedicine and quantified self to gene editing and 3-d printing organs. Participants will 
be developing ideas for future of healthcare in Space. - design thinking & brainsorming skills - exponential technology 
overview - idea gereration supported by Design Methods Cards (including Singularity Univerity Cards, & Healthcare+Design 
cards)
 
This workshop is in two parts, if you sign up for this you must also sign up for Future of Healthcare in Space I.

The goal of this workshop is to get initial acquaintance with the capabilities of the artificial intelligence field and learn about 
the different ways of harnessing them in the service of the space industry (while giving the participants the chance to come 
up with new ideas on that subject). More specifically, the workshop will focus on how to use the AI capabilities as a tool for 
improving the monitoring, operating and controlling of operational space systems.

Through the life cycle of a space segment (such as operational satellites) the status of the system is closely monitored, 
using large amount of telemetry data downlinked from a satellite and analyzed on ground. Problems arising during the 
nominal functioning of the system are being handled carefully, and sometimes a space segment might even go on a 
“”safe”” mode (or “”emergency”” mode) as a protection mechanism controlled by the on board SW logic, in order to prevent 
further damage until the source of the problem is figured out on the ground and a course of action is agreed and taken.
These processes are largely based on qualified space engineers, usually dedicated for the mission of the space system 
operation, that analyze the data and deduce the cause of problem. Among their roles, the engineers, together with the 
operational team, have to monitor large amount of telemetry data, follow different trends of change in the behavior and 
functionality of the space system, track huge amount of data parameters and be fluent with the system characteristic, in 
order to be able to understand the possible cause of a problem. Sometimes they may issue some tests in order to verify an 
analysis and decide which is the relevant action required to enroll the system back to routine mode. These situations might 
take a long time due to the amount of data to be correlated and intersected, and this is where AI can assist.
Artificial intelligence, and the use of machine learning models to help identify patterns and assist in data analysis is on 
the rise, and is proving itself to be valuable in similar tasks on Earth. The use of this new technology to analyze satellite 
telemetry data could be a big leap in the fields, improving accuracy, reducing human errors and identifying common 
patterns.

In this workshop the participants will learn about the fields in operational space segments where AI can assist with critical 
decision making, while taking into account large number of factors and studying the responses for different situations, thus 
shortening the time of problems solving. We will learn about anomaly detection and how to use AI to determine when an 
anomaly is causing an actual problem. In addition, we will discuss the relevance of AI usage on the market and how it can 
assist economically in cases of broad commercial space systems serving multi-users.

HPS
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[EWS-8-G] Relevant Chemistry for the Space Industry

[EWS-8-H] CubeSat Building and Testing Workshop with Open Cosmos

Matthew Henderson

Daniel Sors Raurell, Remco Timmermans 

This workshop will delve into some relevant chemistries that are important to the space industry. There will be a brief 
lecture on the chemistry, adapted for all audiences, followed by a lab where students will get to do some chemistry 
themselves. All of this will occur under the supervision of a PhD chemist, and any topics that are a little more “hazardous” 
will be in the form of a controlled demonstration to the whole class. We will look at chemistry associated with life support 
and rocket fuel design. Do not wear your “best clothes”, this is chemistry and sometimes things get...messy.  

In this workshop you will design your own small satellite mission, integrate a payload into a real satellite platform and 
perform basic functional tests. This workshop will be delivered by Open Cosmos, a new space company that aims at 
making space accessible to anyone. They develop full space missions including payload qualification hardware, a set of 
online space software tools and of course everything involved in satellite missions for customers around the world. The 
workshop is managed by ISU alumni working at Open Cosmos.
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Taqui ad-Din Observatory, 
Şehinşehnâme-i Murad-ı Salis (Ottoman Empire - 16th century) 

Taqui ad-Din was the empire’s chief astronomer and built this observatory, one of the 
largest in the medieval  world, in Istanbul in 1577 under the reign of Sultan Murad III.
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DEPARTMENTS

During SSP19, a total of 105 departmental activities will be offered within seven departments. On 1 July 2019, 
Monday, the participants will be briefed about each of the departments and departmental activities. They will 
then be provided an online form to submit their three department preferences and the motivation for their 
preferences. The submissions will be closed on 2 July 2019, Tuesday at 13:00.

The preference list and associated motivations of each participant will be evaluated carefully by the SSP 
Academic Team and each participant will be appointed to a department among their three preferences. 
Academic Team’s decision is final. Participants who do not submit their preferences by the deadline will be 
assigned to a department by the SSP Academic Team.

It is highly encouraged that participants choose to join in a department different than their backgrounds. At 
SSP, it is important to try new things to broaden your background.
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The applications of Space technology are the 
backbone of modern digital life, helping us to keep in 
touch, find our way, stay safe and monitor the Earth for 
changes that could help or harm the environment and 
society. The Space Applications Department examines 
these various applications areas with a primary focus 
on Earth-orbiting satellite systems, ground systems, 
and end-user equipment hardware and software. Key 
areas of focus include: 

 ‐Satellite communication systems and services
‐ Remote sensing and Earth observation
‐ Geographic information systems (GIS)
‐ Satellite navigation systems

The Department explores enabling space technologies 
and their scientific benefits and societal applications. 
Themes range from telecommunication fundamentals 
to remote sensing image processing/interpretation, 
global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), GIS 
data management, and avionics. Workshops 
and demonstrations provide hands-on training 
with hardware and software for satellite payload 
development, image processing (optical, radar), 
global positioning systems (GPS), and data analysis. 
Professional visits to local facilities provide further 
insight into civilian and commercial space applications.  

Participants will be able to:

 ‐Engage in a variety of workshops, demonstrations, 
and professional visits that explore enabling space 
technologies and their applications.
‐ Develop proficiency in technological hardware and 
software for image processing, telecommunications, 
GIS, and GPS.
‐ Design and complete a research project 
emphasizing the application of space technologies 
and present results in oral and written formats.
‐ Participate in group activities in an interdisciplinary 
and intercultural environment.

SPACE  
APPLICATIONS (APP)

William (Bill) Cowley
Co-Chair

Jaykumar Modi
Teaching Associate

Taiwo Tejumola
Co-Chair
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[DA-APP-01] GIS Hands-on Workshop on Planning Mars Rover Landing Sites

[DA-APP-02] Space Applications Geocaching Competition

[DA-APP-03] GNSS Workshop: Operation & Applications of GNSS

[DA-APP-04] Link Budget Workshop

[DA-APP-05&06] Reis Crater Visit

Su-Yin Tan

Su-Yin Tan

Vukan Ogrizovic

William (Bill) Cowley

Marianne Mader, Gisela Pösges
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A hands-on computing workshop using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for landing site selection 
for the Mars Exploration Rovers. Apply fundamental concepts from core lectures in a hands-on lab setting, 
gaining practical experience with industry-leading GIS and remote sensing image processing software. This 
exercise will use a variety of satellite imagery for mapping potential rover landing sites based on the shape 
and location of features on Mars. Identifying interesting geological targets for scientific investigation provides 
important clues to past water activity on Mars. Earth observation imagery of the local historic region of Alsace 
will also be explored within the workshop.

Geocaching is a high-tech treasure hunting game using GPS-enabled devices. This game has grown 
exponentially with the availability of GPS navigation on phones and handheld GPS receivers. Learn about 
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers and their many civilian applications for location-based 
services. Geocaching is the oldest and most popular GNSS game with an estimated over million geocachers 
and over 1 million geocaches active worldwide. This competitive activity also serves as a team-building 
exercise, which will take place in multiple locations in the historic centre of Colmar with a varied cityscape for 
seeking geocaches.

The workshop deals with the errors of GNSS measurements. There is a variety of GNSS receivers, from 
sensors integrated in smartphones, to high-precision receivers used in surveying. All receiver classes 
produce the same error budgets, in the sense of error sources. During the lecture, the main error sources 
will be named and explained, with the focus on the errors resulting from atmospheric influences to GNSS 
observables. Since GNSS signals penetrate the whole atmosphere, from a satellite in its orbit, to the receiver 
on the ground (or near it), they experience many influences on their way. Delay of electro-magnetic waves 
depends on the current state of atmospheric layers, causing various systematic errors. Usage of double (and 
more)-frequency GNSS receivers reduces and even eliminates certain error sources. This is applicable to 
ionosphere, which means that the intensity of the ionospheric delay is dependent on the frequency of the 
signal. That fact can be used to calculate the Total Electron Content (TEC) in the ionosphere, an important 
feature for analyzing space weather.

A wide range of satellite communication systems are available, from low speed satcom in LEO orbits, through 
to interplanetary links. This workshop will review the key parameters of satellite communication systems that 
determine link performance, including orbits, bit rate, transmit power, link distance, antenna gains and carrier 
frequency. Participants will use a satcom “Link Budget” calculator and be guided through various examples to 
gain an appreciation of how parameters can be adjusted to ensure satisfactory performance. The workshop 
aims to give students a feel for typical satcom links and how their specifications can be adjusted to suit 
differing requirements.

We will visit one of Europe’s most significant meteorite impact craters, which encompasses the medieval 
town of Nördlingen in Bavaria (Germany). The crater was formed about 14.5 million years ago and has a 
diameter of circa 25 km. Dr. Gisela Pösges, a Geologist from the local Geopark Ries (https://www.geopark-
ries.de/en/mitarbeiter/), will accompany us to various crater locations (Lindle and Altebürg Quarries) where 
shocked rock samples will be identified and collected, e.g. Suevite, which is used for building blocks locally. 
The final part of the afternoon will be devoted to visiting the Ries Museum in the pristine town of Nördlingen. 
A top-quality Bavarian lunch will provided at Jagdhaus Altebürg, which is close to Altebürg Quarry. Note that 
this is a long day and will we need to leave Strasbourg early in the morning (07:00 TBC). We expect to return 
to Strasbourg at 22:00 (TBC).

[DA-APP-07&08] Professional Visit to SES Christoph Lemke
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SES is a leading satellite operator and one of the first commercial telecom operators worldwide. In the 
morning, the activity will include a visit to SES installations and a presentation on the company’s general 
business strategy, with emphasis on the new O3b project to better serve the southern hemisphere with MEO 
satellites.
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[DA-APP-09&10] Professional Visit to ESOC

[DA-APP-11] Concurrent Design Facility Workshop

[DA-APP-14] Final Presentation

[DA-APP-15] Final Project Presentations (continued)

[DA-APP-12&13] ispace & Spire Professional Visits

Giulia Federico

Stefan Siarov, Paolo Guardabasso

Taiwo Tejumola,William (Bill) Cowley

Taiwo Tejumola,William (Bill) Cowley

Abigail Calzada Diaz
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As Europe’s center of excellence for satellite operation, ESOC is home to the engineering teams that control 
spacecraft in orbit, manage European Space Agency’s global tracking station network, and design and build 
the systems on the ground that support missions in space. Since 1967, more than 70 satellites belonging 
to ESA and its partners have been successfully operated from ESOC. At any one time, ESOC operates over 
a dozen satellites, with multiple new missions in planning and others under study The professional visit 
provide participants an overview of ESOC’s Ground station network, Space debris research & services, Space 
Situational Awareness and ESA Navigation Support Office

This concurrent engineering workshop will explore the design of a satellite mission using the Valispace 
software at the Concurrent Design Facility of ISU. Participants are split into groups that will be each in charge 
of a particular subsystem design. All subsystem teams work together and concurrently to arrive at a solution 
that satisfies all requirements and client needs and is feasible from the point of view of each subsystem.

Participants will present their final projects, having approved a topic and format with the chairs in advance. 

Participants will present their final projects, having approved a topic and format with the chairs in advance. 

This Professional Visit will be to two, cutting-edge New Space companies in Luxembourg with strong ISU 
links: (ispacehttps://ispace-inc.com/) and Spire (https://www.spire.com/en). In the morning, we will visit 
ispace where our Host will be Dr. Abigail Calzada Díaz (SSP 2012, MSS 2013), a Mission Scientist specializing 
in lunar resources, geology and scientific instrumentation. She will introduce us to ispace and, thereafter give 
us a demonstration of a Lunar robot being developed and tested. In the afternoon, we visit Spire, which was 
founded by several ISU alumni. Spire describe their mission as: “...a data and analytics company that collects 
data from space to solve problems on Earth. Owning and operating one of the largest satellite constellations 
in the world, Spire identifies, tracks, and predicts the movement of the world’s resources and weather systems 
so that businesses and governments can make smart decisions.”
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SPACE  
ENGINEERING (ENG)

The Space Engineering (SE) Department allows 
participants to gain hands-on experience in all 
stages of the systems engineering process of space 
missions at multiple levels, from the simplest to the 
most complex. Building on the knowledge gained 
during the core lectures related to space engineering, 
emphasis is placed on understanding each level of 
system design, integration, and testing as complexity 
increases from components to subsystems, to 
spacecraft, to the space mission, and eventually to 
entire space programs.
 
Marking the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 lunar 
landing, each of the activities of the department will 
connect with one of the mission phases required for 
such a complex exploration mission to a different 
celestial body. Throughout the department, 
participants will work on hands-on projects covering 
from preliminary design of landing systems, to remote 
operations of rovers. Participants will also have the 
opportunity to undertake a major project that has 
become a trademark of ISU: the design, construction, 
testing, and launch of a model rocket to meet a set 
of flight requirements, including the safe retrieval of 
its payload. This project will allow the participants an 
opportunity to implement all aspects of the system 
engineering process in the conception, design, 
integration, and operation of a simulated spacecraft.

At the end of the department time, the participants 
should be able to:
‐ 
 Design, simulate, manufacture, integrate, test, and 
launch a model rocket - skills that can be extended to 
any other complex system.
 Justify preliminary design decisions for a particular 
subsystem of a spacecraft, and predict how different 
design parameters affect other subsystems.
 Estimate how the space environment affects 
engineering solutions.
 Present and defend a research project in front of a 
technical audience.

Adelia Drego
Teaching Associate

Daniel Garcia Yarnoz
Co-Chair 

Michaela Musilova
Co-Chair 

Maurizio Nati
Co-Chair 

Launching Drones With
Stratospheric Balloons

On Board Camera View
from ISU Drone
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[DA-ENG-01] Rocket Workshop 1 (Design / Analysis) and Department Intro

[DA-ENG-02] Rocket Workshop 2 (Build)

[DA-ENG-03] Rocket Workshop 3 (Build and acceptance tests)

[DA-ENG-04] EDL: Entry, Descent and Landing system design

[DA-ENG-05] Visit the IRS at the University of Stuttgart

[DA-ENG-06] Visit of the DLR Lampoldshausen facilities

John Connolly, Pierre Scheidecker

John Connolly, Pierre Scheidecker

John Connolly, Pierre Scheidecker

David Korsmeyer

Georg Herdrich

Isabell Boehringer, Pascal Kringe
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A short overview of the departmental activities and the department deliverables will be provided. The 
common thread of the department will be “”50 Years Later: Next grand engineering challenge(s)””.
 
 This is the first session of the model rocket workshop series. The preliminary design of the rockets will take 
place during this session. Teams design rockets meeting requirements related to altitude and protection of 
the payload The participants will use RockSim or equivalent software to design rockets and perform flight 
analysis. By the end of this session, the rocket designs will be approved.

During this session the teams will start building their rockets. All of the components (body, fins, payload 
protection, nosecone and fins) will be integrated. The rockets will be stored in the department room and will 
be made available to the participants for further small modifications, painting and decorating.

During this session the teams will finalize building their rockets. All of the rocket subsystems will be integrated 
including the body, propulsion system and payload protection system. Acceptance tests will be run to provide 
flight readiness.

During this EDL session, participants will design, build and test a lander for a critical payload. Each team will 
be provided with the same materials to build a landing system designed to protect a payload. The team will 
be evaluated on how well they understand and meet the mission requirements, and if their lander payload 
survived.

Visit of the Institute of Space Systems of the Technical University of Munich, located within the Space Center 
Baden-Württemberg (RZBW). The institute offers a wide range of fascinating research topics in the fields of 
Space Technology and Astronautic Appliances.

The professional visit will possibly include interactive activities, for example, with their manned Soyuz cockpit 
simulator.

The DLR Institute of Space Propulsion facilities at Lampoldshausen is home to all research activities and 
experiments relating to rocket test beds. Founded over 50 years ago, it has a long heritage in the development 
and testing of Europe’s liquid rocket engines.
 
The site houses several test benches for small-scale component development tests as well as full-scale 
development tests. It also hosts three of ESA’s engine test benches, one of them dedicated to tests under 
vacuum conditions, necessary for the hypergolic Aestus engine or new LH2/LOX Vinci engine, another one 
for the Vulcain 2 engine of the Ariane 5 core stage. A brand new test bench for testing of fully integrated upper 
stages has been built recently.
 
During the visit students will get an overview of the site’s history during a tour through the museum. 
Additionally students will receive hands-on experience of test procedures and operations during a tour to 
the test benches.
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[DA-ENG-07] Rover mobility | Planetary Science

[DA-ENG-08] Mission Control Academy - Mission Planning

[DA-ENG-09] No drama: solving the space debris problem

[DA-ENG-10] Mission Control Academy - Rover mission execution

[DA-ENG-11] Indoor Coordination of a Swarm of Miniaturized 
Quadcopters

Ewan Reid, Marianne Mader, Michaela Musilova

Ewan Reid, Marianne Mader, Michaela Musilova

Ruediger Jehn, Benjamin Bastida Virgili

Ewan Reid, Michaela Musilova

Giovanni Beltrame, Jacopo Panerati, Aidan Cowley
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Two parallel workshops required for the rover operations activities, with the class split in two:
 
Half the department (A): Rover mobility, Getting Around on Another World
Rover mobility and design is critical for the success of surface exploration missions. This activity presents 
participants the relationship between mission concepts and rover performance requirements. An overview 
of rover subsystems critical to meeting these requirements will be provided, including a summary of the 
state-of-the-art in power, communicating, control, navigating and localization, environmental protection, and 
locomotion system designs. Examples of existing flight and terrestrial analog rovers will be used to illustrate 
the relationship between rover functionality and design. 
 
Half the department (B): Planetary science
This activity provides an overview of the scientific and exploration objectives of planetary exploration missions. 
Participants are introduced to the scientific objectives and strategies associated with planetary life detection 
missions, with a focus on Mars geology and astrobiology. The selection of landing sites, the types of surface 
features of interest, and the scientific instruments used are covered through presentations and games.

Participants will develop specific mission plans for tele-operated rover missions. They will apply the knowledge 
from the workshops on rover mobility and planetary science to prepare for the mission simulation. Participant 
teams will be required to develop mission objectives (science or ISRU related) and mission requirements, as 
well as defining the operations concept for the mission, using available mobility and vision/sensor systems, 
and generate procedures for real-time operations.

This workshop focuses on the challenges caused by space debris. A short introduction presents how 
polluted the low-Earth orbit environment is and what collision risk debris poses to operational satellites. 
Methods how to protect a spacecraft against space debris and design measures to control the growth of 
debris are presented. International activities to mitigate the space debris problem are analyzed and finally 
active techniques to reduce the number of space debris (removal of debris with laser, tether, air-drag devices, 
garbage collectors) are proposed. 
 
After the theoretical introduction, the participants will use the DRAMA software on a practical exercise, where 
they will design a satellite compliant with the international guidelines for space debris control.

The participants will remotely control the rovers of the Canadian Space Agency from the ISU facilities, 
following their mission plan prepared in previous workshops.

This activity outlines fundamental principles and strategies to control and coordinate multi-robot systems 
using indoor localization and a swarm of Bitcraze Crazyflie 2.0 quadcopters. Participants are guided through 
the process of assembling, programming, and testing the performance of a team composed of small flying 
robots.
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[DA-ENG-12] Cubesat Building and Testing Workshop with Open Cosmos

[DA-ENG-13] Concurrent Design Facility Workshop

[DA-ENG-14] Final engineering mini-conference

[DA-ENG-15] Final engineering mini-conference and celebration

Daniel Sors Raurell, Remco Timmermans

Stefan Siarov, Paolo Guardabasso

Daniel Garcia Yarnoz, Michaela Musilova

Daniel Garcia Yarnoz, Michaela Musilova
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Participants will design their own small satellite mission, integrate a payload into a real platform and perform 
basic qualification tests. This workshop is delivered by lecturers from Open Cosmos, a new space company 
that aims at making space accessible to anyone. They develop space mission design and operations software, 
payload qualification hardware and of course satellite missions for customers around the world.

This concurrent engineering workshop will explore the design of a mission using the Valispace software 
at the Concurrent Design Facility of ISU. Participants are split into groups that will be each in charge of a 
particular subsystem design. All subsystem teams work together and concurrently to arrive at a solution that 
satisfies all requirements and client needs and is feasible from the point of view of each subsystem.

During the final day of the departmental time, participants will present the results of their individual 
assignments, in the form of a 10 min presentation to the group.

The topic for this near mini-conference is: “”50 Years later: Next grand engineering challenges?””, marking the 
50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 lunar landing.

During the final day of the departmental time, participants will present the results of their individual 
assignments, in the form of a 10 min presentation to the group.

The topic for this near mini-conference is: “”50 Years later: Next grand engineering challenges?””, marking the 
50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 lunar landing.
 
Depending on the number of participants, a possible local visit in Strasbourg to celebrate can be planned if 
presentations finish early. Otherwise, a celebration in the engineering room will be organized
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE  
IN SPACE (HPS)

In the Human Performance in Space Department, we 
are focusing on the human aspects of spaceflight, what 
factors of the space environment are impacting the 
performance of astronauts. This includes biological, 
physiological, psychological, human factors and 
engineering aspects. The departmental activities 
will enable participants to experience and evaluate 
challenges related to human spaceflight activities for 
both short- and long-duration and -distance missions.
The department activities are designed to have interactive 
experiences and hands-on exercises. Participants will 
have the opportunity to learn and practice skills from a 
diverse field of sciences, biomedical engineering and 
mission operations.
Some of the activities will cover the following topics:

 Applied Anatomy and Physiology in a medical Ultrasound 
workshop
 Crew Medical Officer Training
 Bioethics
 Psychological Assessment of Astronaut Applicants
 Human System Integration
 Bioregenerative Life Support Systems
 New and emerging Medical Technologies
 Vision Exam techniques in view of the Space Associated Neuro-

Ocular Syndrome 
The participants will also visit local medical sites and 
facilities and the European Astronaut Centre in Cologne, 
Germany.

Learning Objectives:
 Engage in various workshops, panels, professional visits to 
gain knowledge and understanding of concepts related to human 
performance in space
 Participate in group activities in an interdisciplinary and 
intercultural environment
 Practice the training and duties of a Crew Medical Officer
 Perform self-examinations to learn about the human anatomy, 
physiology and the human vision system
 Understand the ethical and legal requirements related to the 
medical profession and life sciences research
 Understand the principles of bioregenerative life support 
systems, biological eco-systems and the role of biological producers, 
consumers and destroyers
 Understand the role of psychological assessment and personality 
evaluation in an astronaut selection
 Observe the implementation of clinical procedures in a hospital 
and related staffing and logistics in view of a future medical habitat
 Familiarize with new clinical technologies, like surgical robots, 
telemedicine to prepare for future medical space systems
 Understand the concept of Human System Integration from a 
system engineering perspective
 Design and conduct an individual or group project with a focus on 
human performance in space

SSP17
Train Like an Astronaut

SSP17
Self & Resque in Extreme Environments

Kwasi Nkansah
Teaching Associate

Volker Damann
Chair

SSP16
Robotic Medicine, Rambam Hospital, Israel
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[DA-HPS-1] Applied Anatomy & Physiology (Ultrasound Workshop)

[DA-HPS-4] Bioethics and the Human Experience in Outer Space

[DA-HPS-5&6] EAC Professional Visit

[DA-HPS-3] Spirits of Space Medicine

[DA-HPS-2] Introduction to HPS Research Projects

Sergi Vaquer Araujo

William Kramer

Romain Charles

Volker Damann

Volker Damann, Kwasi Nkansah
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Human anatomy and physiology are complex fields and require significant amount of knowledge acquisition. 
Both fields provide the foundation of all areas of human medicine and are important pre-requisites for the 
understanding of normal bodily functions, pathological developments and adaptive changes to a changing 
environment. Time available in the SSP program to teach profound knowledge in anatomy and physiology is 
not available. But the diagnostic technique of non-invasive ultrasound provides easy access to demonstrate 
primary anatomical features and space related physiological phenomena. It also offers easy access to an 
“”engineering”” view of major human systems.

The workshop will be complemented by additional functional tests and demonstrations to highlight important 
aspects of spaceflight induced changes to the human body

Moving into outer space will allow us to reinvent just about everything -- new technologies and ways of 
building, new manufacturing and trading, new ways of governing, new ways of forming communities. But 
the same kinds of bioethical issues we face here on Earth will remain: Is medical experimentation on humans 
ethical? Is it ethical to endanger others, including children, without their informed consent? What happens 
on Mars when the first space pioneers grow old or become mentally or physically disabled to the point 
where they no longer productively contribute to the community? How might crimes be punished in a just 
and ethical manner? On Mars, the range of ethical solutions that evolved with our cultures here on Earth may 
not be practical or may be impossible to implement. This session will discuss these issues and encourage 
participants to bring their diverse cultural backgrounds and personal ethical experiences into the discussion. 
 
As a workshop, participants will represent the new cultures and interests of those living on Mars. Faced with 
bioethical questions such as those listed above, they will be challenged to develop ethical solutions and, in 
dialog and debate with those of different interests, defend their rationale and seek compromise. Can ethical 
solutions be formulated?

We will visit ESA’s European Astronaut Centre (EAC) and the neighboring German Aerospace Center (DLR) 
facility in Cologne, Germany. We will see where European astronauts work and train. We will see the Neutral 
Buoyancy Facility and learn about how astronauts are prepared for their space-mission scientifically and 
operationally. We will get insight into the medical operations functions and physical fitness training and will 
visit the medical flight control room. This is a joint activity with the Humanities department.

The department members will be introduced to the individual and group research projects. Students can 
also propose project ideas. The project assignment will be done at the end of the activity. These research 
projects will enable the students to work independently or in a small group on specific HPS related topics. 
Each student will be asked to present the project at the end of the HPS departmental activities.
 There will also be a CM workshop assigned to all HPS department students. The assignment topic will not 
be disclosed prior to this workshop. The outcome of this department activity will be presented to all SSP19 
students during an appropriate social event.

HPS participants will be oriented in department activities, the upcoming lectures and visiting lecturers and 
we will spend some time to getting to know each other. Ideas and suggestions for individual or small team 
projects will be presented and discussed.
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[DA-HPS-9&10] Crew Medical Officer Training Sergi Vaquer Araujo
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Participants will gain hands-on experience while learning basic medical skills. The practical elements are 
based on the Crew Medical Officer training provided to astronauts prior to their flight. The participants will learn 
to understand on how certain activities would be different in spaceflight (for instance CPR) from terrestrial 
procedures. The course will lead to a final case of an incapacitated astronaut floating on the station.

[DA-HPS-11] Biological Life Support Systems Jens Hauslage
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Human space exploration need to use biology and technical systems to build hybrid life support systems 
to sustain life in closed systems over a long time. Beside the physico-chemical systems as backbone, 
biological life support subsystems are needed as nominal working systems to deliver food oxygen and other 
substances like herbs, drugs, fibers etc. Closing the element cycles are the most important challenge. The 
aim of the hybrid life support systems should be closed cycles where all organic substances are recycled 
by microorganisms towards a plant fertilizer solution as basis for the plant growth. Bacterial consortia are the 
basis for a technology transfer of the functionality of soil, the dark side of the Earth. Actually there will be no 
other sustainable technologies to produce food and oxygen without the capabilities of soil-microbes and the 
photosynthesis performed by plants.  
 The course “Biological life support systems – Biological Background” is divided into three parts: 
 1. Presentation about biological life support systems and background topics 1h:
 a. The Biosphere 2 experiment – lessons learned
 b. The DLR C.R.O.P. ® project – new approaches
 2. Botanical excursion in the field around the ISU 1h:
 a. See and understand the principles of adaptation of plants
 b. Lichens and algae as first photosynthetic organisms for terra forming
 c. Collecting samples in the field to find highly adapted organisms like Tardigrada
 3. Laboratory session to investigate collected samples 1h:
 a. Bacterial consortia
 b. Tradigrada”

[DA-HPS-8] Eye Examination Workshop

[DA-HPS-7] Human Systems Integration in Human Space Flight

Claudia Stern

Jackelynne Silva-Martinez
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Human Systems Integration (HSI) is an interdisciplinary technical and management process for integrating 
human considerations (capabilities and limitations) and performance objectives within and across all system 
elements; an essential enabler to systems engineering practice, safety, health practice toward optimal 
mission execution, and reduced total system life-cycle costs.

In this workshop, students will be introduced to HSI from a systems engineering perspective, and be able 
to apply HSI concepts in their different roles within the space industry. An interactive activity will be part of 
the workshop to assess understanding of the HSI domains; this will be done with the use of the Significant 
Incidents and Close Calls in Human Spaceflight chart developed by NASA Safety and Mission Assurance 
group. Assessing different case scenarios from loss of crew, vehicle, and mission from this chart, the 
participants will be able to analyze how the use of HSI domains during the different phases of the mission’s 
life cycle could have helped to prevent or minimize the incident. Participants will have the opportunity to get 
into a deep discussion of several significant incidents and close calls in human spaceflight, and relate them 
to specific actions they can take now with respect to HSI for their space fields. 
The complexity of current space missions encompass a system of systems approach, which requires that 
multiple disciplines interact with each other, knowing that any change made to a system may affect other 
systems and the general mission. The human in HSI refers to all personnel involved with a given system, 
and it is necessary that we look at the human capabilities and limitations at the different phases of the 
mission life cycle. This is very aligned with the SSP’s concept for providing the right tools to an international, 
interdisciplinary, and intercultural group of future space leaders. One of those tools is to be equipped with 
HSI concepts and lessons learned from significant incidents and close calls in human space flight so those 
do not repeat again.

This hands-on workshop introduces to the principle anatomical and physiological parameters of the human 
vision system. This is done by brief lectures and mainly self examination in small groups, utilising the most 
common examination techniques. The students will also be introduced to the eye-exams performed by 
astronauts during the space-flight. Additionally an overview of the Space Associated Neuro-Ocular Syndrome 
(SANS) will be provided.
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[DA-HPS-14] Space Expedition Medical Facility

“[DA-HPS-12] Design Thinking for a Virtual Health Assistant

[DA-HPS-15] Research Project Presentations

Volker Damann, Clementine Colin

Linda Dao

Volker Damann
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What are the resource requirements for modern health care based on an example of a state of the art medical 
facility.

Often, there is discussion to build a medical facility i.e. on the moon, put a doctor and a nurse into it and 
provide some medications…that’s it. But this is only the tip of the ice-berg and is too short-sighted. How is 
a modern medical facility managed, what facilities are required, what services are necessary, how do you 
deal with human waste and hygiene, what is required to perform surgical interventions, how do you sterilise 
medical equipment, who are the players in such medical facility.

Human safety in space is becoming a larger concern as spaceflight missions are planned for longer durations
and farther distances. Communications between the astronauts in space and the ground control team will be
extremely limited with time delays, and access to definitive care will be impossible. With the emergence of
artificial intelligent (AI) technologies providing healthcare providers a new and more efficient way to manage
patient health, how can such technology be employed as a virtual health assistant for astronauts in space?

Design thinking is an iterative human-centered approach that pulls on a wide variety of perspectives and
imagination to identify new or improved solutions to problems. In this workshop, participants will learn and
apply the design thinking method to creatively brainstorm ideas for outlining the concept of a virtual health
assistant for deep space missions. In groups, participants will have the opportunity to gather insight from their
colleagues, lecturers, and staff to ideate and present a concept for a virtual health assistant that they would
want to have. Questions to consider solving include:

- What would you, [as an astronaut on Mars / as a patient / as a healthcare provider / as a person working
in isolated, remote regions] want to know about your own health?
- How could a virtual health assistant fulfill those needs?
- What could a virtual health assistant look like?

Using a hands-on and interactive approach to brainstorming solutions, this workshop will exemplify how
design thinking can be used to tackle problems within and beyond the space realm.

Individual students or small student groups will present their research topic work to the class. The presentations 
may be given as slides or in another format approved by the chair in advance. The presentation will be 
evaluated by the chair and selected onsite staff and lecturers. The departmental grade will be a combination 
of your participation and your final report.

[DA-HPS-13] Behavior-Oriented Assessment of Interactive 
Capabilities in Astronaut Candidates Yvonne Pecena
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In astronauts selection personality and interactive capabilities such as e.g. emotional stability, empathy 
with fellow workers or intercultural competencies are in addition to performance capabilities important 
requirements. An assessment center (AC) is a method by which individuals are completing several tasks while 
being assessed on their performance by several observers for the purpose of selecting or developing staff 
(see e.g. Sarges, 2001). Focus of this workshop is to look deeper into this selection method. We will be working 
in small groups to explore the essential features of an AC as well as the basics of AC design and operation. 
In particular the tasks of assessors will be explored and reflected. Then we will prepare and conduct a team 
exercise to meet the learning objectives practically. As wrap-up the practical experience will be discussed 
with all participants and lessons learned summarized.
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SPACE  
HUMANITIES (HUM)

SSP16 HUM DEPARTMENT
Overview Effect Workshop

SSP16 HUM Department 
During TV Media Training

Samantha Coras
Co-Chair

Amanda Michelle Simran 
Sathiaraj

Teaching Associate

Norah Patten
Co-Chair

The dream of spaceflight is as old as the human 
imagination. But what is it about space exploration that 
motivates us to find out more? Do our dreams inspire 
space travel or does space travel shape our dreams? 
And what is our role, as a human species, as we continue 
in our quest to move past low Earth orbit to discover new 
worlds?

The Space Humanities Department will offer participants 
a truly unique opportunity to break free and think 
differently. We will explore the meaning and significance 
of humankind’s expansion into space in a supportive and 
creative environment. Our hands-on, interactive activities 
are specifically designed to take participants on a journey 
of inspiration, creation and reflection. 

This year, participants will have the opportunity to 
learn and practice skills from humanities such as 
philosophy, ethics, art, communication and expression, 
and be inspired by activities designed to be outside the 
familiar realm of experience. Understanding the basic 
motivations for space activities by exploring their origins 
in, and their impact upon, human culture and society 
enables new and renewed visions that can inspire future 
space programs.

Participants will travel offsite to simulate and understand 
the Overview Effect; anthropology and bioethics will 
be discussed in hands-on, interactive workshops; and 
guidance on communications and outreach will be 
provided so that, when participants return home after 
SSP, they will be able to identify and describe key 
interactions between space and society, and use new 
skills positively in their communities at work and at home. 

All participants will have an opportunity to:

 Travel offsite to simulate and understand the 
 ‘Overview Effect’
 Design a mission patch
 Create their own piece of art
 Explore the European Astronaut Centre 
 Develop communication skills

We invite participants to join us and think in a new way 
about our place on Earth and our place in space.
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[DA-HUM-01] Introduction and getting to know to know you

[DA-HUM-02] The Anthropology of Mars: Human Engagements With Another World

[DA-HUM-03] Bioethics and the search for extraterrestrial life

[DA-HUM-04] Space communication and engagement: Part 1

[DA-HUM-05&06] European Astronaut Centre

Norah Patten

Kathryn Denning

William Kramer

Jancy McPhee

Romain Charles, Jancy McPhee
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Welcome to the Humanities Department. Our first task will be to get to know each other and our activities 
for the weeks ahead. Using a combination of dialogue and a range of games, participants will become more 
familiar with their HUM crew-mates. We will have the opportunity to explore what drives our ideas and 
expectations – whether they come from our culture, our training, or our imaginations.

There are no humans on Mars – yet – but we already occupy this neighbouring planet, through technology 
and thought. As the Fast Transit to Mars Team Project grapples with the possibility of collapsing the journey 
time between Earth and Mars from the formidable to the feasible, in this DA we will look at the ways in 
which that distance has already collapsed, culturally. Today, the science and fiction of Mars meld (e.g.s The 
Martian, NatGeo series Mars) and this inhospitable planet is portrayed as a human destination, while rovers 
tweet selfies, VR puts Earthlings on Mars, and parts of Earth are redefined as Martian. Mars analog sites and 
simulations worldwide are locales for extremophile science and human mission rehearsals, but also, now, 
tourists.
 
This exercise begins with an anthropological orientation to Martian matters – including human attachments 
to Mars rovers, Mars analog sites and simulations on Earth, visualizations of Mars, and governmental and 
private plans to colonize the Red Planet. Participants will then be asked to work in teams through specific 
case studies to consider how our cultural ways of seeing, representing, and virtually inhabiting Mars today, 
may affect our real future decisions about Mars tomorrow.

We are actively seeking extraterrestrial life and are designing how we will live on the Moon, Mars, and beyond. 
But have we considered the ethical consequences of those actions? Why should we, as space voyagers, 
scientists, engineers, and entrepreneurs be concerned about our bioethical relationship with the kinds of life 
and landscapes we may encounter? How might that relationship affect human aspirations and the success 
or failure of space missions? What might be learned from such encounters and how might that help us to 
live a more ethical life back on Earth? With a focus on microscopic-scale life (not Hollywood aliens!) and 
Martian landscapes, the session will examine the ethics of our actions. How can we be ethical and achieve 
our individual goals?
 
After an introduction to the topic, participants will be challenged to provide ethically reasoned responses 
to hypothetical circumstances, such as: What if life is discovered on Mars at the site of a valuable mineral 
deposit? Or: What if an alien organism is destroying the seals on our pressure locks? Participants will be 
divided into groups representing roles such as biologists, investors, a mining company, members of a faction 
that wishes to protect the “rights” of the organism, and others. Each group will develop a rationale for how to 
proceed and an ethical justification for their decisions. They will defend their decisions as if they were called 
to an international forum for arbitration, and the various groups will then seek an ethical compromise.

Talk is easy, but communication is hard! How do you relay an idea, especially when it involves complex 
scientific and technical concepts or data? Knowing your audience and how to make them care about your 
topic is an “artform” that takes consideration and practice. Storytelling is a key part of effective communication, 
as it has a documented physiological effect on listeners and viewers. In this activity, we will discuss multiple 
aspects of communication and storytelling and learn about the various platforms used to engage an audience. 
Participants will then practice what they learn through a mock interview with the press.

We will take a trip to Cologne, Germany to visit ESA’s European Astronaut Center (EAC). We will tour the 
facilities, including the neutral buoyancy facility and Eurocom (International Space Station communications), 
and meet with the EAC staff to understand what it really takes to send and support astronauts in space. We 
will learn about how astronauts are trained for decision-making and teamwork in vital situations, and examine 
the developing facilities for lunar analogue research.
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[DA-HUM-07] Space communication and engagement: Part 2

[DA-HUM-14] Preparation for final presentations

[DA-HUM-08] Space Mission Patch Design

[DA-HUM-09&10] Overview Effect: A Profound Experience in Space

[DA-HUM-12&13] Space art

[DA-HUM-11] Space Architecture - Your Home in Space

Jancy McPhee

Norah Patten

Hugo Filipe De Jesus Simoes

Loretta Whitesides

Shane Sutton, Pierre Piccon

Karl-Johan Sorensen, Sebastien Aristotelis
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What makes it possible to create an out of this world outreach campaign? Space agencies, museums, science 
centres and local community groups are often tasked with developing and implementing competitions and 
outreach programs in order to foster interest, spark imaginations and raise awareness. In this DA, we will build 
on what we learned in Part 1. We will explore ways to create an engaging outreach campaign to ensure it 
can be heard above the background noise of everything else. We will discuss past campaigns and lessons 
learned before building strategies and plans for our own outreach campaign. Participants will discuss how to 
identify and reach out effectively to a target audience and explore different platforms and formats that can be 
used, before crafting and pitching their own outreach campaign to the group.

Participants will be given time in this DA to work on their final presentations.

Great missions have great mission patches. In this activity we will look at how to sum up all the aspirations 
and excitement of a mission in one clear design – a mission patch. We will examine how in missions from the 
start of the space age until now, the patch combines with other graphic design elements to show one clear 
vision. We will accept a brief from our SSP colleagues to create a mission patch for one of the most exciting 
activities of the summer, and deliver our design by the end of the department.

Participants will be given an introduction to the “Overview Effect” by Virgin Galactic Future Astronaut Loretta 
Whitesides. A review of attempts to achieve this from Arthur C Clarke to Carl Sagan to Frank White will be 
included as will an analogue “Overview Effect” experience in a beautiful natural setting here on Earth. We 
will then work to develop strategies for communicating the “Overview” experience with the greater public to 
advance our species societal evolution.

In this DA, participants will have the opportunity to work with a number of established artists to explore and 
debate what is meant by ‘Space Art’ before creating their own piece of space art. We will begin the day by 
taking inspiration from the motivations behind various artistic creations, and understanding from the artists 
themselves how to progress from concept to creation. Participants will then work alongside the artists to 
create a piece of space art which has the opportunity to be exhibited at the Cosmic District of The Ososphere 
in Strasbourg this September.

What if you could live under a sky of ice? What if a beam could span three times longer? What new 
opportunities would building on other planets bring us? In order to make a successful habitat, requirements 
for engineering, human performance and the humanities must be considered in one holistic design, where 
humans don’t just survive, but thrive. In this workshop we will explore how architecture can move space 
habitats from ‘human survival machines’ to exhilarating homes, through considerations of light, materials, 
colours, contours and socio-spatial arrangement.
 
We will introduce the implications of and, more importantly, the opportunities of Space Architecture. How, 
for example, the harsh conditions of space and the psychological and physiological problems of isolated 
and confined environments inform the design of a habitat. This will also include the systems needed to 
keep humans alive, safe, productive, comfortable, and content. We will also explain the ‘space enabled 
problem-solving mindset’, where one looks at the unique and challenging conditions of a site and turns them 
into architectural solutions. This approach can be applied to many space-related fields and is one we use 
professionally on a daily basis. Participants will apply their knowledge to design a conceptual habitat in order 
to accomplish a specific mission on a specific site.
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[DA-HUM-15] Final presentations Norah Patten
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Participants will present their final projects, having approved a topic and format with the chairs in advance. 
Formats can include presentations, slides, video, art work and others. Participants will present and discuss 
their project with a panel of experts, and through an interactive questions and answers session, participants 
will be required to discuss the methods and reasons behind their projects. We will then celebrate the ending 
of the HUM department with group interactions, discussions and lessons learned.

Improvisation Workshop
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SPACE MANAGEMENT
AND BUSINESS (MGB)

The space sector is currently undergoing one of the most 
dynamic and inspiring periods of all times. Similar to other 
major sectors in human history (such as shipping, railroads 
and aviation, just to name a few), space business has 
undergone a number of considerable changes. Space 
activities have traditionally been conducted mainly by 
governments driven primarily by political prestige, and the 
space sector has received extensive government support. 
Following a space race dominated by only governments 
and leveraging the experience gained, a period of space 
commercialization began. 

Over the last years, new commercial actors have emerged 
to introduce innovative concepts from manufacturing 
to services. They have the value proposition of bringing 
down the cost of solutions, making space more affordable 
and accessible to end-users. With disruptive changes in 
their technological and market environment, the space 
sector now faces unique challenges but also tremendous 
opportunities.

This new wave of changes is causing a paradigm shift in 
the space sector, referred as The New Space Economy. 
Although there is no general definition of New Space agreed 
upon, we will consider the following definition for the B&M 
department: “Private companies which act independent of 
governmental space policies and funding, targeting equity 
funding and promoting affordable access to space and 
novel space applications”. 

Under this concept, young entrepreneurs are looking for 
equity funding in order to bring affordable space solutions 
and applications, and with the potential to open new 
markets. These new space companies have emerged at all 
levels along the value chain. Some of these new actors for 
instance, focus on developing new services by combining 
and processing available space data from existing satellites 
with new approaches and technologies. Others focus on 
developing more affordable launch solutions or providing 
commercial payload transportation services to the Moon, 
while others operate small satellite constellations with 
a standardized and simple design, just to name a few 
examples. 

Success stories such as SpaceX are having a great impact 
not only on traditional space companies but also on 
governments. In addition, as new space activities develop, 
internal business plans are becoming standard with the 

objective to demonstrate the profitability of new projects 
and the market potential. In view of this dual and growing 
interest, the B&M department will focus on these new trends 
in the space sector. As a key output of the department 
activities, participants will be divided into groups and will 
be asked to prepare a Business Plan. The teams will be 
given broad guidelines on what are the expected results 
(e.g. demonstrating a good Internal Rate of Return) for a 
space business plan. Each group will decide which business 
idea to propose. The final presentation will be delivered to 
a professional jury during the last day of the department 
activities.

The department faculty includes professionals from across 
the global space sector, who will provide participants with 
relevant insights into the aspects of a good business plan. 
It will also include to professional visits to companies and 
a local incubator. This curriculum will enable participants to 
develop and grow their business knowledge and skills in this 
evolving space sector.

Participants in the B&M Department will learn:

 How to elaborate a business plan and deliver an efficient 
pitch in front of investors;
 How to evaluate a potential market and where to find the 
relevant information to determine a reasonable expected 
market share;
 What are the financial key indicators examined by equity 
financers and key performance indicators expected;
 What are the boundary elements that shall be considered 
in terms of legal aspects (such as IPR) as well as in terms of 
management organization;
 What are the elements often neglected but which are 
detected by equity investors as weaknesses (such as the 
absence of a marketing plan or risk assessment);
 How can one learn from recent experiences? (lessons 
learnt from ISU entrepreneur alumni).

It should be noted that these principles are not only of 
interest to potential startups in the New Space Economy, 
but also are of equal interest for other participants from 
government or large space companies, in order to better 
understand this new paradigm shift they will be confronted 
with.

MGB
Department of SSP15

Walter Peeters
Chair

Iwona Koprowski
Teaching Associate

Natalia Larrea Brito
Associate Chair
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[DA-MGB-01] Introduction to MGB and Business Plans Basics

[DA-MGB-02] Business Intelligence and space markets

[DA-MGB-03] Professional Visit to SEMIA Incubator

[DA-MGB-04] Basics of financing

[DA-MGB-05] Financial drivers - Following the money

[DA-MGB-06] Innovation Workshop & Economics of Launchers

Walter Peeters, Natalia Larrea Brito

Natalia Larrea

Stephane Chauffriat

Adil Jafry

Emma Lehnhardt
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This session will provide an overview of the flow and objectives of the departmental activities, explaining 
the expected output at the end of it. In addition, it will explain the main features of a business plan including 
concrete examples of cases and business plan evaluations. Special attention will be given to general 
shortcomings as mentioned by equity investors. A number of hints on how to avoid these issues will be 
demonstrated. In the last part of session, emphasis will be given to the New Space Economy and the new 
opportunities offered by this new context to young entrepreneurs.

This session will provide an overview of the key market trends and dynamics in the space sector by application. 
It will also provide an overview of the typical activities conducted by consultants/business analysts. To this 
end, concrete examples of projects/studies adapted from real cases will be presented. In addition, this session 
will also explain participants how to use “market intelligence” in preparation for the business competition.

Mergers and Acquisitions: The new dynamics in the space industry is leading to a greater consolidation along 
the value chain, increasingly seeing a greater number of M&As. The second part of this session will explain 
the process for M&A providing a comprehensive understating of the strategies followed, financing decisions, 
steps in this activity, key factors involved, potential challenges and barriers, etc.

This session will include a professional visit to the local incubator in Strasbourg, SEMIA. This activity will 
provide an overview of the support activities provided by an incubator to start-ups - from the business plan 
preparation phase to the support in seed funding. It will also explain what would be the follow-up to steps 
in the next two years. During the activity, participants will meet local start-ups which will present their own 
experience in this incubator.

This session will introduce key financial concepts, tools and aspects relevant to commercial organizations. 
Potential investors will examine very carefully the financial proposal of a company, including the completeness 
of cost factors and expenses. Investors need to be convinced that their investment will lead to an acceptable 
return. It is important for new companies to present a realistic cash-flow projection, with realistic earnings and 
equity break-even forecasts.

“No bucks, no Buck Rogers,” is a phrase that encapsulates the dynamic between policy (what do we want 
to do?) and budget (what will it take to accomplish those things?). Space agencies and other government 
entities spend a great deal of time developing and advocating for their budgets, and during that process 
national/international priorities, funding amounts, policies, and missions can shift dramatically. Leaders and 
stakeholders throughout the enterprise need to adjust their plans quickly as budgetary decisions are made.
 This workshop is an interactive session that will demonstrate how policy decisions and laws are translated 
into funding, and how budget formulation is actually a policy activity (as opposed to an accounting exercise). 
After a brief introduction to budgeting for space agencies that will include principles for formulating and 
evaluating a budget as well as some real-world examples using the Gateway program as a case study of 
international space agency budget dynamics, the participants will be divided into small groups to represent 
various stakeholders at different decision-making levels, and will run through budget decision-making cycles 
in a role-playing exercise.

Innovation Workshop: Technology is changing in an accelerated way, and will continue to do so. This 
interactive workshop will demonstrate how entrepreneurs therefore, are required to have a foresight view 
on the technology changes that will influence their product or be aware that technology changes may even 
make the product obsolete. In addition, products can be proposed even if the technology is not readily 
available yet but can be reasonably assumed to be available when entering the market. 
 
Economics of Launchers: This lecture would provide an overview of launcher activities, key dynamics and 
the economics involved. As an illustration of this economic rationale the concepts related to the launch site 
in Kourou (CSG) will be described in more detail. Several launchers (Ariane5 , Vega, Soyuz) are launched from 
this site, close to the equator, in order to satisfy the economic requirements from the various customers.
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[DA-MGB-07&08] Professional Visit to SES Christoph Lemke
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SES is a leading satellite operator and one of the first commercial telecom operators worldwide. In the 
morning, the activity will include a visit to SES installations and a presentation on the company’s business. 
In the afternoon, participants will participate in a workshop organized by SES. The activity will include a 
simulation of different realistic scenarios which might influence the company’s strategy and assets. Based 
on those scenarios, participants will need to do certain business choices which will have different impacts on 
the company’s shares.

[DA-MGB-09] Venture Capital & Venture Capital Analysis

[DA-MGB-11] New Space Entrepreneurs

[DA-MGB-12] Communication markets & Legal aspects of start-ups

[DA-MGB-13] Management Skills Workshop

[DA-MGB-10] Intellectual Property Rights & 
Counselling for Business Competition

Sumanta Pal, Joerg Kreisel

Lynn Zoenen, Veronica La Regina, 
Lena Okajima, Adrien Lemal

Randy Segal, Claude Rousseau

Neta Vizel

Walter Peeters, Natalia Larrea Brito, Rene Oosterlinck
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Venture Capital: During this session, the function of venture capitalists will be further detailed and explained. 
In order to illustrate these principles, a potential (imaginary) business plan will be submitted to the participants 
with as main question if, provided they would be in a position to do so, they would finance the proposed 
project. Different groups will consider this and give their opinions. The instructor will then explain what the 
specific elements are that were noted by the teams or overlooked.
 
Venture Capital Analysis: An investment manager of a Venture Capital (VC) firm will explain how business 
plans are evaluated and the selection process for the business plans which are submitted to VCs is executed.

During this session, recent ISU alumni will present an overview of their companies, their business plan, as well 
as what are the key lessons learnt when starting a new business. They will also advice participants on key 
aspects to consider when developing a business plan and raising funds during the different financing rounds, 
among others.

Communication Markets: With the knowledge of the SES visit, this session will provide an overview on how 
analysts consider the future of new markets, in the first place in the telecommunication sector but also 
integrated space markets. As an illustration of how such forecasts are made, the process of producing a 
market research report will be explained including the methodology followed. 
 
Legal aspects of start-ups: During this session, a specialized lawyer involved in the creation of several New 
Space companies, will explain a number of legal aspects which are often neglected by young start-ups and 
provide indications on which of these hindrances have to be avoided before due diligence of equity investors,

Developing a managerial acumen and management skills is the key to build the future space leaders. This 
session will provide the participants with basic management skills on order for them to build a great company 
with productive and satisfied employees and not just a great product. Effective entrance to managerial role, 
Effective goal setting, Performance management and strategies for effective feedback

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR): In evaluating a business plan, equity investors will perform due diligence, 
and they will evaluate in particular any potential Intellectual Property issues. If a proposed product is too close 
to a patented product, they will be reluctant to invest in view of the potential claims that it might arise. In the 
session, an expert patent lawyer will explain the rules for patenting and potential consequences, including 
aspects such as trademarks and potential issues with company logos.
 
Counselling for Business Competition: The last part of the session will be reserved to support participants to 
develop their business plan in preparation to the business competition
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[DA-MGB-15] Business Plan Competition - Jury Final

[DA-MGB-14] Business Pitch Rehearsal

Stephane Chauffriat, Natalia Larrea Brito, 
Walter Peeters, Yannick Lafue, 
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During this session, the business plans developed by the different teams will be evaluated in a final business 
competition. An official jury of experts will give each team the opportunity to make a ‘pitch’. This will be 
accurately timed as in usual competitions of this nature. The jury will then ask a number of questions to make 
sure that the relevant teams have not overlooked some elements and check the understanding of the market 
and the competition.

A key challenge in a business plan competition the challenge is to present all information efficiently in a very 
limited timeframe and using a limited number of slides. In this session, participants will have the opportunity 
to rehearse their business pitch and presentations in preparation to the official business competition. Teams 
will present to the different coaches, who will provide feedback in order to better prepare them for their 
presentation in front of the official jury
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SPACE POLICY, 
ECONOMICS, AND LAW (PEL)

Dimitra Stefoudi
Assistant to Chair

Scott Schneider
Teaching Associate

Tanja Masson-Zwaan
Chair

The Space Policy, Economics and Law Department 
focuses on the “why” and “how” behind the regulation 
and governance of space activities. 

Participants joining the PEL Department will be 
involved in a range of discussions, debates and 
interactions designed to provide an in-depth 
understanding of what shapes current and future 
space activities around the world, along with their 
societal impacts, justifications, benefits and the 
international and national legal frameworks within 
which space activities are conducted. Experts from 
space companies, international organisations, space 
agencies, law firms and academia will work with the 
participants on topics that include: 

 The past and present geopolitical context in which 
space activities are carried out
 The political and economic drivers that incentivize 
countries to invest in space infrastructure and private 
actors to get involved in space projects
 The challenges with regard to the relevance and 
application of international space law raised from new 
technologies
 The context of establishment of domestic space 
legislation and the differences among different 
national frameworks
 The practical legal aspects of space activities, 
including contracting, export limitations, privacy 
concerns, and cybersecurity
 Examples from contemporary missions and 
projects, such as human spaceflight, space resource 
utilization, space debris, and planetary defence.

The Department activities will comprise of lectures, 
panel talks and workshops, which aim to broaden the 
knowledge and understanding of the participants on 
the legal, policy and economic issues connected to 
space activities in an interactive manner.  
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[DA-PEL-01] Introduction to Space Policy, Economics and Law

[DA-PEL-02] Space Policy and Diplomacy

[DA-PEL-03] Space and The UN Sustainable Development Goals

[DA-PEL-04] International Cooperation in Human Spaceflight

[DA-PEL-05] National Legal Frameworks

[DA-PEL-06] Military Use of Space and Dual Use of Space Technology
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Participants will be introduced to the activities of the PEL Department and the method of final evaluation. 
DA1 will focus on providing an overview of the legal, policy and economic aspects related to space activities, 
focusing on international developments. In particular, they will elaborate on the evolution of the space age 
and the genesis of space law and its subjects and sources, as well as the main economic concepts related 
to the space sector.

Policy is the driving force behind the developments in the space field worldwide, from the launch of the 
first objects and humans into outer space to the recent boom in space data applications and the plans for 
space resource utilization. The strategies that States draw and follow influence accordingly the shape of their 
national space sector and their behavior in international fora. National and international space policies are 
put in place to decide the design or participation to space missions, the funding of specific projects, as well 
as the priorities with regard to future activities. Participants will gain an insight in what drives space policy 
in various parts of the world, seek to understand the possible variables, and use that knowledge to predict 
future actions.

The Sustainable Development Goals were introduced by the UN General Assembly in 2015 and comprise of 
17 global goals for the improvement of the social, economic and natural environment of the world. The UN 
Office for Outer Space Affairs has launched actions to support the realization of the SDGs and promote the 
use of outer space toward this end. Several other space-related organisations are drawing strategies setting 
the SDGs as priority, whereas private companies, especially in the field of Earth observation, are using their 
services for addressing the said goals. This panel will elaborate on the content of the SDGs and discuss ways 
in which they can be achieved by means of space technology.

Outer space is typically subject to intense international cooperation, mainly because of the complex 
technology and high cost but also as a consequence of the obligations regarding international cooperation 
in the peaceful uses of space as contained in the Outer Space Treaty. This DA will specifically focus on 
international cooperation in the field of human spaceflight, notably the International Space Station, the 
plans for a Lunar Gateway and possible future cooperative projects aiming to establish permanent human 
settlements on the Moon and Mars.

States have the obligation to authorize and supervise the activities of their nationals in outer space, for which 
they are internationally responsible. Therefore, States often set up national legislation in order to prescribe 
the conditions according to which their nationals may carry out space activities. Furthermore, in order for 
the general principles of international space law to find application in public and private activities, they have 
to be interpreted in the form of domestic legislation. Lately, the regulation of innovative space activities on 
national levels creates incentives for investment and financial growth. The panel will reflect the views and 
experience from a national space agency involved in a comprehensive legal framework established 10 years 
ago, a government having recently enacted a national law, and a law firm involved in the creation of the most 
recent national law.

Outer space was initially used for military purposes and to this date it is considered as a strategic domain by 
most countries. In the meantime, the commercialization of space activities and the use of space technology 
for civilian purposes is steadily increasing. This nexus between military and civil uses of outer space is a distinct 
characteristic of the sector and imposes restrictions in the exchange of space technology and cooperation 
among States. This DA will focus on the legal aspects of military uses of outer space and the prohibitions 
regarding militarization and weaponisation of outer space, drawing comparisons with examples from current 
missions. Furthermore, it will explain the concept of dual-use of space object and subsequent control in the 
export of space technology, particularly with regard to the impact of various export control regimes.
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[DA-PEL-07] Cybersecurity in Space and Privacy 
Regulations for Space Activities

[DA-PEL-08] Following The Money

[DA-PEL-09] Planetary Defense in the Classroom

[DA-PEL-10] Legal and Business Aspects of Space 
Resources Activities

[DA-PEL-11] “How To” for Space Startups

Jenni Tapio, Laura Keogh, Percy Blount

Emma Lehnhardt

Alissa Haddaji

Angel Abbud-Madrid, Cedric Letsch, Lynn Zoenen, 
Christopher Hearsey

Philippe Montpert, Emilie Marley Siemssen, Randy Segal
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Cybersecurity and privacy issues are prominent concerns among space actors. The advancement of space 
applications along with the increasing connectivity of space systems are raising challenges with regard to the 
security of the information and services involved, particularly in terms of cyber threats against satellites and 
protection of sensitive data gathered and circulated by means of space technology. Cybersecurity in space 
activities is connected to the unauthorised access to and denial of service of satellite systems and services, 
whereas privacy refers to the protection of personal data (e.g. location information, high resolution EO images, 
etc) from non-consensual collection or dissemination. This panel will provide insights on the legal practice in 
complying with cybersecurity and privacy regulations in the scope of space activities.

“No bucks, no Buck Rogers,” is a phrase that encapsulates the dynamic between policy (what do we want 
to do?) and budget (what will it take to accomplish those things?). Space agencies and other government 
entities spend a great deal of time developing and advocating for their budgets, and during that process 
national/international priorities, funding amounts, policies, and missions can shift dramatically. Leaders and 
stakeholders throughout the enterprise need to adjust their plans quickly as budgetary decisions are made.
 This workshop is an interactive session that will demonstrate how policy decisions and laws are translated 
into funding, and how budget formulation is actually a policy activity (as opposed to an accounting exercise). 
After a brief introduction to budgeting for space agencies that will include principles for formulating and 
evaluating a budget as well as some real-world examples using the Gateway program as a case study of 
international space agency budget dynamics, the participants will be divided into small groups to represent 
various stakeholders at different decision-making levels, and will run through budget decision-making cycles 
in a role-playing exercise.

A Planetary Defense exercise based on the Planetary Defense Scenario exercise PD scientists do once every 
two years during the IAA Planetary Defense Conference (PDC). Participants will be assigned a nationality 
for the purpose of researching a country’s space capabilities and represent that country in a simulation of 
a forum similar to the UN Security Council. The case scenario is based on the decision-making process 
on an international Planetary Defence strategy after the detection of an asteroid impact threat. Discussions 
will take place in rounds, where more information about the threat is made available during each round. 
The participants should propose plans to mitigate the threat, create alliances and deal with the social and 
economic implications of their decisions.

Following the lead of a handful of pioneering private companies, space resource activities have developed 
considerably in the past five years. Evolving from the debate on the legality of space mining to the 
acknowledgment of the benefits offered by space resource utilisation, international discussions have equally 
progressed. This panel will address legal and commercial aspects of space resource activities from the 
perspective of private entities, academia and national agencies.

The path from the conception of a business idea until the establishment and operation of a start-up involves a 
set of legal and financial requirements. Therefore, the consideration of the regulatory and financial compliance 
at the early stages of the business process is essential to the success of a start-up. This interactive workshop 
will provide the participants with insights on the practice of setting up a company in the space sector. The first 
part of the workshop will focus on explaining the process of establishing a business along with the necessary 
legal and business steps from the perspective of a legal counsel, an in-house lawyer and an insurer. In the 
second part the attendants will participate in an interactive discussion about start-up ideas and topics related 
topics ranging from asteroid mining to green launchers, and form groups to work on either the proposed ideas 
or their own concept. Using the knowledge and instructions gained during the workshop, the participants will 
navigate through given tasks, such as deciding where to set up the company, what kind to technology to 
develop, who to sell it to and where to get funding from to test their knowledge and finally set up a business 
plan to present it to the rest of the class. The lecturers will provide feedback on the business plan.
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[DA-PEL-12] Contracting in Space

[DA-PEL-14] Challenges and opportunities of large satellite 
constellations

[DA-PEL-15] Participants’ Assignments Presentations

[DA-PEL-13] The Legalities of Launching Sports Cars, 
Bees and Disco Balls into Outer Space

Deepika Jeyakodi, Jerry Linnemeijer

Tony Azzarelli, Tanja Masson-Zwaan, 
Dimitra Stefoudi

Tanja Masson-Zwaan, Dimitra Stefoudi
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Scott Millwood
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At this hands-on workshop, participants will learn about legal design, its impact on user experience, and how 
it can benefit an organization and business relations. This workshop will introduce participants to methods of 
visualising and simplifying documents into contracts, in order to improve the overall understanding and use 
of a legal document.

This activity will focus on the plans for constellations hundreds or even thousands of small satellites that are 
currently under development. These plans provide immense opportunities for new services on earth, but 
also present legal, policy and regulatory challenges. The first part of the activity will consist of an introduction 
by an expert in this field and will be followed by an interactive debate whereby participants will be split 
into groups representing various stakeholders. They will be asked to prepare and address various questions, 
ranging from how to register or insure such quantities of satellites, how to deal with the harmful interference 
they may cause to other satellites or to the observations by astronomers, or how to handle the re-entry of 
defunct satellites to avoid overcrowding of LEO. 

The final Department Activity will be dedicated to a summary of the previous DAs and the evaluation of the 
participants. The first part of the session will briefly summarise the content of the lectures, workshops and 
panel discussions of the PEL Department, in order to highlight the key take-away points. Participants will 
then be evaluated on the basis of their acquired knowledge and will be asked to challenge some of the main 
space law provisions and basic legal advice for private companies through practical examples and case 
studies.

In the first part, a brief introduction about the legal aspects of space debris will be given by the Chair of 
the Department. Thereafter, the main part of the session will consist of a workshop based on the following 
scenario:

On 6 February 2018, the US Corporation SpaceX launched a highly publicized payload into orbit around 
the sun. Instead of steel or concrete blocks as mass simulators for its Falcon Heavy demonstration mission, 
CEO and founder Elon Musk chose to launch “something fun”, his midnight-cherry Tesla Roadster. It was 
an innovative transformation of payload requirements into a marketing opportunity from a space operator 
that aspires to colonize Mars. Although the use of a car as a payload mass simulator might be dismissed as 
a publicity stunt, it represents an opportunity to examine the legal framework governing what we put into 
space. The Outer Space Treaty provides all States with the freedom of scientific investigation, exploration and 
use of outer space, while balancing this with obligations to avoid its harmful contamination. In the burgeoning 
New Space era, will commercial space operators be held to the same standards as national space agencies? 
Is it legal to launch a car into orbit, contributing to the growing problem of space debris? How should we 
ensure private space operators comply with their obligations to prevent the harmful contamination of outer 
space? This workshop explores these questions by allowing participants to apply the Outer Space Treaty 
obligations to real-life case studies. What might otherwise be considered dry legal concepts are brought 
alive through the SpaceX Tesla launch and “gamification” of two further case-studies: the launch of a disco 
ball “The Humanity Star” into outer space and the SWARM SpaceBees launch.
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SPACE  
SCIENCES (SCI)

While academically rigorous, the atmosphere within 
the Science (SCI) Department will always be relaxed 
and informal.  The Departmental Activities (DAs) will 
be a natural follow-on from the robust foundation laid 
down by the SSP Core Lectures (CLs).  A highly diverse 
and interdisciplinary program will be presented with 
the emphasis very firmly on hands-on activities, 
debate and discussion.   Most activities presented will 
be brand new to SSP, e.g. two one-day Professional 
Visits devoted to Science and Technology (as detailed 
below).

Given the breadth of modern Space Science, DAs will 
cover numerous issues including:
 Historic analysis of Solar System science missions
 Microgravity studies using an experimental drop 
tower
 Martian Astrobiology including reduction of 
primary data from Viking 1 and 2 
 Planetary impact cratering
 Hypersonic waves including using an experimental 
Shock Tube
 Solar observation of flares, prominences, etc., 
using a hydrogen-alpha filter
 Effects of geomagnetic storms including a ‘second 
Carrington Event’

Approximately 15 ISU Faculty members and other 
Space professionals will support the Department at 
Strasbourg Central Campus or externally (Professional 
Visit Hosts as well as colleagues joining us via Skype).  
The international experts hail from France, Germany, 
India, Luxembourg, Russia, UK, USA, etc.  They 
represent space agencies, government research 
laboratories, universities, high-tech companies, etc.  
All have prior experience at ISU in the context of SSP, 
MSS or both. 

Participants will spend a total of two full days off-
campus undertaking Professional Visits.  The first 
visit will be to Europe’s most scientifically important 
and best-preserved impact crater, the Ries Crater in 
western Bavaria (Germany).  The second will be to two 
cutting-edge New Space companies in the Grand 

Hugh Hill
Chair

Pablo Melendres Claros
Teaching Associate

SSP13 Participants
During a Visit to CERN

Observing Sunspots
 During SSP16

Duchy of Luxembourg with robust ISU links: ispace 
and Spire.

The DAs will also include time dedicated to working on 
the Individual Project (IP).  During this time Participants 
will be able to consult with the Departmental Chair, 
TA, etc., about all aspects of their IPs including Report 
and the Presentation.  

By the end of DAs, Participants should be able to:
 Summarize and analyze selected Solar System 
science missions
 Understand and use selected Space Science 
laboratory and observational tools
 Understand key physical phenomena relating to 
Astronomy and Planetary Science
 Reduce data from a Space Science mission
 Plan and successfully participate in a Geology 
Field Trip
 Present and defend a research project (IP) to 
Faculty
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[DA-SCI-01] Science (SCI) Departmental Introduction & Future Planetary Science Missions

[DA-SCI-02] Microgravity Workshop using ISU’s 2.5 meter drop tower

[DA-SCI-03] Remastering Viking 1 and 2 data

[DA-SCI-04] Impact Cratering Workshop

[DA-SCI-05&06] Ries Crater Visit

Hugh Hill

Hugh Hill

Hugh Hill, Melissa Guzman

Marianne Mader, Hugh Hill

Hugh Hill, Marianne Mader, Gisela Poesges 
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1. This SCI Departmental Introduction will take place in the Galaxy Auditorium. The Introduction will be 
delivered by the Departmental Chair and TA, along with any (SCI) Faculty Members who may be present at 
ISU Central Campus at that time. All Departmental activities will be presented including: Workshops, Tutorials, 
3-4 Professional Visits, Individual Projects, etc. Naturally, this session will be a chance to get to know each 
other and to solicit questions, queries, concerns, etc.

2. “What we know about the Solar System and what we need to know”. Back in the 1960s, we knew remarkably 
little about the Solar System. However, as a result of successful Planetary Science missions and advances 
in computing and other technologies, we are now more informed. This Round Table will feature one of ISU’s 
most illustrious Faculty Members, Professor Mikhail Marov, a Department Chief at the M. V. Keldysh Institute 
of Applied Mathematics, Moscow. We will consider and consolidate what we currently know about the Solar 
System and thereafter identify future Planetary Science challenges and opportunities.

The objective of this 75-minute workshop is to gain a hands-on insight into microgravity by using ISU’s 2.5 
meter drop tower to perform a series of free-fall/weightlessness experiments. The duration of the free-fall 
is ~0.5 seconds. This is sufficient time for us to video-record some intriguing microgravity physics effects. 
The ISU-built mini drop tower uses a GoPro video camera to record the effects of free-fall on experiments 
dropped in a custom-made Plexiglas and aluminum drop box. The drop tower is also equipped with a 3-axes, 
wireless accelerometer (for measuring acceleration). It was purpose-built for ISU by Prof. David G. Michelson 
and students at the University of British Columbia (UBC), Vancouver. It should be noted that the quality of 
the free-fall environment associated with ISU’s drop tower is typically ~10-2-10-3g. This is impressive given 
the modest construction costs involved (circa €500). You are invited to keep careful scientific notes. Indeed, 
Editors should try to leave this Workshop with brief but accurate descriptions of each experiment attempted, 
as well as all the associated video and accelerometer files. All such files will be distributed to those who 
undertake the workshop. Note that ISU’s 2.5 meter drop can only accommodate 10 Participants at any one 
time. Hence, this (75-minute) workshop will be repeated on the afternoon of July 16 to accommodate the 
circa 20 Participants in the SCI Department.

Melissa Guzman, MSS 2015 (Laboratoire Atmosphères, Milieux, Observations Spatiales/LATMOS), has been 
re-analysing gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GCMS) data from NASA’s 1976 Viking 1 and 2 Martian 
landers. This has been laborious as the data was originally stored on magnetic tape and needed to be digitized 
to be useful. Existing digital forms of the data were not well documented and therefore unreadable. Recently, 
thanks to the efforts of several very talented decoders, and support from ISU alumni, the Viking digital data 
has been decoded. For this Workshop, Ms. Guzman will present an overview of the Viking 1 and 2 GCMS 
experiment. Thereafter, Participants will work on interpreting Viking 1 and 2 data obtained from this study.

Dr. Marianne Mader (MSS 2007) is the Executive Director for the Canadian Association of Science Centres. 
Prior to this, she was Managing Director, Earth & Space and Fossils & Evolution at the Royal Ontario Museum 
in Toronto. She holds a Ph.D. in Geology from Western University, Ontario. An expert on impact cratering, 
Marianne will introduce us to this interdisciplinary subject. She will also introduce us to the Ries Crater (or 
Nördlinger Ries) in western Bavaria, Germany. The latter is Europe’s most important impact with a diameter 
of about 25 km. Dr. Mader will brief us on the Ries Crater Professional Visit, which will take place the following 
day (July 23). She will accompany us a Chief Field Geologist along with Dr. Gisela Poesges of Ries Park.

We will visit one of Europe’s most significant meteorite impact craters, which encompasses the medieval 
town of Nördlingen in Bavaria (Germany). The crater was formed about 14.5 million years ago and has a 
diameter of circa 25 km. Dr. Gisela Pösges, a Geologist from the local Geopark Ries (https://www.geopark-
ries.de/en/mitarbeiter/), will accompany us to various crater locations (Lindle and Altebürg Quarries) where 
shocked rock samples will be identified and collected, e.g. Suevite, which is used for building blocks locally. 
The final part of the afternoon will be devoted to visiting the Ries Museum in the pristine town of Nördlingen. 
A top-quality Bavarian lunch will provided at Jagdhaus Altebürg, which is close to Altebürg Quarry. Note that 
this is a long day and will we need to leave Strasbourg early in the morning (07:00 TBC). We expect to return 
to Strasbourg at 22:00 (TBC).
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[DA-SCI-07] Work on Individual Projects

[DA-SCI-08] Work on Individual Projects and Ask an Astrobiologist

[DA-SCI-09&10] Reddy Shock Tube Workshop and 
Consequences of a Second Carrington Event Workshop

[DA-SCI-11] A personal analysis of the Cassini-Huygens mission and 
How to Get an Astrobiology Mission Selected by a Space Agency

Hugh Hill

Hugh Hill, Christopher McKay

Hugh Hill, Helmut Kessler, Nigel Mason, OBE, 
Bhalamurugan Sivaraman, Scott Ritter

Hugh Hill, John Zarnecki
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Participants will have this dedicated slot to work on their Individual Projects and to consult with Departmental 
Chair, TA and Visiting Lecturers. Unless otherwise advised, the Electronics Laboratory will act a meeting point 
for this DA.

Participants will have this dedicated slot to work on their Individual Projects and to consult with Departmental 
Chair, TA and Visiting Lecturers. Unless otherwise advised, the Electronics Laboratory will act a meeting point 
for this DA. 
16:00-17:00 “Ask an Astrobiologist” (Skype). Dr. Chris McKay of NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) is one of 
the world’s most respected Astrobiologists. He is particularly well known for his Mars research. In advance 
of this Skype, Participants will be asked to compose questions for Dr. McKay. During the Skype, Participants’ 
names will be drawn at random and those selected will be invited to “Ask an Astrobiologist”. Participants are 
requested to be in the Galaxy Auditorium no later than 15:50 so that we can start the Skype punctually at 16:00.

1. “Reddy Shock Tube Workshop”. In July, 2017, ISU received a generous laboratory donation on the part 
of Professor K.P.J. Reddy of the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore, India. The item in question is a 
stainless-steel, 1 meter, “Reddy Shock Tube” (RST), capable of generating shock waves of circa 500 m/s. 
The RST has been greatly improved thanks to a custom-made, stainless steel table donated by Professor 
Nigel J. Mason. The apparatus has enormous experimental potential e.g. the effects of shock waves on DNA, 
microbes, cell walls, etc. This Workshop will introduce the RST both theoretically and experimentally. It will 
be lead by Professor Mason (University of Kent, UK) and Associate Professor Bhalamurugan Sivaraman (MSS 
2004) of the Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), Ahmedabad, India.

2. ”Consequences of a Second Carrington Event Workshop”. On September 1, 1859, Astronomer, Richard 
Carrington, using a solar telescope noticed an intense burst of white light emerging from two sunspots. 17 
hours later, the Earth witnessed the worst geomagnetic storm in 500 years with blood-red aurorae visible 
even in tropical countries. Telegraph systems malfunctioned, machines burst into flames, compasses were 
rendered obsolete, etc. Today, we know that this ‘Carrington Event’ was caused by a massive Coronal Mass 
Ejection (CME) related to the initial ‘super flare’ observed by the Astronomer. In Carrington’s time, there 
was much less technology, and dependence on technology, than there is today. What consequences 
(technological, economic, political, ethical, etc.) would a ‘Second Carrington Event’ of 2019 have ? For this 
Workshop, led by Dr. Helmut Kessler, EMBA 2010 (Manx Precision Optics, Isle of Man), and Professor Hugh 
Hill (ISU Central Campus), you will work in groups of 3-4 and analyze the ‘Second Carrington Event’ in an 
interdisciplinary fashion.

1. “A personal analysis of the Cassini-Huygens mission”. Emeritus Professor John Zarnecki is a distinguished 
Planetary Scientist and former President of the Royal Astronomical Society (RAS), London. He spent a large 
part of his career working on the seminal Cassini-Huygens mission to the Saturnian System. Specifically, 
he was the Principle Investigator (PI) of the Huygens’ Surface Science Package (SSP), which collected data 
on Titan’s environment, most notably its surface. In this Tutorial, Professor Zarnecki will analyze the mission 
from its earliest beginnings to its launch in October, 1997, and the Cassini spacecraft’s final destruction in 
September, 2017.

2. ”How to Get an Astrobiology Mission Selected by a Space Agency”. Most space agencies, when it comes 
to selecting which space science missions to fly, run a moderately open, democratic system involving a 
degree of involvement from the scientific community. The space science community is remarkably creative 
in coming up with mission proposals across the entire gamut of Space Science including amongst others, 
Solar Physics, Solar-Terrestrial Physics, Planetary Science, Primitive Bodies (Comets & Asteroids), Exoplanet 
Science, Astrophysics, Cosmology and Fundamental Physics as well as, of course, Astrobiology. The number 
of proposals submitted, in response to an “Announcements of Opportunity” (or AO), usually far outnumbers 
the available slots. A typical AO might well elicit 20 to 30 proposals for only a single available opportunity ! 
What is it that makes a proposal likely to win against all its rivals ? In this Workshop, Emeritus Professor John 
Zarnecki and ISU’s Professor Hugh Hill invite Participants to work in teams of 3-4 and deliberate on how best 
to come up with a competitive and engaging Astrobiology mission proposal.
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[DA-SCI-12&13] Professional Visit to Luxembourg: ispace and Spire

[DA-SCI-14] Individual Project Presentations

[DA-SCI-15] Individual Project Presentations
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This Professional Visit will be to two, cutting-edge New Space companies in Luxembourg with strong ISU 
links: ispace (https://ispace-inc.com/) and Spire (https://www.spire.com/en). In the morning, we will visit 
ispace where our Host will be Dr. Abigail Calzada Díaz (SSP 2012, MSS 2013), a Mission Scientist specializing 
in lunar resources, geology and scientific instrumentation. She will introduce ispace via a short presentation 
and thereafter give us a demonstration of a Lunar robot being developed and tested by the company. In the 
afternoon, we visit Spire, which was founded by several ISU alumni. Spire describe their mission as: “...a data 
and analytics company that collects data from space to solve problems on Earth. Owning and operating one 
of the largest satellite constellations in the world, Spire identifies, tracks, and predicts the movement of the 
world’s resources and weather systems so that businesses and governments can make smart decisions.”

Participants will summarize their Individual Projects. Up to 10 minutes will be allocated for each Presentation 
with an additional 5 minutes devoted to the Q&A session. Participants can present their projects individually, or 
as a team if it is a project involving more than one individual. Note that for ‘team presentations’, it is imperative 
for each Presenter to clearly describe their personal contribution to the project. It is anticipated that one or 
more external Faculty will be on the Jury.

Participants will summarize their Individual Projects. Up to 10 minutes will be allocated for each Presentation 
with an additional 5 minutes devoted to the Q&A session. Participants can present their projects individually, or 
as a team if it is a project involving more than one individual. Note that for ‘team presentations’, it is imperative 
for each Presenter to clearly describe their personal contribution to the project. It is anticipated that one or 
more external Faculty will be on the Jury.

Strasbourg Observatory



The Starry Night, Van Gogh (The Netherlands - 1889)

View of Saint-Rémy-de-Provence at dawn through the windows of the 
asylum he was staying at. 
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TEAM 
PROJECTS

During SSP19, a total of 144 Team Project slots is allocated for four Team Projects. On 24 June 2019, Monday , the
participants will be briefed about each of the Team Projects and associated activities. They will then be provided
an online form to submit their three Team Project preferences and the motivation for their preferences. The
submissions will be closed at 13:00 on Tuesday, 25 June, 2019.

The preference list and associated motivations of each participant will be evaluated carefully by the SSP 
Academic Team and each participant will be appointed to a team Project group among their three preferences.
Academic Team’s decision is final. Participants who do not submit their preferences by the deadline will be
assigned to a Team Project group by the SSP Academic Team.

SSP Team Project Reports
in the Past 7 Years
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FAST TRANSIT 
TO MARS

Geoffrey Steeves
Chair

Jaroslaw Jaworski
Associate Chair

Øystein Borgersen
Teaching Associate

Introduction

Today’s human Mars mission concepts involve very 
high risks to the health of their crews from radiation 
exposure and long term microgravity effects. These 
problems might be largely solved by a propulsion 
system capable of traveling at a constant acceleration 
of 1g all the way to Mars and back. It is possible that 
1g acceleration would reduce the travel time from 
Earth to Mars to less than one week. It would also 
reduce the impact of microgravity by simulating an 
Earth-like onboard gravity experience. This project 
should explore the feasibility and implications of a 1g 
propulsion system for a Mars mission. What problems 
would such a system address and what new ones 
might it create? What technologies will be required? 
Are the investments worthwhile? What business 
opportunities might arise and could they be made 
profitable? What are the broader implications for our 
culture and society?

Background

As we consider the next phase 
of human exploration, it is worth 
evaluating the potential benefits of 
more advanced forms of propulsion 
[1,2]. Within the last decade gains 
in artificial intelligence, robotics, 
additive manufacturing, materials 
engineering and quantum physics 
may have brought advanced 
forms of propulsion nearer than we 
realize.  Furthermore, the nascent 
commercial space sector can 
provide unprecedented access to 
Low Earth Orbit, a fertile testing 
ground for space-based research 
and development into additive 
manufacturing, space robotics and 
in-situ resource utilization.
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Two NASA architectures [3] being considered for 
Mars exploration are illustrated above.  The short-
stay architecture lasting 650 days would spend 30 
days on the surface, while the long-stay mission 
would last 916 days (2.5 years) with almost 500 days 
on the surface.  Both these architectures consider 
transits between Earth and Mars based on the use of 
chemical propellants and lasting 7-13 months.

From a design standpoint, a spacecraft capable of 
continuous 1g acceleration could be the ideal form 
of transport for humans through the solar system.  
Simple relativistic calculations show that at least from 
an energy point of view, this is could be possible.

Objectives

For this team project you are asked to review 
propulsion technologies beyond traditional chemical 
propulsion and propose your best solution for a 1g 
propulsion system to travel to Mars and beyond. 
Your analysis should rely on our present-day 
understanding of available technologies, reasonable 
projections for how these technologies will advance 
and our present-day scientific understanding of the 
universe.  

Brainstorm and define propulsion from a systems 
point of view. What elements of your proposed 
system would be available and technically mature 
enough at this time? Which would be critical and 
require significant developmental efforts. Create a 
research and development roadmap towards the 
production of such a system. What are the likely 
risks, and benefits (both direct and indirect). Thinking 
about this propulsion system as your future product, 
how would you fund its development and build a first 
prototype? Try to identify who might be your early 
stage customers, investors and partners.

Try to forecast how a 1g propulsion system would 
affect our ability to establish a permanent human 
presence on Mars, and enable further exploration 
and development of the solar system. What are 
the implications for human culture and society, for 
international policy and for economic growth if Mars 
is brought within reach?

Tasks

1. Review available literature and seek out ISU 
Faculty and Lecturers to research advanced 
propulsion concepts.  

2. Brainstorm what types of technologies would 

be feasible for 1g propulsion and choose the best 
one

3. Define your system and design its development 
roadmap
4. Consider the impact of a 1g Earth Mars 
propulsion system on the 7-core ISU departmental 
disciplines.

5. Based on your analysis, if a 1g propulsion 
system is desirable, how might you convince 
decision makers to take the next steps towards its 
inception.

Suggested References

[1] Frisbee,Robert H., “Advanced Space Propulsion for 
the 21st Century”, Journal of Propulsion and Power, 
Vol. 19, No. 6 (2003).

[2] Houtes, M., et al, “NASA’s Nuclear Thermal 
Propulsion NTP Project”. Presentation by NASA 
Marshall Space Flight Center (2018). https://ntrs.nasa.
gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20180006514.
pdf

[3] Drake, Bret G., editor, “Human Exploration of 
Mars Design Reference Architecture 5.0,” NASA-
SP-2009566, July 2009.

[4] Harry Stine, G. “The Third Industrial Revolution’ 
(1979).
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Introduction

The global information and networking explosion 
enhances the role of space as an integrator of systems. 
Telecommunications, remote sensing, positioning 
and celestial body exploration and exploitation 
pose new opportunities and challenges. Industrial 
policies and capabilities must constantly evolve in 
this environment to provide value of invested funds, 
satisfy security considerations and add value in 
potential partnerships and alliances. A mapping of 
industrial policies and capabilities is a prerequisite for 
regional space industrial positioning.

This team project will analyse the methods, tools 
and objectives of national and regional distribution 
of space competencies. Further the project aims to 
draw comparisons between leading nations, as well 
as across regional industrial policies and how these 
can relate to the national, or global value chains. An 
interdisciplinary analysis of key national industrial 
policies should be conducted and links to regional 
competencies in Europe and other nations should 
be drawn. This should lead to recommendations for 
future competence development for smaller regions.

Background

Regional competencies can become a driver for 
excellence. Surgeons from Strasbourg as an example 
have performed a telesurgery in 2001 in New 
York operating a patient in Strasbourg. This had a 
positive impact on Strasbourg becoming a centre of 
expertise in telerobotics. An example for a selected 
competence on a national level is Luxembourg with its 
recent financial investment and change of legislation 
in space mining. On the other side of the globe, China 
recently started to facilitate the private space sector 
and more and more entrepreneurs try to find their 
place in the Chinese industrial space landscape.

Objectives 

The team project should provide a guideline for 
decision makers to add value to their industrial 
landscape through space competitiveness. The 
objective is to have clear recommendations of where 
and how a region can start or increase the integration 
of space into their industrial infrastructure through 
policies, legislations and other tools and methods.

Tasks

1. Perform a literature review answering the following 
research questions (plus others that might be relevant 
to successfully complete the project)

a) Which are the key global trends regarding 
industrial space competitiveness?

b) What are the key national trends in the same 
regard?

c) Which are space related industrial 
competencies that drive regional competitiveness 
(Examples: Telemedicine, 3D printing, mobility, 
cyber security)?

d) Which policies have an impact on industrial 
competitiveness?

e) What other tools and methods exist to boost 
the regional economy?

f) How do these tools and methods compare to 
each other in different regions and nations? Are 
there big differences amongst them?

g) Which are lessons learned (positive and 
negative) from other regions trying to use space 
to boost their competitiveness?

ENHANCING INDUSTRIAL SPACE COMPETITIVENESS: 
GLOBAL TRENDS AND LOCAL POSITIONING

Jan Walter Schroeder
Co-Chair

Vasilis Zervos
Co-Chair

Hashmita Koka
Teaching Associate
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h) Find global and regional key numbers that help 
decision make

i) How can the impact of the building of space 
competencies be measured? Which are the main 
indicators and their unit of measurement?

j) Who are the decision makers in the different 
regions which are related to TP participants?

2. Engage with experts in the field and involve their 
input into your report.

3. Shortlist 5 regions of similar size and economical 
strength than the region Grand Est (each region 
should be represented by at least one participant in 
the TP)

4. Identify decision makers in those regions and 
contact them with a list of questions that remain after 
the literature research.

5. Create a list of competencies that can be created 
by using industrial space as an enabler.

6. Perform an interdisciplinary analysis of key national 
industrial policies and links to regional competencies 
in selected areas.

7. Perform a case study ideally on the region Grand 
Est and select 3 competencies that the region could 
build upon to strengthen its industrial position through 
space.

8. Create a guide with methods and tools which 
decision makers can follow to build industrial space 
competency in their region.

9. Define a roadmap with realistic time planing 
anticipating the impact of the tools and methods and 
the evolution of the actions over time.

10. Give recommendations to selected regions and 
send your report to the decision makers at the end of 
the team project.

Conclusion

This team project will provide a useful examination 
of the challenges and opportunities that space 
creates on a regional level and will create guidelines 
for decision makers to enhance industrial space 
competencies in their regional value chain.

Suggested Reading / Reference List

Polverari L., Bachtler J., Assessing the Evidence: The 
Evaluation of Regional Policy in Europe, European 
Policy Research Paper, 56, ISBN: 1-871130-62-X

EUR-Lex - 52013DC0108 - EN - EUR-Lex - EU SPACE 
INDUSTRIAL POLICY RELEASING THE POTENTIAL 
FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE SPACE SECTOR:
(Link:https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
ALL/?uri=celex:52013DC0108, accessed: 02.05.2019)

Keith Hayward, THE CHINESE AEROSPACE 
INDUSTRY: A Background Paper, July 2013 
(L ink :ht tps ://www.aerosociety.com/Assets/
D o c s / P u b l i c a t i o n s / D i s c u s s i o n P a p e r s /
ChineseAerospaceIndustryDiscussionPaper.pdf, 
accessed: 02.05.2019)
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SPACE FOR
URBAN PLANNING

Graziella Caprarelli
Chair

Keith Wright
Teaching Associate

Introduction

Urban planning is a complex multidisciplinary 
endeavor, combining the technical and political 
processes attending to the sustainable development 
of urbanized spaces to satisfy present and future needs 
and desires of all stakeholders. Principal concerns are 
in relation to public welfare and public health, efficient 
layout of infrastructure and distribution of services, 
land use design, protection of the environment and 
natural resources, economic development, and social 
activities. Urban planning should ideally bring forth 
sustainable economic growth and social benefits, 
and should be considered an integral part of regional 
and global planning. In practice, though, achievement 
of urban planning objectives, both in the short and 
long term, is complicated by the competing needs 
of different classes of stakeholders (Campbell, 1996). 
Such complex technical and political interactions 

are generally navigated following established 
approaches grounded in theoretical models of 
planning (e.g., Martens, 2001; Whittemore, 2014; Van 
Karnenbeek and Janssen- Jansen, 2018). However, 
as these evolve and urban areas grow, effective 
adoption of any approach to urban planning requires 
accurate and reliable objective information and data. 
It is in this context that space technology can play a 
major role, both with acquisition of data from satellite, 
and with data archiving, analysis and interpretation 
(e.g., Nichol et al., 2007). This project will focus on the 
technical aspects of data acquisition and utilization 
for urban planning with particular emphasis on space 
technology.

Background

With predictions that urban population will comprise 
68% of the total world population by 2050 (Zhou 

Fig. 1. Urban planning priorities (left, blue boxes), and problems (right, red). The “challenges” diagram (left) is a simplified version of Campbell’s (1996) figure 1, illustrating 
conflicting planning goals. The double arrows represent conflicting needs which can exacerbate into corresponding problems (right panel) if the sustainability sweet spot shown 
as the hatched blue triangle in the center of the left figure is not achieved. The hatched red triangle in the right hand-side figure symbolizes the combination of problems leading 
to urban and regional crisis conditions. 
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et al., 2019), we can anticipate problems such as 
pollution, congestion, crime, property prices and 
insufficient infrastructure and services to increase 
and cause major disruption to human life. At the 
same time, because urban areas are consumers 
of resources that are produced in rural and natural 
areas outside of cities (Netzband et al., 2007), the 
impact of unmitigated and uncontrolled urban 
growth will have major repercussions regionally and 
globally. Tensions between the competing needs of 
different stakeholders are already well known to pose 
significant challenges for urban planning (Fig. 1, left), 
and will only increase once population growth causes 
exponentially higher pressures on economic and 
natural resources (Fig. 1, right). Urban planning must 
thus attempt to find a sustainable balance between 
the use of natural resources and their preservation, 
in ways that are attuned to the long term needs and 
desires of the local population, local histories, and 
local cultures (e.g., Sacco and Tavano Blessi, 2009). 
Indeed, urban areas are themselves to be considered 
complex ecosystems, both figuratively and in a literal 
sense (in as they are formed by interconnected 
natural and built environments). Methods normally 
employed to study ecosystems relying on spatial 
data, acquired both on ground and from space, are 
therefore ideal to provide baselines and model inputs 
into predictions and monitoring of urban growth 
(Niemelä, 1999; Netzband et al., 2007). Satellite data 
have furthermore the advantage of being cheaper 
to acquire (once the space infrastructure is in space 
and operational), covering areas that may be normally 
unreachable, with a higher frequency than it is usually 
possible on the ground. Therefore, remote sensing 
technology is perfectly suited to establish local 
baselines (Netzband et al., 2007), monitor changes 
in real time, and acquire data-rich information layers 
that can then be used as input in predictive models 
(Caprarelli and Fletcher, 2014).

Naturally, where there are challenges and problems, 
there are opportunities to learn and move technology 
and practices forward. Future cities will increasingly 
become “smart” in their use of Internet of Things 
(IoT) sensors to collect data to manage assets and 
resources, although presently the “smart” concept 
is mostly limited to transportation and logistics 
applications (http://www.wiomax.com/smart-iot-
intransportation- and-logistics-is-the-key-tech-to-
improve-cities-in-motion/). Amsterdam, Madrid, 
Milan, Stockholm, New York and Taipei are modern 
examples of cities that are already developing 
“smart city” initiatives, some of which initiated by 
governments with the support of local business 
and research institutions. Currently IoT services rely 
principally on earth-bound technologies, but new 
start-ups and NASA are looking to space for satellite 
powered networks of sensors, as well as for sensors 
located in space.

Objectives

For this team project we will assume that the four 
pillars for sustainable development listed in the 
Space2030 agenda (Space2030 Team, 2019) have 
been fulfilled to the satisfaction of the United Nations 
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (UN 
General Assembly, 2015). Therefore we will assume 
that the global geopolitical and economic scenario is 
one where space and space resources are accessible 
to all nations, either directly or by international treaties 
or multinational agreements, regardless of the level 
of economic development of individual countries. 
We will therefore assume that satellite data and the 
analysis and computational tools required to interpret 
data and build predictive models (e.g., Caprarelli 
and Fletcher, 2014), are either directly or indirectly 
available to all nations.

The team project will focus on the technical aspects 
of urban planning, in relation to the role that space 
infrastructure and resources play in acquisition and 
distribution of spatial data and information. Technical 
aspects may include science principles underpinning 
remote sensing, engineering principles related to 
space and land infrastructure, as well as ecological 
and legislative aspects.

The team project will address the challenges and 
problems of urban growth outlined in Fig. 1, from 
the perspective of the type of space infrastructure, 
data, analysis and modeling required to ensure urban 
planners have the best and most accurate data and 
information to work with. 

The purpose of the project is to identify the most 
valuable space resources and the most efficient 
combination of data, infrastructure and distribution 
network that can help urban planners to maximize 
sustainability (center triangle, Fig. 1, left) while 
minimizing the negative impacts of urban growth. 

The research and results of the project will then be 
summarized, generalized, and distilled into a series of 
recommendations for local and national government 
agencies, on the best use of space infrastructure and 
data to facilitate planning in an urban growth scenario.

An additional (and optional) possible outcome of 
the team project may include the proposal layout 
for a smart city, realized by the interconnected 
development of technology and urban design.

Workplan

The team is encouraged to form three separate 
working groups corresponding to stakeholders in 
the three specific areas of society, economy, and 
environment, and research the specific issues related 
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to urban growth and urban and regional planning that 
more directly affect each area. The three sub-groups 
will then pool together their knowledge and, in a 
consultative and action framework, will decide on:

• Acquisition of space technology / data

• Data management, distribution and analysis

• Modeling and predictions

The team will then summarize in a comprehensive 
report: the research work, the mode and outcome of 
the consultation process, and final recommendations 
for planning solutions. It is anticipated that the team 
will proceed on the premise of a (realistic) situation of 
a finite (but adequate, albeit unspecified) budget, and 
therefore that all decisions to be taken with regards 
to the utilization of space infrastructure and data 
acquisition and management will be negotiated to the 
satisfaction of all stakeholders involved.

Tasks

1. Literature review: (a) urban planning; (b) remote 
sensing - Earth observation.

2. Form subgroups and investigate specific urban 
planning issues and space technology.

3. Prepare and present first seminar to Faculty, 
Teaching Staff, Advisors and Assessors.

4. Consultation and negotiation for decision making 
on: (a) space resources / space data acquisition;
and, (b) data distribution among all stakeholders.

5. Prepare and present second seminar to Faculty, 
Teaching Staff, Advisors and Assessors.

6. Formulate predictions, generalizations, 
recommendations.

7. Write and submit comprehensive report and 
executive summaries.

References
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NEXT GENERATION SPACE SYSTEMS: 
SWARMS

Jacob Cohen 
Chair

Anderson Wilder 
Teaching Associate

Introduction

The participants of the Swarms Team Project will make 
a SWOT analysis of a highly promising, emerging 
space system based on the distributed functionalities 
of swarms.  A swarm of collaborating nano-satellites 
enables a whole new range of applications, such as 
exploring areas of planets and moons that are out of 
reach of today’s instruments and  advanced telecom 
functionalities. Swarms also enable the use of spin-in 
technologies, such as mass production advantages 
and Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) technology. 

Background rationale

Swarm-organized systems found in biology show 
remarkable benefits over centrally coordinated 
systems. Examples range from how ants work 
together to protect their queen, to how a flock of 
birds create the most breathtaking figures together 
without collisions. Applying this to a space based 
system provides a number of advantages. First of all, 
complexity can be divided over the elements of the 
swarm and therewith keep every element as simple 
and robust as possible. A swarm satellite is typically 
a nano-satellite that does not have the required 
resources for orbit and attitude control to strictly keep 
position with respect to other satellites in the swarm 
so it would not be capable of maintaining position 
in a constellation or a formation. This disadvantage 
can be turned into an advantage when the mission 
is designed such that it is not important where the 
swarm elements are. As such, the swarm satellites 
can be produced quite inexpensive and rely on COTS 
technology that make them suited for mass production. 
A large number of nano-satellites in a swarm make 
the swarm extremely robust and omnipresent. The 
revisit time of a swarm can be near instant. Swarms 
are very well suited for global earth observation, but 
can also form large scientific instruments of which the 
radio telescope OLFAR is the most exciting example. 
In essence, OLFAR is a large aperture radio telescope 
that can produce a detailed sky map at yet unseen 
frequencies that is with current space mission design 
thinking, beyond present means, both technically and 
financially. Yet another fascinating application that 
can be enabled with swarms is to form an Internet 

Of Things (IOT) backbone in Space. As such, in-situ 
sensors measuring environmental and/or geolocation 
parameters all over the world, can transmit their data 
whilst a swarm of small satellites collects this data 
and further manages how to deal with it. With the 
emergence of swarms, a totally new space system 
with features incomparable to traditional space 
systems is becoming available and the full use and 
benefits are still hardly discovered.

Main issue(s) to be addressed: 

 What makes a satellite a swarm satellite? What 
advantage can be made of the fact that in a swarm 
the number of elements is basically unlimited?
 What resources and systems does a swarm 
satellite need? How would the cooperation with 
terrestrial (or planetary) sensor swarms work?
 What are new and emerging applications that 
swarms can be used for? How can the swarm 
concept be optimized for scientific goals such as: 
OLFAR, Planetary exploration and global climate 
change monitoring, or applications such as active 
debris removal?
 What are the operational scenarios for swarms? 
 How can global data-collection tasks be 
commercialized with swarms? 
 The swarm satellite design needs to be completely 
based on COTS technology. What is the impact of this 
on business models in the Space business? Does the 
current foreseen trend for small satellite launchers 
lead to a profitable business for swarm based 
businesses?
 What are the legal issues of swarms of very 
small satellites, for instance in terms of registration, 
authorization, responsibility and liability in case of 
damage? Which state should license these missions; 
do they pose more or less risk than larger satellites? 
And to whom? What insurance will be required and 
available for this kind of missions? 
 Where should swarms go? Which orbit? What 
about disposal after the useful lifetime of the satellites 
and compliance with national and international debris 
regulations and guidelines? How does the end-of-life 
mechanism of an individual satellite work? 



Augsburger Wunderzeichenbuch Folio 65, Unknown 
(Germany - ca. 1550)

In the year A.D. 1401, a large comet with a peacock tail appeared in the sky 
over Germany. This was followed by a most severe plague in Swabia

 
The Book of Wonders of Augsburg depicted several ‘supernatural’ events 

from distant past
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ACADEMIC 
SUPPORT

SPACE ENGLISH 
ACCESS COURSE

During the week prior to the opening ceremony, an intensive Space English Access Course (SEAC) is offered for 
participants who want to practice and improve their English communication skills. The SEAC provides 36 hours 
of individual and group activities focused on speaking, listening, reading, and writing English to prepare the 
participants for full engagement in all aspects of the SSP. In addition to offering a low-key environment where 
participants learn and use the vocabulary and Key Concepts of the space-related disciplines, the SEAC includes 
orientation to the SSP program, schedules, and resources.

The SEAC is developed and facilitated by the English Programs Lead, with the assistance of other teachers who 
have similar training and experience in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL), English for 
Special Purposes (ESP), and/or English for Academic Purposes (EAP).

There is an additional fee for SEAC enrollment. For more information, please contact Nassim Bouvet at 
admissions@isunet.edu

The Space English Access Course sessions will be held with the following schedule:

Carol Carnett
SEAC Lead

Anderson Liew 
SEAC Assistant

Support Activity Date & Time
SEAC #1
SEAC #2
SEAC #3
SEAC #4
SEAC #5
SEAC #6
SEAC #7
SEAC #8
SEAC #9
SEAC #10
SEAC #11
SEAC-Graduation Ceremony

17 June 2019 09:00
17 June 2019 14:00
18 June 2019 09:00
18 June 2019 14:00
19 June 2019 09:00
19 June 2019 14:00
20 June 2019 09:00
20 June 2019 14:00
21 June 2019 09:00
21 June 2019 14:00
22 June 2019 09:00
23 June 2019 11:30

SEAC Participants
SEAC Participants 
SEAC Participants 
SEAC Participants 
SEAC Participants 
SEAC Participants 
SEAC Participants 
SEAC Participants 
SEAC Participants 
SEAC Participants 
SEAC Participants 
SEAC Participants

Who Should Participate?
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CORE LECTURE CONTENT
REVIEW & ENGLISH TUTORIAL

During the first four weeks of the program, the SSP schedule includes optional Core Lecture Content Review and 
English Tutorials. During these classes, the English Team will be available to help participants having difficulty 
with understanding and communicating in English, in particular for core lecture vocabulary and key concepts. 
These sessions will also target midterm and exam preparation.

Each class will be organized and facilitated by the Lead of English Programs, with assistance from staff and 
faculty. In addition, individual participants - or groups of participants with similar goals - are encouraged to 
arrange tutorial times with English teachers, who will then post a weekly calendar for any tutorials scheduled 
outside of the regular English classes.

The Optional Core Lecture Content Review & English Tutorial sessions will be held with the following schedule:

Carol Carnett
English Programs Lead

Support Activity Date & Time
CL Content Review & English Tutorial
CL Content Review & English Tutorial
CL Content Review & English Tutorial
CL Content Review & English Tutorial
CL Content Review & English Tutorial
CL Content Review & English Tutorial
CL Content Review & English Tutorial
CL Content Review & English Tutorial
CL Content Review & English Tutorial
CL Content Review & English Tutorial
CL General Review

27 June 2019 08:00
28 June 2019 08:00
02 July 2019 08:00
04 July 2019 08:00
05 July 2019 08:00
09 July 2019 08:00
11 July 2019 08:00
12 July 2019 08:00
16 July 2019 08:00
17 July 2019 08:00 
17 July 2019 14:00

All SSP Participants
All SSP Participants
All SSP Participants
All SSP Participants
All SSP Participants
All SSP Participants
All SSP Participants
All SSP Participants
All SSP Participants
All SSP Participants
All SSP Participants

Who Can Participate?
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TEAM PROJECT EDITING,
DESIGN, PRESENTATION SUPPORT

A team of professional editors, artists, and communication specialists will provide team project support through 
a series of workshops and customized feedback and guidance. A lead staff editor and graphic designer are 
assigned to each team to facilitate workflows, mentor editing and deliverable sub-teams, and perform line-by-
line reviews of your TP report, executive summary, and presentation. All staff editors and designers are alumni of 
ISU programs and bring insights distilled from years of team projects to help yours run as smoothly as possible. 
Additional ISU editing support will be available online to work with the on-site team.

The TP Editing, Design and Presentation support sessions will be held with the following schedule:

Andrea Gini 
Team Project Editor

Ryan Clement 
Team Project Editor (On-site Lead) 

Andree-Anne Parent
Team Project Designer

Lauren McGarry
Team Project Editor

Support Activity Date
TP Executive Summary 
Workshop
TP Editors
Workshop

6th and 7th August 2019
(check calendar for details) 

8th August 2019
(check calendar for details)

Executive Summary Designers 
and Editors, TP Managers

TP editors
and Managers

For Who?
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INTERNATIONAL SPACE UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY

The Library mission is to provide high quality services 
in support of the teaching and research objectives of the 
International Space University. The Library is a special 
Library acting as a major center for multidisciplinary 
resources relevant to space-related subjects. 

Some of the topics covered are: Earth observation and 
use of satellites in global climate change or environment 
monitoring, Geographical Information, Systems, Global 
Positioning Systems, Space policy and law, satellites 
applications, telecommunications, space biology and 
medicine, astronomy and astrophysics, astrobiology, 
engineering sciences applied to space, history...

International Space University LIBRARY Website: https://
isulibrary.isunet.edu/opac/

Resources
The Library collection consists of nearly 10,000 
documents, including printed and electronic books, 
journals and magazines, references, novels and DVDs. 
Use the search box on the Library website to find the 
item you are looking for. We recommend that you also 
use our Discovery tool, EBSCO EDS, to search for peer-
reviewed journal articles and academic reports. Use the 
‘Institutional Access’.

Subject guides and reading lists are designed to 
help SSP users to find appropriate literature for Core 
lectures, workshops and Team Projects. They organize 
selected resources, mostly by academic disciplines or 
Team Projects subjects and include databases, library 
holdings, full-text sources, references sources, websites 
and web resources.

Participants will find a selection of appropriate 
bibliographical databases and Open Access resources in 
the ‘Resources’ Tab from the Library Website.
Past Team Projects and Master of Space Studies student 
reports are accessible from the Library website in pdf.
Services
Ms. Pauline Gance, student in Library sciences from the 
Université de Strasbourg and Ms. Chloe Evans, alum of 

Muriel Riester
ISU Librarian

Pauline Gance 
SSP Librarian/Research 

Assistant

Chloe Evans 
SSP Librarian/Research 

Assistant

the International Space University Southern Hemisphere 
Space Studies Program will be participants’ dedicated 
librarians. They will provide guidance and assistance in 
using appropriate sources for literature and build relevant 
search queries, find and locate the material needed, 
explain how to create a bibliography, supply items that 
the Library does not hold.

Tutorials and Library online guides are made available 
to participants via the Library Website. You are allowed 
to borrow 10 items during one month and can renew 
the loan once. Access ‘My Library account’ to see which 
items you currently have on loan, create your own 
reading lists or alerts on new acquisitions.

Our webpage ‘SSP participants’ summarizes resources 
and services to support your learning, research, 
academic writing and referencing during the SSP. Our 
webpages ‘Literature searching’ provide guidance 
through the process of literature searching: what is a 
literature review, how to stay current, how to use citation 
software’s, make citations and bibliographies, etc.

ASAP (Alert Service for Academic Publications) is a 
curated alert service proposed by the Library to 
keep you informed of recently published academic 
and scientific literature about subjects relevant to the 
University’s curriculum.

Access to e-resources
By contract with publishers, some e-resources are 
restricted to ISU current students and staff. Enter your 
ISU network ID (surname.name/password) when 
prompted to do so. You will receive an email from ISU IT 
which contains your ISU ID credentials.

Stay connected with the Library
We are happy to help and you can contact 
us via our ISU emails. Follow us on Facebook 
(InternationalSpaceUniversityLIBRARY) and Instagram 
(spaceuniversity_library) to have news and tips about 
services.
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TEDxISU

27 July 2019

Like TED, ISU is committed to open ideas focusing on international, intercultural, and interdisciplinary thought 
from the world. TEDx brings the spirit of TED’s mission of ideas worth spreading to local communities around the 
globe. TEDx events are organized by curious individuals who seek to discover ideas and spark conversations in 
their own community.The theme for TEDxISU, taking place for the first time at ISU’s central campus is “Exploration”. 

TEDxISU
During SSP12
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PARTICIPANT
TALKS 

SSP participants are encouraged to present the projects they are working on in their universities or jobs to the 
other participants. On average 8 to 10 participant talk sessions are organized during the course of the program, 
each of which host 2-3 presentations. Some of these presentations can be academics-oriented, such as an 
experiment designed by a participant to be flown to ISS, while some others can discuss which watches the 
Apollo astronauts wore (and why?). These talks are a great opportunity for the participants to learn from each 
other and provide them an opportunity to discover their common interests and competences with their peers.

SSP18
Participants Watching Participant Talks

UAE’s Journey to Mars (26 June 2019)

Speaker: Mohammed Nasser Al Ahbabi 

The UAE Space Agency is working on developing a 
space exploration probe mission to Mars that is set 
for launch in 2020. The Hope Mars Mission also called 
Emirates Mars Mission will become the first mission to 
Mars by any Arab country. Dr. Al Ahbabi, the Director 
General of the Emirates Space Agency will give a talk 
describing the path being followed to achieve this 
highly challenging endeavor.

UAE Space Agency Director General Dr. Al Ahbabi 
at SHSSP19

PUBLIC 
EVENTS

DISTINGUISHED
LECTURES
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Once We Went to the Moon (27 June 2019)

Speaker: John Logsdon

The United States between July 1969 and December 
1972 sent twelve men to walk of the surface of the 
Moon. Then it stopped lunar voyages, and in the 
almost half-century since, no human has traveled 
beyond low Earth orbit. This talk by the author of John 
F. Kennedy and the Race to the Moon will discuss 
why the United States undertook Project Apollo, why 
that project was cut short, and whether there will be 
a return to the Moon in coming years.

My Space Journey as an Artist (4 July 2019)

Speaker: Sushant Singh Rajput

Sushant’s highest-grossing releases came with the 
satire PK (2014) and the sports biopic M.S. Dhoni: The 
Untold Story (2016). For his performance in the latter, 
he received his first nomination for the Filmfare Award 
for Best Actor.

NITI Aayog, the policy think-tank of the Indian 
government, signed him to promote the Women 

John Logsdon
Addressing SSP15 Participants

Sushant Singh 
at SpaceCampUSA 

Entrepreneurship Platform (WEP). Apart from acting 
and running innsaei ventures, Sushant is actively 
involved in various programs like Sushant4Education, 
as a part of efforts to help young students.

Sushant had participated in the Space Camp at 
Huntsville and is highly interested in the fields of 
Space, astronomy, virtual reality, science, and physics. 
He had been learning flying to get a pilot license and 
holds experience with simulators like Boeing 737. 
Sushant will share his journey and the passion for 
acting, dancing (arts) and Space.
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Ramon Vullings
Addressing SSP18 Participants

How to become an idea DJ? Insights on Cross-
Industry Innovation (15 July 2019)

 Speaker: Ramon Vullings

Cross-industry innovation is a clever way to jump-
start your innovation efforts by drawing analogies and 
transferring approaches between contexts, beyond 
the borders of your own industry, sector, area or 
domain.

Ramon Vullings, a global speaker and author on 
cross-industry innovation & business transformation, 
will discuss on what different sectors can learn from 
each other on process & services levels.

Planning Human Missions to Mars (16 July 2019)

Speaker: John Connolly

Human Mars mission design is a specialized subset 
of space mission design involving the complications 
of sending humans on an interplanetary journey and 
returning them to Earth. Mars is 1000 times as far from 
Earth as the moon, and in many ways, the human 
mission to mars may be 1000 times as challenging 
as the voyages to the moon in the 1960’s and 1970’s.

John Connolly 
Addressing SSP15 Participants

The Magic of Entrepreneurship (10 July 2019) 

Speaker: Till Haunschild

Till is a master magician, having performed all over 
the globe. As second generation magician, he has 
been practicing the secret arts of magic almost from 
birth, honing his ability to weave together imagination, 
story telling and psychology to entertain, educate, 
and amuse. Applying these skills to business enabled 
Till to become a successful entrepreneur. He started 
nine companies, many of these with successful 
exits, including the first music streaming service 
in Germany. Magic is the art of finding solutions to 
seemingly unsolvable problems. Like a magician, an 
entrepreneur has to imagine a future that appears 
impossible, but then make it happen anyway. In this 
lecture Till explains why magic is so special and how 
everyone can use the psychology and concepts of 
magic to improve their business and personal lives.
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Starships - Mission to Alpha Centauri (24 July 2019)

Speaker: Pete Worden

No extraterrestrials have yet visited us – but neither have we stepped out onto the galactic stage. Are we destined 
to belong to Earth for as long as we survive? Or can we reach the stars?

Breakthrough Starshot is a $100 million research and engineering program aiming to lay the foundations for a 
flyby mission to Alpha Centauri, our nearest star system, within a generation. This is one of several privately-
funded global initiatives to answer the fundamental science questions surrounding the origin, extent and nature 
of life in the universe. The Breakthrough Initiatives are managed by the Breakthrough Prize Foundation.

Hayabusa2 and Japanese Future Space Program (23 July 2019)

Speaker: Ryudo Tsukizaki

The speaker is an assistant professor of the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science of Japan Aerospace 
eXploration Agency (ISAS/JAXA), He is in charge electric propulsion system of Japanese asteroid sample return 
mission “HAYABUSA2,” which succeeded releasing the European lander “MASCOT” in 2018 and sampling the 
c-type asteroid “Ryugu” in April 2019. Currently the project team will be conducting the final touch down to the 
artificially created creator for sampling. And then it will be leaving the asteroid for the Earth and arriving by the 
end of 2020. The talk will mainly cover HAYABUSA2 as well as the introduction of ISAS/JAXA, the speaker’s 
specialty and future science program of JAXA. It will be about 60-90 min including discussion.

Pete Worden Presenting
“StarChip“ to the SSP Participants

Funding Your Start-Up (22 July 2019)

Speaker: Storm Boswick

This presentation will develop concepts for determining the 
sets of investors best suited to the formation of capital across 
the life of a Space project and/or business. This evaluation 
considers the quantum of capital needed for the project at 
each stage of financing, and the form of capital required and/
or preferred by founders/owners/operators/stakeholders  
(venture capital; debt; equity; warrants; vendor finance; etc). 
The evaluation also considers the objectives of those groups 
with ownership and control, and governance, as well as the 
different options to consider in negotiation to form capital with 
new sources, or within the insider/stakeholder group.

The discussion will focus on driving conclusions based on 
intended outcomes: project/business success; founder/
stakeholder ownership intetests including dilution, control, 
governance, liquidity, etc; governance at various stages; 
investor returns (ROE and ROIC).
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Soffen Memorial Lecture (29 July 2019)

Speaker: Mikhail Marov

Each year, ISU honors the memory of one of its 
greatest supporters, Dr. Gerald Soffen, with a lecture 
featuring a prominent visionary in the space sector. 
Few are more visionary than Dr. Mikhael Marov, who 
served as chief scientist for Soviet Venera spacecraft 
studies of Venus. Mikhael knew Soffen for more than 
25 years and shared a close relationship with the 
scientist.

EVENING
PANELS

International Astronaut Panel (1 July 2019)

The International Astronaut panel is an 
annual highlight of each ISU session. ISU 
participants and the public will have the 
opportunity to interact with this outstanding 
group of astronauts who represent over 30 
years of international spaceflight experience 
ranging from the Soyuz to the International 
Space Station.  

Space Agencies Panel (8 July 2019)

Top managers from agencies around the world such 
as ESA, DLR, UAE, and many others will come together 
and discuss the strategic, policy, and operational 
environment for space science and exploration 
activities in the years ahead. This discussion will focus 
on how leaders think about the biggest opportunities 
for their programs in the next decade. The panel 
will also discuss multi-national projects like ISS, 
opportunities with emerging space programs, and 
potential roles for new privately funded initiatives.  

 Astronaut Panel
During SSP14

Arthur C. Clarke Panel
During SSP16

Mikhael Marov 
Addressing SSP15 Participants
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KOSMICA: Art in the Extremes
(30 July 2019)

Event Coordinator: Nahum Romero Zamora

For the first time the International Space University 
and the KOSMICA Institute bring the internationally 
acclaimed series of galactic gatherings for Earth-
bound artists, space engineers, performers, 
astronomers, musicians and anyone interested in 
exploring and sharing space in original cultural and 
critical ways.

This edition of KOSMICA in Strasbourg will explore how 
artists are creating projects in extreme environments 
such as outer space. The evening will include a social 
mix of art–space programmes that include video art, 
performances and music alongside presentations, 
talks and debates.

ABOUT KOSMICA
THE INSTITUTE KOSMICA is a global institute founded 
in 2011 with the mission to establish a platform for critical, 
cultural and poetic discourse on our relationship with outer 
space and the impact of space activities here on Earth. The 
Institute develops initiatives that bridge art and humanities, 
the space sector and society. KOSMICA supports that space 
does not belong to anyone and our relationship with it is 
deeply rooted in every culture around the world. We believe 
that all of us have a stake in humanity’s actions beyond our 
planetary home.In particular, we are convinced that artists, 
poets, anthropologists, musicians, philosophers and other 
cultural practitioners bring unique perspectives to the 
debates and issues surrounding space activities.

KOSMICA curates and produces original content, projects 
and programmes. Each of our activities is unique, bringing 
together experts across disciplines to explore the cultural 
impact of space exploration, the future of humanity and the 
most urgent issues we are currently facing on our planet. We 
work in partnership with cultural, academic, and scientific 
institutions as well as the space industry all around the world 
to deliver our initiatives.

https://www.kosmicainstitute.com/

FB: https://www.facebook.com/kosmicainstitute/
TW: https://twitter.com/kosmicainst
IG: https://www.instagram.com/kosmicainstitute/
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/kosmica

ROBOTICS
COMPETITION

(13 July 2019)

Competition Director: Kazuya Yoshida, Japan

There are two major tasks in this competition. First is 
navigation of an unknown world. There are scattered 
rock obstacles in the competition field and the robots 
should recognize them with onboard sensors, then 
make appropriate avoidance maneuvers. Also there 
is a boundary of the field, and the robots should 
remain inside the field during the competition activity. 
Second is sample collection. In the competition field, 
there are many precious pieces called “gems” and 
the mission is to collect as many gems as possible 
in a given time, while satisfying the first task. If your 
robot is successful in bringing the gems back to a 
home position, a bonus mark will be awarded for the 
completion of a sample-return mission. All mission 
must be conducted completely autonomously, which 
is a great exercise for a real planetary exploration 
scenario.

Thanks to LEGO Mindstorms, teamwork and a lot 
of imagination, ISU participants design and build 
autonomous robots to achieve the above-mentioned 
tasks. The performance of the robots will be evaluated 
by a group of judges, and prizes will be given to the 
winning teams.

Visitors of all ages are welcome to share an 
educational and fun experience.

SSP18
Participants During Robotics Competition
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ROCKET
LAUNCH

(20 July 2019) 50th Anniversary of Apollo 11 Moon Landing

Launch Director: John Connolly, NASA

International Space University conducts an annual 
rocketry launch competition during Space Studies 
program. Participants from ISU’s Engineering 
department are divided into international teams of 
four to design, construct, and fly a rocket that will meet 
a set of difficult requirements for altitude, payload, 
data capture, and design style. Each team designs a 
unique rocket from a limited selection of body tubes, 
nose cones, rocket motors, and other components, 
aided by computer design and simulation programs. 

Each rocket design passes several safety checks 
before it is certified to fly in the competition. As with 
any competition, there is only a single winner - Will 
the rocket attain the correct altitude? Will the fragile 
payload be returned safely? Will the vehicle fly straight 
and stable? It is a real-world challenge and the team 
with the best performance will be recognized for their 
hard work. This is an event open to the public and 
visitors of all ages are welcome!

SSP18
Participants During Rocket Launch Competition

SSP19 Rocket Launch Location: 
Le Jardin des Deux Rives
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START-UP
DAY

(21 July 2019)

Event Coordinator: Omar Hatamleh 

The International Space University is built around 
the seven disciplines that make up the modern 
space industry. This includes a heavy emphasis 
on the fast growing new space sector, where small 
entrepreneurs challenge traditional large space 
corporations and agencies, developing new markets 
for new companies in space. Disruptive new ideas are 
changing the face of the sector, opening new alleys 
for new actors to make a living in space. Since a few 
years it has become a tradition to not only focus on 
this development in the academic program, but also 
to provide a platform for the aspiring entrepreneurs 
that are part of the ISU programs.

Together with the best local and international 
business startup specialists in the space sector, ISU 
is organizing a Startup Day for all SSP19 participants, 
staff, alumni and friends. This event will be hosted at 
ISU Central Campus, on Sunday 21 July. At this facility 
we will organize a business plan day, where you 
will have the opportunity to attend a series of short, 
powerful and very hands-on workshops and master 
classes, have mentoring sessions and end the day 
with a short power pitch of your new idea for space 

or space applications to a jury of startup specialists 
and investors. The best ideas will win cool prizes, 
but better, get support to work on the next step to 
turning your great idea into a profitable new space 
business. Participation is optional, free of charge, full 
of goodies and guaranteed a super fun day at ISU 
Central Campus, surrounded by like minded aspiring 
entrepreneurs and the best mentors on this side of 
the planet.

Participation is open to anyone with an interest in 
working in a space or space spinoff startup. All you 
need is a good idea. This may be a brand new idea, 
or something you have been working on for a while. 
To participate, please register as soon as possible in 
week 1 of the program. We will then help you work out 
your idea, help you find team mates if needed, offer 
mentoring sessions during lunch and/or dinner, and 
perhaps help you build an early prototype, design 
or mockup, to prepare you as much as possible 
before the event itself. At the event you will be able 
to focus on areas where you think you will need some 
additional support, and of course on perfecting your 
pitch.

Winners of SSP16
Space StartUp Pitch Competition
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SPACE JOB FAIR
GATEWAY TO WORK IN SPACE

Event Coordinator: Bernd Weiss

Working on Space missions, in Earth observation, or 
building rockets is the dream of many. Embarking 
to launch a space career is both exciting and 
challenging. At universities like ISU, people from 
various disciplines and all backgrounds can learn 
the necessary knowledge and train skills to launch 
a successful sprace career. But, a degree or training 
alone is no guarantee to land a job; not even to get 
invited for an interview. 

Building connections to decision makers in (dream) 
companies as early as possible, gaining insights 
about application processes, knowing individual 
requirements, and understanding company related 
and position-based needs becomes crucial and is a 
key to a job offer. 

Started by an ISU Alumni with the intention to promote 
job opportunities during SSP, the Space Job Fair idea 
quickly developed further and career workshops and 
trainings became a part. Now, Space Job Fair is the 
place to gain valuable insights to support exceptional 
candidates launching a space career.

Our goal for the event in the ISU Central Campus

After a successful event at SSP17 and SSP18, we 
are excited to come to ISU Central Campus and to 
organise a career event for SSP19 participants. Our 
goal is to invite companies with internships and 
entry-level positions, but there will be interesting job 
opportunities for professionals too. Additionally, more 

time will be dedicated for workshops and networking.

At Space Job Fair participants will be exposed to:

Career workshops and trainings: resumes, 
interviews, presentation
Evening event and reception to meet and network
Company and startup presentations
Candidate success stories and lightning talks
‐ Special talks for experienced professionals

What to attend?
The workshops are intended to prepare and enhance 
your skills and knowledge. The networking area is an 
excellent place to meet with company representatives 
and to learn more about their projects and career 
paths. You can hear about job opportunities and gain 
first-hand information on company’s hiring practices 
during the presentations. The candidate lightning 
talks are an ideal place to impress potential employers 
and recruiting managers with a presentation of your 
recent projects, or department activity.

Information, Registration, and Agenda:
www.spacejobfair.com/ssp19
List of companies and other material will be provided 
there

Location: T.B.A, ISU Illkirch-Graffenstaden - please 
check the website and SSP19 calendar for updates

Questions? 
Bernd Weiss, SSP11 - Founder
Cell +1-650-665-9815 - bernd@spacejobfair.com / 
bernd.weiss@community.isunet.edu 

Don’t miss our updates and subscribe to https://www.
twitter.com/spacejobfair.
 
“Space exploration has always been an exciting 
challenge for humanity, but, it’s worth pursuing the 
dreams with passion. I believe, the space job fair created 
an organized platform availing broad access to space 
enthusiasts to learn and explore more about Space 
and express their talent explicitly to contribute in future 
space exploration. Space job fair provides opportunity 
to create a network and a platform to share passion 
with the next generation of space travelers.”

Avishek, ISU MSS15; B.Sc. Physics; India. 
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Abigail Calzada Diaz

Adil Jafry
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Aidan Cowley
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Anderson Liew
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Christopher Johnson
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Claude Rousseau
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University of Calgary 
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NASA Johnson Space Center
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NASA Johnson Space Center
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ISU - International Space University
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ISU - International Space University
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NASA
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PIAP Space
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SERTIT

Airbus Defense and Space Netherlands BV

Netherlands Space Office

Jorg Kreisel International Consultant (JKIC)

ESA - Headquarters

NASA Johnson Space Center

George Washington University

Open University Central Campus, Milton Keynes

International Association for the Advancement 
of Space Safety (IAASS)  

ISU - International Space University

The Aerospace Corporation

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

SAGA Space Architects

York University

Tohoku University

 International Academy of Astronautics

International Earth & Space Technology Pty Ltd

Blue Dot Solutions
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Oshri Rozenheck

Paolo Guardabasso

Pascal Kringe

Pascale Ehrenfreund

Paul Wohrer

Percy Blount

Pete Worden

Peter Weiss

Philippe Clerc

Philippe Montpert

Pierre Evellin

Pierre Piccon

Pierre Scheidecker

Rajasekhar Meka

Ramon Vullings

Randall Sweet

Randy Segal

Remco Timmermans

Rene Oosterlinck

Rhonda O’Sullivan

Roberta Gregori

Romain Charles

Ruediger Jehn

Ryudo Tsukizaki

Samantha Coras

Scott Millwood

Scott Ritter

Sebastien Aristotelis

Sergi Vaquer Araujo

Shane Sutton

Shirrel Assis

Silvio Sandrone

Soyeon Yi

Stefan Siarov

Stephane Chauffriat

Steve Brody

Storm Boswick

Stratis Catacalos

Su-Yin Tan

Sumanta Pal

Sushant Singh Rajput

Tahir Merali

Taiga Zengo

Taiwo Tejumola

Tanja Masson-Zwaan

Tejpaul Bhatia

Thomas Cremins

Tidiane Ouattara

Tracy Gill

Ulrike Bohlmann

Valanathan Munsami

Vasilis Zervos

Veronica La Regina

Volker Damann

Vukan Ogrizovic

Walter Peeters

William (Bill) Cowley

William Kramer

Xavier Pasco

Yannick Lafue

Yinghui  Li

Yvonne Pecena

MHL-Law

Astro Live Experiences Co., Ltd.

Région Alsace

Virgin Galactic

Council for Scientific and 
Industrial Research

ispace, inc.

VDA Vieira de Almeira

University of Wuerzburg

Ecole et Observatoire des 
Sciences de la Terre (EOST)

CSA - Canadian Space Agency

IRCAD - EITS

The Aerospace Corporation

Nihon University

Made In Space

LATMOS -Laboratoire Atmosphères, 
Milieux, Observations Spatiales

NASA Kennedy Space Center

Slovak Organisation for 
Space Activities (SOSA)

Vernadsky Institute

University of Colorado Boulder

UAE Space Agency

KOSMICA Institute - Nahum Studios

Euroconsult

D-Mars

The Artistic Astronaut

University of Kent

United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs

Israel Space Agency

ISU - International Space University

Elbit Systems Ltd.

Valispace

DLR-Cologne

DLR - Cologne

Fondation pour la Recherche Stratégique

University of Luxembourg

Breakthrough Foundation

COMEX

CNES - Headquarters

Inspace

FDMJC

ISRO SDSC SHAR

RamonVullings.com

Lockheed Martin

Hogan Lovells

Open Cosmos Ltd

ESA  (ret.)

University of Queensland

ESA - European Space Agency

ESA - European Astronaut Centre

ESA - ESOC

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency

AECOM

DLR-Cologne

ISU - International Space University

SAGA Space Architects

European Space Agency

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI)

Airbus Defense & Space

MCA-X

Valispace

SEMIA

ISU - International Space University

Brock Capital Group

The Aerospace Corporation

University of Waterloo

Vattenfall

Bollywood Film Industry

CSA - Canadian Space Agency

Nihon University

ISU - International Space University

International Institute of Air & 
Space Law, Leiden University

Google

NASA Headquarters

African Union Commission

NASA Kennedy Space Center

European Space Agency

SANSA - South African 
National Space Agency

ISU - International Space University

ESA - ESTEC

ISU - International Space University

University of Novi Sad, Faculty 
of Civil Engineering

ISU - International Space University

ITR - Institute for 
Telecommunications Research

ManTech, International

Fondation pour la Recherche Stratégique

IREPA LASER

China Astronaut Research and Training Center

DLR German Aerospace Center 

Australia

Italy

France

Germany

Japan

Australia

Germany

USA

Spain

Israel

Italy

Republic of Korea

Belgium, Bulgaria

France

USA

Canada

USA

Canada, Papua New Guinea

India

India

Canada

Japan

Nigeria

The Netherlands

USA

USA

Cote D’Ivoire, Canada

USA

Germany

South Africa

Greece

Italy

Germany

Serbia

Belgium

Australia

USA

France

France

China

Germany
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The list of locations on ISU campus to be used for SSP19 activities.

Title

Title

ISU President

SSP Director

SSP Deputy Director

SSP Academic Office

SSP Logistics Office

IT Office

ER Offices

ER - Video Production Team

ISU Librarian

SSP Librarian

Participant Liaison

Core Chairs

Space Applications Department Chairs

Space Engineering Department Chair

Human Performance in Space Department Chair

Space Humanities Department Chair

Space Management and Business Department Chairs

Space Policy, Economics, and Law Department Chair

Space Science Department Chair

TP Fast Transit to Mars Chairs

TP Industrial Space Competitiveness Chairs

TP Space for Urban Planning Chairs

TP Next Generation Space Systems Swarms Chairs

Department Teaching Associates

TP Teaching Associates

ISU Finance Office

ISU Accountant

SEAC Room

Core Lectures

Core Lecture Reviews

Space Applications Department Room

Space Engineering Department Room

Human Performance in Space Department Room

Space Humanities Department Room

Space Management and Business Department Room

Space Policy, Economics, and Law Department Room

Space Science Department Room

TP Fast Transit to Mars Room

TP Industrial Space Competitiveness Room

TP Space for Urban Planning Room

TP Next Generation Space Systems Swarms Room

Participant Talks

1302

3618

3606

3601

2615

2405, 2406

3602, 3605

3605

2201 (in Library)

2203 (in Library)

3603 

3614 

2610, 2608

2203

2614

2203

3401, 3414

2203

2603

2203

2608

2203 (in Library)

2608

2204 (in Library)

2608

3609

3608

1205

Cosmos Auditorium

1205

CDF

1604

1301

1501, 1503

3201, 2601 (Boardroom)

1202

0602 (Galaxy Auditorium)

1205

1401

1601

1609

0602 (Galaxy Auditorium)

Office

Office

CLASSROOMS

OFFICES
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Space Masquerade Ball is one of the most-
remembered events of any SSP. During this night, the 
participants dress in space-themed costumes and 
walk the red carpet. The best individual and group 
costumes are awarded at the end of the ball.

Most weeks there will be a cultural night, in which 
participants from different countries will introduce 
their national background to everyone by offering 
special dishes, drinks, music, singing, dancing, and 
presentations.

SPACE
MASQUERADE BALL

CULTURAL
NIGHTS

Space
Masquerade Ball

Cultural
Nights

Cultural
Nights

Space
Masquerade Ball

Space
Masquerade Ball
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On the Saturday of week-8, there will be a talent night where the participants can display their talents. During 
previous SSPs, the talent night hosted musical performances, dance shows, rope skipping choreographies, tai-
chi displays and many other demonstrations. This year, you are highly encouraged to add new activities to this 
list. 

There are many extra-curricular activities organized by the staff and participants during SSP. For SSP19, salsa 
classes and martial arts sessions will be offered during the weekends. The Participant Liaison will be organizing 
tournaments for a variety of disciplines including table tennis, basketball, and soccer. For many SSPs, a stargazing 
night is a must. Participants are also highly encouraged to organize events and workshops to reflect their personal 
interests.

TALENT
NIGHT

OTHER
ACTIVITIES

SSP Participants Cliff Climbing 
in Switzerland (SSP13)

Stargazing in Desert 
SSP16

Winner of SSP13 Talent Night
Hypergolics Dance Team



Strumento per l’osservazione

This painting shows the instrument created by the astronomer Giovanni Domenico Cassini 
(1625-1712) to observe a comet in 1652. It’s found in a church in its childhood village 

Perinaldo in Liguria
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SSP
BADGE

MEAL 
PLAN

Every participant will be given an SSP identification badge and an ISU swipe card at registration. Participants are 
responsible for carrying their identification SSP badge and swipe card with them at all times, and presenting it to 
university officials or security agents upon request. If the identification badge or swipe card is stolen, misplaced, 
or lost, notify the Logistics team immediately at ssp.logistics@isunet.edu.

Participants are responsible for the cost of replacement in case of loss.

This swipe card entitles the participant to access the ISU building.

The dining facilities used throughout SSP19 are all located on campus. Each participant will have access to the 
meal plan with the SSP badge given during the Registration. The meal plan includes three (3) meals per day 
on working days and two (2) meals per day (brunch, and dinner) on weekends. There are three (3) meals on 
Saturdays where there is an Academic activity.

All meals will be served within the Parc d’Innovation in dedicated places that will be identified in the SSP19 
Logistics schedule.

Special Dietary Needs

Although the dining facilities on campus will try their best to accommodate special dietary requirements, ISU 
cannot guarantee that all special dietary requirements can be met.

Replacement fees 

Every participant will get access to his or her studio 
with a studio key at registration. If the key is stolen, 
misplaced, or lost, you must notify the Logistics team 
immediately at ssp.logistics@isunet.edu.

Fees will apply as follow:
• ISU building access card: 20 EUR
• Electronic key for vending machines: 7 EUR
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LAUNDRY
SERVICES

HOUSEKEEPING

FEATURES OF EACH
INDIVIDUAL ROOM

ACCOMMODATION TRANSPORTATION

SSP19 participants will stay in single apartments with 
private bathroom and kitchen area at CROUS Student 
Accommodation Les Alternants or Les Heliotropes 
at 78 route du Rhin, Illkirch-Graffenstaden, for the 
duration of the Program.

Participants are requested to keep their room clean, 
using available products at the apartment.

The Residence staff may organize a walkthrough the 
apartments to check the compliance to this request.

If you are coming from overseas or from more than 
a few time zones away, expect jet lag—and a little 
culture shock. Get your body on the new schedule 
by drinking plenty of water, eating plenty of nutritious 
food, exercising, and resting.

All transportation to professional visits and other 
scheduled academic activities will be provided during 
the program. 

BICYCLES
It is very easy to acquire second hand bicycles in 
Strasbourg. Your bicycles must be secured at all 
times. 

ISU provides a shelter for the bicycles by the side 
entrance.

PARKING 
ON CAMPUS
Free parking slots are available at the SSP19 
Residence and on campus.

DRIVER’S
LICENSE 
If you plan to drive in France you have to check the 
driving rules to verify that you can use your driver’s 
license. If you want to rent a car, find out the rental 
company’s policies in advance. You may need both 
your driver’s license and an International Driving 
Permit (IDP). An IDP is identification that contains your 
name, photo, and driver information translated into 10 
languages. You will need to obtain this document in 
the country that issued your driver’s license before 
your travel.

TAXI
It is easy to find taxis both at the airport and in the city 
center. 

PUBLIC 
TRANSPORTATION
Public Transportation in Strasbourg Eurometropolis is 
provided by Compagnie des Tansport Strasbourgeois 
(CTS): https://www.cts-strasbourg.eu/en/

Contactless card that gives you access to both the 
flat and your own room
(1) one single bed
(1) one desk, and two chairs
(1) closet for clothes and belongings
Refrigerator, and kitchen furniture and utensils
(1) one sink
Cleaning tools
Wifi coverage
Linens and (1) one small and (1) large towel 
renewed weekly.

Linen and towels are renewed weekly at the 
Reception. 

Access to shared washing machines and dryers 
requires your residence card. 

Following purchases require a contactless credit 
card: 4 EUR for wash, and 1.50 EUR for dry.

CULTURAL 
ADJUSTMENTS
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CURRENCY
EXCHANGE

BANKS
& ATMS

USEFUL
INFORMATION

IMPORTANT
PHONE NUMBERS

CELL
PHONES

SHIPPING ADDRESS FOR 
LETTERS AND FOR PACKAGES

SPORTS
FACILITIES

EMERGENCY
NUMBERS

POWER

Participants will have access to the gym at the 
residence. 

Participant Full Name
Space Studies Program 2019
Residence Les Alternants
78 route du Rhin
67400 Illkirch-Graffenstaden
France
Note: The packages will be distributed by the 
Participant Liaison, or an SSP staff member.

The fire, ambulance and police services are all 
contactable via the above number.

When calling emergency services you will be asked 
to provide:
• The exact address of the incident or emergency 
and/or any noticeable landmarks nearby
• Directions to the scene of the emergency
• The telephone number you are calling from
• Details on the incident itself, the number of persons 
involved, the description of any visible injuries and 
knowledge of any pre-existing medical conditions

Try to stay calm and listen to the call taker’s 
instructions.

It is also important to keep your own phone on, as 
the emergency service may need to contact you for 
further information.

France power supply is single phase 220 volts at 50 
Hertz. You may need a power adapter.

Free Mobile: 
http://mobile.free.fr/fiche-forfait-free.html

Participants should note that on 15th June 2017, 
roaming rates have been abolished within the EU.

The SSP19 Participants are required to comply with 
the residence terms and conditions.

Important note: These regulations are referred into 
the participant contract, which must be signed to 
complete the registration to the SSP19.

Foreign currencies can be exchanged immediately 
upon your arrival at the airport. 

For exchange rates, see: http://www.oanda.com/
currency/converter/

There is an ATM available by the entrance of the 7 
Hotel, which is the building facing ISU on its east side.

DORMITORY AND 
CAMPUS REGULATIONS

Culture shock is a natural effect of being exposed to 
new lifestyles and values, so don’t be surprised if you 
feel a bit impatient, confused, or anxious, or if you hit 
emotional highs and lows as you adjust.

Time usually takes care of it, but if any problems 
persist, consult your on-site Participant Liaison or get 
help from a counselor or doctor.
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Contact Information:
SSP19 Helpdesk/Support: ssp19-it@isunet.edu

ISU Central Campus has Wi-Fi coverage, access 
to the network is available from any places in and 
outside the buildings. ISU SSP19 has access to a 
secured network, therefore access restrictions to 
specific Internet services may apply. Access to the 
Internet is subjected to approval of the Internet Usage 
Charter. 

ISU is part of the eduroam worldwide education 
network. With your ISU account, you can have Wi-Fi 
access from areas covered with eduroam on Campus, 
in the city, in France and worldwide (read more about 
eduroam here: https://www.eduroam.org/).

The ISU has a Single Sign On (SSO) policy, your ISU 
account will give you access to all web based services.

ISU has a school agreement with Google. Your ISU 
account gives you access to Google Apps including 
Drive with unlimited storage.

The following software applications (not exhaustive 
list) will be provided on every workstation in each lab:

‐ Windows 10
‐ Microsoft Office 2016 (Word, Excel, PowerPoint)
‐ Image editing software
‐ Web browsers
‐ Telnet and FTP tools, SSH
‐ Skype
‐ Virus protection software
‐ Space-related software (e.g. Space Tool Kit)
‐ PDF creation tool

The following specialized software is also available 
through an application server:

‐ Microsoft Project
‐ Adobe Photoshop
‐ Adobe Illustrator
‐ Adobe InDesign
‐ Adobe Premiere

No software is to be installed on lab computers 
without the agreement of the IT staff.

ISU has access to 2 general-purpose computer labs, 
accessible to participants with their access card.

A total of 100 Desktop computers are available for 
use in the various participant work rooms. Desktop 
computers are configured with a predefined set of 
softwares (see list below).

Access to the Virtual Desktop Infrastructure and 
applications server will be available from the private 
devices and lab computers with a predefined set of 
softwares (see list below).

Participants are strongly encouraged to use their own 
laptop computer where possible. Using a personal 
laptop has the advantage of enabling the participant 
to keep contact information, eMail exchanges, 
academic material, and work documents during the 
program. It is highly recommended that participants 
bring with them any installation support (CD, DVD, 
S/N, …) for their personal laptop in case system 
reinstallation is required during the program.

Devices must run one of the supported operating 
system to be compatible with the systems used by 
ISU and CIT. These systems are:

‐ Windows 7 or later
‐ Linux with 2.6 kernel
‐ MAC OSX 10.8 or later
‐ Tablets: IOS7 or later, Android

Only English language Operating Systems and 
Applications will be fully supported by SSP IT team.

ISU will not provide software licenses for private 
laptops.

ISU has access to multi-function black and white 
printers, participants can get access with their access 
card.

Access to colour printing is subjected to justification 
and validation by the ISU staff.

In the interests of the environment, printing should be 
kept to an essential minimum and the generation of 
unnecessary paper waste is to be avoided.

NETWORK 
ACCESS

PARTICIPANT 
ACCOUNTS

SOFTWARE 
WEB APPLICATIONS

PRINTING

DESKTOP PCS 
VIRTUAL DESKTOP

PRIVATE LAPTOPS 
& SMART DEVICES

ANTIVIRUS AND 
SPYWARE PROTECTION
Participant’s personal computers and other online 
devices must be updated with the latest virus 
definitions/updates. This is a requirement for both 
Mac and Windows systems.
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The ISU and its institutional partners in Strasbourg France will actively use social media channels to promote all 
the activities of the SSP19 program.

To make of this SSP the most successful one to date, we very much encourage all the participants and staff 
members to show their involvement online. So please, tweet, post, take pictures, film as much as you like, and 
use our official hashtags #SSP19 and #SpaceOptimist !

The ISU and its local partners’ social media team will monitor all the posts using the program’s hashtags, and 
retweet and share your best posts on their own channels.

ISU SSP19 website/blog: https://ssp19.isunet.edu
ISU SSP on Twitter: https://twitter.com/isu_ssp 
ISU on Twitter: https://twitter.com/isunet
ISU on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/spaceuniversity/
ISU on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/InternationalSpaceUniversity
ISU SSP on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ISUSSP/
ISU Facebook public group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/International.Space.University/
ISU SSP19 closed Facebook group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/SSP19/
ISU Friends on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/52924
ISU on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/SpaceUniversity
ISU on Flickr: https://www.flickr.com/photos/internationalspaceuniversity/albums
ISU Library on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/InternationalSpaceUniversityLIBRARY/
ISU Library on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/spaceuniversity_library
ISU Library on Pinterest: https://fr.pinterest.com/ISULibrary/ 
Eurometropolis of Strasbourg on Twitter: https://twitter.com/strasbourg
Eurometropolis of Strasbourg on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Strasbourg.europtimist/ 
Eurometropolis of Strasbourg on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/strasbourg_eurometropole/
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Café Terrace at Night - Vincent van Gogh (The Netherlands - 1888) 

It is also known as The Cafe Terrace on the Place du Forum, and, when first exhibited in 
1891, was entitled Coffeehouse, in the evening (Café, le soir).  

Visitors to the site can stand at the northeastern corner of the Place du Forum, where the 
artist set up his easel. The site was refurbished in 1990 and 1991 to replicate van Gogh’s 
painting. 
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Omar Hatamleh
Director

Dillon O’Reilly
Participant Liaison

Thomas Müller
Academic Assistant

Sonal Baberwal
Logistics Assistant

İpek Nur Doğan
Academic Assistant

Didier Guillaume
Driver

Lucas Boschero
Logistics Assistant

Sowmya Parthasarathy-Peter
Program Assistant

Arif Göktuğ Karacalıoğlu
Deputy Director

Alexandra Ryan
Academic Coordinator

Sebastien Bessat
Logistics Coordinator

ISU SSP Core Team

SSP19 Operations Team

Juan de Dalmau 
President

Steve Brody 
Vice President

North American 
Operations

Sylvie Mellinger 
Director

Administration & Finance

Joel Herrmann 
Manager

ISU IT Services

Nassim Bovet 
Head

Admissions & Alumni 
Affairs

Geraldine Moser 
Head

Business Development

ISU Cross-Program Management
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Nicolas Moncussi
ISU SSP IT Lead

Benjamin Gurtl
Senior IT Assistant

Fatih Özkan
IT Assistant

Emerrie Geddes
Audio-Visual Specialist

Etienne Boucher
Audio-Visual Specialist

Liu Rui
IT Assistant

Mohamed Sendi
IT Assistant

SSP19 IT - AV Team

SSP19 External Relations Team

Future Host Representatives

Nie Rui Ji (Katherine) Nip 
SSP20 Host Representative

Sergio Navas Concha 
SSP21 Host

Representative

Yongzhen (Susan) Li
SSP20 Host Representative

Carlos Sampedro Matarin 
SSP21 Host

Representative

Vanessa Martos Nuñez 
SSP21 Host

Representative

Carlos Ivorra
Social Media Assistant

Kavindi De Silva
External Relations 

Coordinator

Jordan Hoyo
Event Management 

Assistant

Caleb Barrett
Movie Producer
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 Kristell Bars - MSS Student Affairs & Communication Lead
 Yadvender Singh Dhillon - Project Engineer
 Ana Cristina Baltazar Garduno - MSS Teaching Associate
 Laurence Heiser - Accountant
 James Hurrell - MSS Teaching Associate
 Christine Jenck - Assistant, Reception, Travel, and Conference Services
 Marzena Kapusta - MSS Program Planning and Coordination Lead
 Hameed Mohamed - MSS Teaching Associate
 Cecile Paradon - Manager, Human Resources
 Danijela Stupar - Research Associate
 Gongling Sun - ISU Faculty (Space System Engineering - Space Policy)
 Marie Wack - Executive Assistant
 Chris Welch - Director, ISU Master Program

In addition to the SSP19 team listed, the following personnel work at the ISU Central Campus in Strasbourg, 
France (as of June 2019) also contribute their great efforts to SSP19.

ISU CENTRAL
CAMPUS STAFF

ISU
Central Campus
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SSP19 LOCAL
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Catherine TRAUTMANN
Chair

Hervé KRIEGER
Treasurer

Michel HEIBEL
Team Manager

Christine MALECOT
Lead Coordination

Sandrine PELON
Event Manager

Brayan FARINHA DIAS
Designer

Cécile MARTER
Communications Officer



SCHEDULE

Please always refer to the up-to-date schedule at:

https://ssp19.isunet.edu/academics/calendar/

Or,

Scan the following QR-code:
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